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INTRODUCTION.

future historian of the mah'ellous cannot well avoid some mention of the
planchette or "little plank." For his benefit we will remark that the year
1868 witnessed the appearance of the planchette, in great numbers, in the
booksellers' shops of the United. States.
Why so sudden a demand for it should have sprung up, nobody could explain.
Planchette was nothing new. For twelve or fifteen years it had been common
mFrance, where it received its name. It was simply an improvement on some
ruder instrument that had been in use among the original American investigators, of the year 1848, into the rapping and table. tipping phenomena.
The planchette is a little heart-shaped table with three legs, one of which is
a pointed lead-pencil, that can be slipped in and out of a socket, and by means
of which marks can be made on paper. The other two legs have casters
attached, which can be easily moved in any direction. The size of this table is
usually about seven inches long and five wide. At the apex of the heart is the
socket, lined with rubber, through which the pencil is thrust.
Not improbably, some future antiquarian will discover that this mystic toy
was in use long before the days of Pythagoras. The phenomenon of the
tipping tables was known twenty centuries ago.
The form of the planchette is of little consequence, and may be regulated
by the caprice of the manufacturer. The instrument is made light, so that the
slightest application of force will move it. As for the insulated casters and
other " patent" contrivances, they are of no account, except to give novelty
to an advertisement.
'
When the modem rapping phenomena began to be investigated, communications were received by the tedious process of calling over the alphabet, and
noting down the letters at which the rap was given. Then, when the movements of tables took place, it was suggested that by arranging a pencil at the
foot of a light table, and placing a sheet of paper under it, the intelligent force
that was operating might produce written sentences.
The device was tried, and found successful. The table, once set in motion
by the passive influence of a medium, be~n to trace characters, then words
and sentences. This method was finally mmplified by substituting little tables,
the size of a hand ; then small baskets, pasteboard boxes, and finally the flat
piece of wood, running on little wheels, and called Planchette.
Here we hal'e the genealogy of the planchette. It is, you see, the direct
offspring of the tipping table. The phenomena ia which it is made instrumental are, for the most part, the same.
And now, what will Planchette do?
Place it on the smooth wood of a table, and let one person, or two or more,
of a particular organization, rest the fingers on it lightly, and it will soon begin
to move ; and this without any conscious intent or action on the part of any
individual present, as there is reason to believe.
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Then, b;r J?l&~,-~ sheet of white paper under the pencil, it will be found
that intellip~I"e sentences will be written out by these movements.
There-~~'be nothing curious in all this, were it not for the character of
the114'8&1~~ in many instances. Expressions wholly foreign to the mental
ilabit84>('the operators will be found on the paper. Thus, the pious will be
~e to write profanely; and the profane will be suddenly made lDBtrumental
••• ••• in.*he production of mE>88ages which might do credit to Madame Guyon or to
••• •• '•"\fincent de Paul. But the results are as various as the idiosyncrasies of
:•• •• • • individuals.
•
Frequently, answers to mental questions will be given with a directness
that leaves no doubt as to the intelligence of the operating force.
For example : the other day an affectionate father put a mental inquiry, to
which the iustantaneous reply, under the hands of a child, was "A husband."
The question had been, " What does Miss Susan want P" The inquirer then
asked what sum he had paid for repairing a certain garment, and the answer
was correctlv given," Three dollars and seventy-five cents."
What wonder that the planchette should be getting to be a puzzle and a
study to thousands of intelligent inquirers, for whom the great problems of
psychology and physiology have a not irrational interest P
It must not be supposed that the " little plank " will be equally communi.
cative under the fingers of all. In the majority of cases it obstinately refuses
to move. The failures are very numerous. Probably not more than ten out
of a hundred penons in a mixed assemblage would be found, through whom
the phenomena would take place ; and in these hundred there might poasibly
be one who would prove a good medium. Such a one will soon discard the
planchette as of no use, in the production of phenomena far more extraordinary
than any got by its aid.
The editor of the "Boston Journal of Chemistry," Dr. James R. Nichols,
with a candour somewhat rare among men of science, remarks (September,
1868), of the phenomena of Planchette and the tipping tables: "The position
aasumed by a majority of scientific men towards this class of phenomena is
that of entire disbelief. They do not separate the physical disturbances, the
outward show of force by unseen agencies, from the spiritual interpretation
mixed up with, or inseparably connected, as they suppose, with the phenomena. The whole matter is regarded as a sham and a delusion, unworthy of
thought or investigation.
"A considerable number, however, have reached a different conclusion.
They only direct attention to a single point, and first clear away all the
rubbish w1th which it is encumbered. The great question is, Whether theu
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These questions they have settled in their own minds; and the conclusion is,
that the phmomma are undeniably real.
"Not a step further will they go; beyond this all is misty and dark.
Many occupy this position who hesitate to admit it, a• there is in 1cientijW
circus a peculiar &emitivent88 upon the subject ; and odium and disgrace are
liable to reet on any one, no matter how high his position may be, who
cherishes a belief even in the reality of the physical disturbances. We
incline to think the popularity of Planchette may serve to break a link in
the chain of prejudice that binds fast honest convictions, and permit a little
more freedom in thought and investigation."
If the "little plank" shall accomplish as much as this, it will not have
been wholly unproductive of good; but science must put olf its dictatorial
attitude, and take facts as they present themselves, before it can hope to make
au.y progress in the path of interpretation and induction. .
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CHAPTER I.
THE PHENOMENA OF 1847·
•• There is in nature nothing interpolated or without connection, as in a bad tragedy."-

.llristotk.

IN the little village of Hydesville, Wayne County, New York, there stood, in
1847, a small house, which had been occupied by Mr. Michael Weekman. He
had been troubled br. certain rappings, of which he could give no explanation.
But they attracted little attention, and may have had no connection with subsequent developments. It was reserved for the family of Mr. John D. Fox,
of Rochester, a respectable farmer, to have their names inseparably associated
with the first development of the modem spiritual movement, based on the
phenomena now challenging the regards of all thoughtful persons.
Mr. Fox moved into the house the 11th of December, 1847. His family
consisted of himself, his wife, and six children ; but only the two youngest
were staying with them at the time of the manifestations,-Margaret, twelve
years old, and Kate, nine yeax;s old. The former of these sisters subsequently
became the wife of the celebrated Captain Kane, the Arctic explorer.
From the first, the family were disturbed by noises in the house ; but these
they attributed for a time to rats and mice. In January, 1848, however, the
sounds became loud and startling. Knocks, so violent as to produce a tremulous motion in the furniture and 1loor, were heard. Occasionally there would
be a patter of footsteps. The bed-clothes would be pulled oft'; and Kate
would feel a cold hand passed over her face.
Throughout February, and to the middle of March, the disturbances increased. Chairs and the dinin~-table were moved from their places. Mr. and
Mrs. Fox, night after night, With a lighted candle, explored the house, but in
vain. While they stocd close to the door, raps would be made on it ; and on
their opsning it no one would be found.
On the night of March 31st, having been broken of their rest for several
nights previous, they retired to bed earlier than usual, hoping to sleep without
.disturbance. The sounds, however, were resumed. They occurred near the
bed occupied by Kate and Margaret. Kate attempted to imitate the sounds
by the snapping of her fingers. There was the same number of raps in response. She then said, "Now do as I do ; count one, two, three, f'lur, five,
SIX," at the same time striking her hands tog~ther. The same number of raps
responded at similar intervals. The mother of the girls then said, ".Count ten!"
.and ten distinct raps were heard. "Count fifteen!" and that number of sounds
followed. She then said, "Tell us the age of Katie" (the youngest daughter),
"by rapping one for each year;" and the number ot years was rapped correctly. "How many children have I P" There were seven raps in reply.
"Ah," she thought, "it can blunder sometimes." "Try again.'' Still the
number of raps was seven. Mrs. Fox was surprised. " Are they all alive P"
.ahe asked. No answer. "How many are dead P" There was a aingle rap.
She had lost one child.
o; 9;.ized by
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"Do as I do," said Kate Fox. Such was the commencement. "Who can
tell," asks Owen, "where the end will be i'"
"A Yankee girl, but nine years old, following up, more in sport than earnest,
a chance observation, became the instigator of a moyement, which, whatever
its true character, has had its influence throughout the civilized world. The
spark had been several times ignited,-once, at least, two centuries ago; but
it had died out each time without effect. It kindled no flame till the middle
of the nineteenth century."
The instances here referred to are the answers by knocks elicited by
Mr. Mompesson in 1661, and by Glanvil and the Wesley family.
The Rev. Joseph Glanvil, chaplain in ordinary to Charles II., was a writer
of great erudition and ability. In his "Sadducismus Triumphatus," written
to show that the phenomena of witchcraft were genuine occurrences, he gives
an account of Mr. llfompesson's haunted hvuse at Tedworth, where it was
observed that, on beating or calling for any tune, it would be exactly answered
by drumming. When asked by some one to give three knocks, if it were a
certain spirit, it ga,·e three knocks, and no more. Other questions were put,
and answered by knocks exactly. Glanvil himself says, that, being told it
would imitate noises, he scratched on the sheet of the bed five, then seven,
then ten times; and it returned exactly the same number of scratches each
time.
Melancthon relates that at Oppenheim, in Germany, in 1620, the same
experiment of rapping, and having the raps exactly answered by the spirit
which haunted a house, was successfully tried ; and he tells us that Luther
was visited by a spirit who announced his coming by "a rapping at his door."
In the famous Wesley case, the haunting of the house of John Wesley's
father, the Parsonage at Epworth, Lincolnshire, in 1716, for a period of two
months the supposed spirit used to imitate 1\Ir. \Vesley's knock at the gate.
It responded to the Amen at prayers. Emily, one of the daughters, knocked ;
and it answered her. Mr. Westey knocked a stick on the joists of the kitchen ;
and it knocked again, in number of strokes and in loudness exactly replying.
When Mrs. Wesley stamped, it knocked in reply.
It is not surprising that John Wesley was a Spiritualist. "With my latest
breath," he writes, "will I bear my testimony against giving up to infidels
one great proof of the invisible world; I mean that of witchcraft, confirmed by
the testimon}' of all ages."
A writer m the "Encyclopredia Metropolitans" (London, 1861), referring
to these and similar phenomena, observes : "It is, to say the least, a remarkable fact, that such occurrences are to be found in the histories of all ages,
and, if inquiries are but sincerely made, in the traditions of nearly all living
families. The writer can testify to several monitions of this kind portending
death ; and the authentic records of such things would make a volume."
In the "Life of Frederica Hauffe, the Seeress of Prevorst, by Dr. Justinua
Kerner, chief physician at W einsberg" ( ~.ho died in lt69) almost every phase
of the recent spiritual phenomena is desc):gtied as pcrftr.iJWig to her experience.
To these more than twenty credible witne~_ .testify. They consisted in
repeated knockings, noises in the air, a tram]~~~~~ up and down stairs ';r day
and night, the; moving of ponderable articles, &o.
But we must return to the experient<es of the Fox family. Startled and
somewhat alarmed by the ma~~tations of intelligence, Mrs. Fox asked if it
was a human being that was ~g. the noise, and, if it was, to manifest it by
making the same noiec.,. .-Thetil~. 110 sound. She then said, " If you are a
spirit, make two distinct sou~.., Two raps were according!! heard.
The members of the ~y by this time had all loft theJ.r beds, and the
·-· '
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house was again thoroughly searched, as it bad been before, but without discovering anything that could explain the mystery ; and, after a few more
questions and responses by raps, the neighbours were called in to assist in
tracing the pbenomenQn to its cause. But the neighbours were no more
successful than the family bad been, and confessed themselves thoroughly confom~ded.

For several subsequent days, the village was in a turmoil of excitement;
and multitudes ,·isited tho bouse, beard the raps, and interrogated the
apparent intelligence which controlled them, but without obtaining any clue
to tho discovery of the agent, further than its own persistent declaration that
it was a spirit.
About three weeks after these occurrences, David, a son of Mr. and Mrs.
Fox, went alone into the cellar, where the raps were then being beard, and
said, " If you are the spirit of a human being who once lived on the earth, can
you rap to the letters that will spell your name? and if so, now rap three
times." 'fhrco mps were }lromptly given, ard David proceeded to call the
alphabet, writing down the letters as they were indicated ; and the result
was the name, " Charles B. Rosma," a name quito unknown to the family,
and which they were afterwards unable to trace. The statement was in like
manner obtained from the invisible intelligence, that he was the spirit of a
pedlar, who had been murdered in that house some years previously.
According to 1\Ir. David Fox, the floor was subsequently dug up, to the depth
of more than five feot, when the remains of a human body were found.
Soon after these occurrences, the family removed to Rochester, at which
place the manifestations still accompanied them; and here it was discov(l'l'ed,
by the rapping of the letters of the alphabet in the manner before described,
that different spirits were apparently using this channel of communication;
and that, in short, almost any one, in coming into the presence of the two girls,
could get a communication from what purported to be the spirits of his
departed fTiends, the same often being accompanied by tests which satisfied
the' interrogator as to the spirits' identity.
A new phenomC'non was also obsencd in the frequent moving of tables and
other ponderable bodies, without appreciable agency, in the presence of these
two girls. Thcso manifestations, growing more and more remarkable,
attracted numerous visitors, some from long distances ; and the phenomenon
began, as it it were, to propagate itself, ·and to be witnessed in other families
in Roch ester and ,·icinity; while, as coincident therewith, susceptible
persons would sometimes fall into apparent trances, and become clairvoyant,
and re-aflhm these raps and physical movements to be the production of
spirits.
In November, a public meeting was called; and a committee appointed to
examine into the phenomena. They reported that they were unablo to trace
the phenomena to any k1 •own mundane agency.
Of course, the large
majority of persons pronounced the whole thing nn imposture; and the public
press was against it, almost without an exception. There were stories that
the Fox girls 1n·oduced the sounds hy their knees and toe-joints; and one of
their relations, a ~Irs . Culver, declared that Kate l?ox had told her how it
'\\'US done. If the young nnd mischief-loving Knto had ever told her iO, it
must have been in sport; for Mrs. Culver's explanation was soon rejected as
not covering the phenomena.
Tho girls were su bjcctcd to the examination of a committee of ladies, who
bad them div{'sted of their clothes, lairl on pillows, and watched; still the
sounds took place on walls, doors, tables, ceilings, and at quite a distance
from tho mediums.
o; 9;.ized by
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We have before us a letter, received by us, dated Rochester, N.Y., Feb. 16r
1850. It is from the pen of a friend, an English gentlemen of high culture,
who, at our request, availed himself of a brief stay in Rochester to look into
the subject of the mysterious knockings. He made two calls on the Misse&
Fox, to hear the rappings, and wrote us as follows in regard to them : " My opinion of the rappings is that they are human, very human, sin1hll.y
human, made to get money by. If really there is a ghost in the matter,
then quite certainly he is very fickle, something of a liar, very clumsy, very
trifling, and altogether wanting in good taste. It would indeed be painful
to me, exceedingly, if I thought that any man on this earth, on dying, had
ever turned into such a pal~, contemptible ghost.
" Yet at a distance from this place, as I understand, there are men aft'ectin"
philosophy, and even a sceptical philosophy, who are ready to believe, and
who do believe, that these Rochester knockings are those of a spirit. A very
ridiculous spirit ! An untrue ghost, a very pretending ghost! a ghost of n~
reverence or awe whatever! Indeed a ghost that is no ghost at all !
"Here, now I have written what will B~<tisfy your curiosity about this
absurd business. My experience in it will be useful to me, in regard to
superstition as a disease of the human mind. I have learned something from
the errand I have been on. But to me the knockings themselves are not
nearly so wonderful as the echoes they make in the city of New York."
The gentleman who wrote this letter subsequently made a very careful
investigation of the phenomena, as manifested through .the mediumship or
the late G. A. Redman, and became fully convinced of their genuineneBS. He
accepted the spiritual hypothesis as to their origin, and is now (1868)-after
years of examination and reflection, both in this country and in Europe-an unwavering believer, • and one who can give solid reasons for his belief~
thus justifying that reiriark of Novalia, who says, "To become properly
acquainted with a truth, we must first have disbelieved it, and disputed
against it.,
It was soon found that the marvellous phenomena could be produced
through numerous persons of either sex. Mediums for the manifestations
began to spring up on all sides ; and, as a matter of course, spurious phenomena began to be mixed with the genuine.
The raps were soon superseded by more astonishing and inexplicable
experiences. Tables, chairs, and other furniture would be moved about,
raised from the floor, and, in some cases, so powerfully, that six full-grown
men have been known to be carried about a room on a table, the feet of which
did not touch the floor, and which no other person touched. Handbells would
be rung, guitars floated about the room and played on, tambourines played
on, and moved about with marvellous force ; and at last spirit-hands would
be both seen and felt. Although these phenomena would be generally
produced in the dark, there were enough of them produced in the light to
~atisfy inquirers that the effects were not imaginary or spurious.
Mediums were developed with various powers. There ravidly sprang into
notice musical, writing, speakin~, · drawing, and healing mediums. The press
and the pulpit sneered and fulmmated ; but the work went on with amazing
celerity, until millions were not. ashamed to admit their belief in the
phenomena.
At the rooms of J. Koon, Atheus County, Ohio, in February, 1854, musical
• See on _paJ'e 49 of this volume, an account, from his pen, of certain phenomena for
"'"hich Miss Lord was the medium, which he witnessed in our company the latter part of the
year 186o.
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instruments were played on with astonishing force. Five witnesses, whose
names are published, • testify to seeing spirit-hands on these occasions. They
~~ay, "They [the spirits] beat a march on the drum, and carried the tambourine
all around over our heads, playing on it the while. They then dropped it on
the table, took the triangle from the wall, and carried it all around, as they
did the other instruments, for some time. We could only hear the dull sound
of the steel ; then would peal forth the full ring of the instrument. They•
let this fall on the table also. After this, they spoke through the trumpet to
all, stating that they were glad to see them. Then they went to a gentleman
who was playing on the violin, and took it out of his hand up into the air,
all around, thrumming the strings, and playing as well as mortBls can do.
They played on the trumpet, then took t~e harp, and played on both
instruments ; and, at the same time, sang with four voices, sounding like
female voices, which made the room swell with melody.
" After this, they made their hands visible again, took paper, brought it
out on the other table, and commenced writing slowly, when one of the
visitors asked them if they could not write faster : the hand then moved so
fast we could hardly see it go ; but all could hear the pencil move over the
paper for some five minutes or so. When done, the spirit took up the trumpet
and spoke, saying the communication was for friend Pierce; and, at the same
time, the hand came up to him, and gave the paper into his hand. Now,
said the spirit, if friend Pierce would put his hand on the table, they would
shake hands with him for a testimonr. to the world, as he could do much
good with such a fact while on his spintual mission. He then put his hand
on the table by their request ; the hand came up to him, took his fingers, and
shook them. Then it went away, but soon came back, patted his hand SOJI16
minutes, then left again. Now it came back the third time ; and, taking his
whole hand for some five minutes, he examined it all over, and found it as
natural as a human hand, even to the nails on the -fingers. He traced the
hand up as far as the wrist, and found nothing any further than that
point."
Having, on some forty occasions, witnessed phenomena analogous to these,
and quite as nAarkable, we cannot doubt that this account is scrupulously
true, so far as the· facts are concerned.
Everybody ha~ heard of the Davenport Brothers. In 1846, their familr in
Buffalo were disturbed by what they described as "raps, thumps, loud no1ses,
snaps, cracking noisea in the dead of night." In 1850, having read in the
newspapers of the Rochester knockings, they sat round a table with their
hands upon it, and waited further developments. These began by knockings
and other noises, and· table-tippings. Soon, the alphabet was called into
use; then, through the hand of Ira, the elder boy, messages were written by
an invisible scribe ; and Ira was "Boated in the air over the heads of all the
people, and from one end of the room to the other, at a height of nine feet
from the Boor, every person in the room having the opportunity of seeing
him as he Boated in the air above them." To add to the wonder, William
and Elizabeth (a sister) were also upborne; and other marvels took place.
On the fifth t>vening of their proceedings (according to Dr. Nichols), "in
compliance with a direction rapped out on the table by the now familisr
method of calling over the alphabet, a pistol was procured, and capped, but not
loaded. One of the boys was then directed to go to a vacant corner of the room
and fire it. At the instant that he fired, the pistol was taken from his hand ;
• D. Hasteler, Pittsburg: A. P. Pierce, Philadelphia : H. F. Partridge, Wheeling, Va. ;
Lewis Dugdale, farmer, Ohio; Charles C. Stillman, Marion, Ohio.
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and, by its flash, it was plainly seen by every person in the room, held by a
human figure, looking smilingly at the company. The light and the form
vanished together, as when we see a landscape in a flash of lightnihg ; and
the pistol fell upon the floor."
Under tho directions of supposed spirits, the brothers were tied with all
.sorts of complicated knots, and then released in an inexplicably brief space of
time. The news of what was taking place soon spread ; and many eager
inquirers came to the house. Suc,h was the curiosity, that public exhibitions
were given. The fact that the phenomena were produced for the most part
in the dark,·naturally gave rise to suspicion and dispute.
In the year 1868, at the Cleveland Convention of Spiritualists, a report was
adopted, reprobating what were called "the dark citrle impostors, who pretend
to do physical impossibilities, claiming that spirits do them, while they
give no proof of what they assert." "After a diligent and careful investigation of the subject," says the report, "we are irresistibly forced to the
conclusion that dar1:ness is not a necessary condition for physical manifestations; but that it is a condition assumed and insisted upon by tricksters,
having no other usc than to afford opportunities for deception.''
These rcm<trks are likely to mislead. They appear to bo aimed principally
at the class of manifestations for which the Davenports arc cckbrated. That
the most remarkable of the manifestations produced in the dark have been
produced in the light, will not be disputed ; but it docs not follow from this
that darkness may not sometimes be more favourable to their pro•luction.
Darkness, it is true, may offer more opportunity for fraud ; but a little more
trouble taken will soon satisfy the patient investigator. 'Ve do not doubt
that genuine mediums arc often tempted to "help on" tho phenomena. But
careful observers do not find it difficult to separate tho tmc from the
simulated. · 'V e must not expect to find all mediums persons of scrupulous
intep;rity.
The Davenports wore mere boys when they commenced their exhibitions;
and it would not be surprising, if sometimes, impatient at the capricionsnoss or
. slowness of "the spirits," they tried to make them "hurr~· up," by some
boyish acts that may properly be denounced as trit:ks. Indc!ld, Dr. John F.
Gray, of Kcw York, well known to American Spiritualists as identified fi·om
the first with the cause, and a thoroughly impartial, independent inYestigator,
wrote us, under dato of New York, June i, 18M, as follows:"I have not seen the DaYenports this time hero; but I entertain no doubt
of tho genuineness of the manifestations made in their presence. When they
were here some years ago, they were detected in making spurious manifestations when the genuine faiTcd."
Surely the testimony of careful, scientific investigators, like Dr. Gray,
thoroughly prepared against fraud, and anticipating it, is wol'th something in
a case like this.
,
Dr. Loomis, professor of chemistry in the 1\Ieclical College, Georgetown,
has g-iven a minute account of his investigations into the phenom'! na produced
through the Da,·cnports. His t estimony will carry the more wei.~ht with the
sceptic, wh en it is known that he does not admit the spiritual hypothesis,
but attributes the thaumaturgic occurrences to some new, unknown force.
From Dr. Loomis's report, we extract enough to indicate the thoroughness of
his investigation, and the character of his conelusions :"At one end of 'Villard's Hall is a large platform about fifteen feet square,
and three feet from the floor, carpeted. At the back side of this platform,
resting on three horses, about eighteen inches high, with four legs, each one
inch in diameter, was a box or cabinet in which the phenomena occur1·ed.
o; 9;.ized by
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"I find the box seems to be made for two purposes only. 1st, to exclude
the light ; and 2nd, to be easily taken apart and packed in a small space for
transportation. It is mado of black walnut boards, from one-fourth to onehalf of an inch in thickness. The board3 arc mostly united by houks and
hinges, so as to be taken apart and folded up. The box is about seven feet
high, six feet wide, and two feet deep; and the back was one inch in front
of the brick wall of the building. It has thrco doors, each two feet wido and
as high as the box ; so that when the doors are open the entire interior of the
box is exposed to the audience.
" Across each end and along the back are boards about ten inches wide,
arranged for seats, firmly attached to tho box.
These are one-half inch
walnut boards. At the middle and near the back edgo of each of these seats
are two half-inch holes, through which ropes may be passed for tho purpose
of tying the boys firmly to their scats. The entire structure is so light and
frail as to utterly preclude the idPa that anything whatever could bo concealed within or about its several parts, by which any aid could bo given
in producing the phenomena witnessed. The top and bottom of tho box are
of the same thin material, and not tongued and grooved; so that tho joints
were all open. Tho floor was carpeted with a loose piece of carpet, which was
taken out. The entire inside of the box was literally covered with bruises
and dents, from mere scrntchcs to those of an eighth of an inch deep. I
examined the box thoroughly in all its parts, and am sati~fi cd thu t there was
nothing concealed in it ; nor was there any way by which an~·thing could be
introduced into it t<) aid in producing tho phenomena. The phenomena.
exhibited may be divided into several classes.
"a. Defore the performance commenced, the audience chose a committee
of three, of which I was ono. 'l'he other two were strangers to each other
and to myself. I never saw them before that evening, have never seen them
since, and do not know their names. One of the committee-a stout,
muscular 111nn, over si:'l: feet in height, pro f~o sionally a sca -eaptnin, and who
remarked to mo as ho was performing the operation, that he had pinioned
many prisoners-tied one of the boys in the following manner : viz., a strong
hemp rope was passed thr<'c times rouud the wrist, and tied.
It was
then pa>sed three times round the other wri:;t, and tied again, the
hands heing hdtincl the Lack. The rope was then pa~ scd twice around the
body, and tied in front tts tightly vs poosiLlc. Before this was con1plcted, the
wrists had commenced swdling. RO that the flesh between the cordo w·as even
with their outer surface, tho hands pufled with Llood and quite cool. The
circulation was almost completely stopped in the wrists.
"The boy complained of pain, and said 'Tie the rope as you wish; but I
cannot stall(! it. I am in your power; but you must loosen tho 1·ope.' I
rcmarkctl to the captain that it was cruel to let the rope remain so tight as it
was, that SCC'lu·ity could be gained without bciug unnecessarily cruel. We
examined his wrists again; and the captain deciJed not to luosen tho rope.
Tho whole work of tying the boy was closely watched by me during the
entire progress, and thorougl>ly examined when done; and I must say that
very little fLcling was cxhibitcJ for the boy. No human Lcing could be
bound so tightly without suffering excruciatin;:, pain. His hands were
released in about fifteen minutes.
I then examined his wrists carefully.
Every fihro of the rope had made its imprint on the wrists. I examined
them a S<'concl time, one hour and thirty minutes after; and the marks of the
rope were plainly visible.
He was pinioned as tightly around the body.
After bt'ing thus tied Ly his hands, he was seated at one end of the hox ; and
a socond ropo being passed around his wrists, was drawn both-ends through
Dig'''"
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the holes in the seat, and firmly tied underneath. His legs were tied in
a similar manner, so that movement of his body was almost impossible. All
the knots were a peculiar kind of sailor knots, and entirely beyond reach o£
the boy's hands or mouth.
·
" The other Davenport boy was tied in a similar war by another member
of the committee. After being tied, I carefully exammed every knot, and
particularly noticed the method in which he was bound. The knots were all
beyond the reach of his hands or mouth. He was as securelr bound as the
other, the only difference being that the ropes were not as tight around the
wrists. This one, as the other, was tied to his seat; the ropes being passed
through the holes, and tied underneath to the ropes attached to his legs.
Thus fastened, one at one end of the box and one at the other, they were
beyond each other's reach.
" Thus far I was perfectly satisfied of three things. 1st, There was in the
box no person except the boys, bound as above described ; 2nd, It was
physically impossible for the boys to liberate themselves ; 3rd, There was
mtroduced into the box nothing whatever besides the boys, and the ropee
with which they were bound.
" These being the conditions, the right-hand door was closed ; then the
left-hand door; and finally the middle door was closed. At the same time
the gas-lights were lowered, so that it was twilight in the room. Within ten
seconds, two hands were seen by the committee, and by the audience, at an
opening near the top of the middle door; and, one mmute after, the doore
opened of their own accord, and the boy bound so tightly walked out unbound,
the ropes lying on the fioor, every knot being untied. The other boy had not
been released ; and a careful examination showed every knot and every rope
to be in the precise place in which the committee left it.
" The doors being closed as before, with nothing in the box besides one of
the boys, bound as described, hand and foot, with all the knots beyond the
reach of his hands or mouth, in leSB than one minute they opened without
visible cause; and the boy walked out unbound, everv knot being untied.
"b. The box being again carefully examined, and found to contain nothing
but the seats, the boys were placed in them unbound, one seated at one end and
one at another. Between them on the fioor was thrown a large bundle of ropes.
The doors were then closed. In less than two minutes, they opened ae
before ; and the boys were bound hand and foot in their seats. The
committee examined the .knots and the arrangement of the ropes, and
declared them more securely bound than when they had tied them themselves.
I then made a careful examination of the manner in which they were tied, and
found as follows: viz., a rope was tightly passed around each wrist and tied,
the hands being behind the back; the ends were then drawn through the
holes in the seat, and tied underneath, drawing the hands firmly down on the
seat. A second rope was passed several times around both legs and firmly
tied, binding the legs together. A third rope was tied to the legs and then
fastened to the middle of the back side of the box. A fourth rope was also
attached to the legs and drawn backward, and tied to the ropes underneath
the seat, which bound the hands. The last rope was so tightened as to take
the slack out of the others. Every rope was tight ; and no movement of the
body could make any rope slacken. They were tied precisely alike. I also
examined the precise points where the ropes passed over the wrists, measuring
from the processes of the radial, ulnar, and metacarpal bones. I also
carefully arranged the ends of the ropes in a peculiar manner. This
arrangement was out of reach and out of sight of the- boys, and unknown to
any one but myself. The examination being ended, the following facts were
o; 9;_;zed by
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apparent : let, There was no one in the box with the boys ; 2nd, There was
nothing in the box with the boys except the ropes ; 3rd, It was physically
impossible for the boys to have tied themselves, every one of the knots being
beyond the reach of their bands or mouths, and the boys bein~ four feet
apart; 4th, The time elapsing from the closing of the doors to thmr opening
-less than two minutes by the watch-was altogether too short for any
known physical power to have tied the ropes as they were tied.
" c. The boys being tied in this manner, one of the committee was
requested to shut the doors. Be stepped forward, closed the right-hand door,
also the left-band door, and was about closin~ the middle door, when two
hands came out of the box, one of which hit him a severe blow on the right
llhoulder. The committee-man was partly in the box and felt the blow, but
did not know what struck him. He immediately threw open the doors ; but
nothing could be found but the boys, tied as before. I carefully re-examined
the positions of the ropes, and found them as I had left them. The hands
were seen by the audience distinctly. The lights had not been turned down;
and the hands were seen in the plain gsa-light, and remained in sight several
aeconds. Having satisfied myself of the reality of the bands, having seen
the blow given by one of them, which was sufficient to turn the committeeman partly round, I examined them with reference to their position in
relation to the boys anatomically considered. The middle door bad not been
closed, and the committee-man bad not left the box ; both boys were firmly
tied to their seats, and the gas was fully lighted. The hand that appeared to
the left of the committee-man might have been, so far as position and
anatomical relation were concerned, the right hand of the boy at the left side
of the box ; but the hand that struck the man could not have belonged to
either boy. It was more than four feet from either one, and at least two feet
high; and, had either boy been sufficiently near, it must have been a right
hand on a left arm.
"d. The box was then carefully examined again ; and nothing could be
found except the boys, bound as described before. There were then placed
on the floor, between the boys, a bell, a violin, a guitar, a tambourine, and a
trumpet. This being done, the left door was closed, then the right door;
and, as the committee-man was closing the middle door, the brass trumpet,
weighing about two pounds, jumped up from the floor, struck the top of the
box with great force, and fell out on the floor. This took place while the
committee-man stood facing the box. The door was wide open ; and the
committee-man stood partly in the box. The boys were again carefully
examined, and found to be tied as at first. I examined the ropes that I had
carefully and privately arranged, as before described, and found them as I
had left them.
" ~. The trumpet was placed back, and all the doors closed. Within ten
eeconds the violin was tuned and began to plEy ; at the same time the guitar,
tambourine, and bell began to play, all joming in the same tune. Part of
the time the bell was thrust out of the window in the upper part of the
middle iloor, by an arm, and played in sight of the audience. While the
music was being made, there were a multitude of raps, both light and heavy.
on all parts of the box. The first tune was played and repeated ; and a few
aeconds of comparative quiet followed, broken only by the instruments
jumping about the box, and a few raps. Soon a second tune was begun, in
which all the instruments joined as before. In the midst of this tune, the
doors suddenly opened themselves ; and the instruments tumbled about, some
one way, some another; and part fell out on the floor. The time between
the stopping of the music and the opening of the door was not a single
o; 9
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second. I went at once to the box and found both boys bound, hand and
foot, as I had left them. I examined tho ropes particularly about the wrists,
and found them in the precise position in which I had left them, measuring
from the processes of the radial, ulnar, and metacarpal bones. I also found
the ends of the ropes under the seats, which I had, as previously described,
privately arranged in a peculiar manner, in precisely the same position as I
had left them."
The late Professor }!apes, well 1.-nown for his scientific attainments,
described an exhibition witnessed by him through the Davenport Boys.
These boys permitted themselves to be bound by cords, hand and foot, in any
way the operator pleased; and in an instant they were liberated by the
supposed spirits. The spirit of one John King claimed to be tho chief actor
of their ban~l. With this spirit Professor l\Iapes said lle comw·scd jo1· l1alj an
l!ottr. The voice was loud and distinct, spoken through a trumpet. He shook
hands with him, the spirit giving a most powerful grasp ; then taking his
hand again, it was increased in size and covered u·ith flair. The professor said
he went, accompanied only by his friends, among whom were Dr. \Varren
and Dr. Wilson. They had a jocular sort of evening, into which King
entered heartily, and at length played them a trick, for which they were not
prepared, and which rather astonished them. Their hats and caps were
suddenly whisked from their heads, and replaced in an instant. Turning on
the lights. they found each hat and cap was turned inside out ; and it took
many minutes to replace them. Dr. Warren's gloves, which were in his hat,
were also turned completely inside out. Tills exhibition took place in a large
club-room at Buffalo, selected by the professor and his party, having but one
place of entrance and exit. The boys sat on an elevated platform at a large
taule; and this table, in an instant of time, was carried over the beads
of the auditors, and deposited at the most distant part of this large
room.
It is unnecessary to multiply descriptions of the phenomena. After giving
exhibitions in the principal cities of the United States, in the latter part o(
1864, the Davenport Brothers went to England. Here their reception was
of rather a mixed character. By some they were denounced or mobbed; by
others they were treated with the attention which was due to the extraordinary manifestations produced in their presence. They w"re accompanied
by 1\Ir. ·william Fay, himself the medium for some inexplicaule specimens of
modern thaumaturgy.
The Davenports met with great success in Belg-ium, where the press treated
them with unwonted candour and fairness. In St. l'ctersburg, they gave
private seances before the Emperor and the nobility, and were received with
much attention.
On the 11th of April, 1868, they re-appeared in London, and drew a
crowded audience. Their powers had not diminished. A gentleman who
was present writes : "In the cabinet exhibition, hands, life-like in form and
texture, were frequently seen before the doors were closed; and from the
aperture two long, naked, femininely formed arms, and also a group of not
less than five hands of various sizes, were protruded at the same instant.
Mr. Benjamin Coleman, of London, a gentleman personally known to us,
and who bus been an indefatigable investigator of the phenomena for many
years, writes, under date of May, 1868, of the Messrs. Davenport and Mr.
William Fay, "I desire to convey to thoso of my friends in Amorira, who
introduced them to me, the assurance of my conviction that the Brothers'
mission to Europe has been of great service to Spiritualism. . . . I hnve
had no reason whatever to change my opinion of the genuine and marvellous
o; 9;.ized by
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character of their mediumship, which is entirely free from the imputation of
trickery and bad faith of any kind."
Mr. R<lbert Cooper, of London, a sincere and disinterested investigator,
and who accompanied the Davenports to Ireland, Scotland, Belgium, and
Germany, solely in the pursuit of truth, writes as follows: "I have been
intimately associated with the Davenports for seven months. I have
rinessed the manifestations under a variety of circumstances,-in the dark
and in the light, in public and in private-and I have never seen any indication
whatever of the slightest approach to trickery. On the contrary, I have seen
much to convince me of the absence of any thing of the kind. For instance,
I have seen lights struck, contrary to regulations, when the instruments were
sounding and floating in' the air; but no ono was discovered out of his place:
the only result being the falling of the guitars to the ground.
"At Brus~els, at a seance before the first literary society of the town, blue
paint was placed on the instruments unknown to any of us ; but, though the
mstruments were all played on, no trace of the paint was found on the bands
of the brothers. At Antwerp, at the conclusion of the cabinet seance, a
gentleman exhibited his band covered with some black composition of a greasy
nature. He said be bad caught hold of the hands that appeared at the cabinet
window, and fully expected, when the Davenports came from the cabinet, to
find their bands blackened, but, to his great surprise such was not the case.
I have also known black composition placed on the bands of the brothers
during the dark seance, with the idea that the instruments would show traces
of the pigment; but such was not !lie case. None of our party knew of these
experiment~! being made till the termination of the seances."
Mr. Cooper bas heard the "spirits" speak in an audible voice, and bas held
long conversations with them. He says, " It is obviously impossible for any
one to be with the Davenports, as I have be6n, and not discover fraud, if any
existed. I could multiply proofs in favour of the genuineness of these manifestations. If they are not a reality, then all creation is a myth, and our
senses are nothing worth." .
The occurrences in the family of the Rev. Dr. Phelps, of Stratford, Conn.,
which took place not long after the manifestations through the Fox family
(1848·49), are of a character strictly analogous to those that were established
as true, so far as human testimony can establish any thing, in the days of
witchcraft.
•
For seven months, the phonomena were of the most unaccountable character.
We took the pains to write to Dr. Phelps atthetime,and have from him a letter
con'irming the facts in every particular. On returning one day from church,
the family found the doors of rooms, which had been carefully locked, all
thrown open ; and the furniture tossed about in the utmost confusion. In
one room were from t>ight to ten figures formed with articles of clothing, and
arranged with singular skill. They were all kneeling, and each with an open
Bible before it, as if in mockery of their own church-going. Nothing was
missing. The family locked the door of this room, but only to find, on opening it again, the number of figures increased, and that with articles of dress
which three minutes before they had seen in other parts of the house. Heavy
tables were lifted up and let down again, strange noises were heard ; and a boy
of eleven years of age was lifted up and carried across the room. His clothes
were carried away and oLly discovered after a long and patient search. He
was sent from home to a distant school, but had to be recalled as his clothes
there were cut to pieces repeatedly in a most extraordinary manner. The
panes in the windows used to Jly to pieces as Dr. Phelps and others stood
looking at them.
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In hill letter, Dr. Phelps writes, "I have seen thinga in motion above a
thousand times; and, in most cases, where no visible power existed by which
the motion could be produced. There have been broken from my windows
more than seventy-one panes of glass, more than thirty of which I have seen
broken before my own eyes."
About the year 1860, the Hon. James F. Simmons, ofRhodeisland,awell•
known member of the United States Senate, wa.s the witness of some remarkable phenomena.. In the autumn of 1862, Mr. Horace Greeley, editor of the
"New York Tribune," received a. letter which he published in hill paper with
the following introduction: "The writer has received the following letter
from Mrs. Sarah H. Whitman, in reply to one of inquiry from him a.s to her
-own experience in ' Spiritualism,' a.nd especially with regard to a remarkable
'experience,' currently reported a.s having occurred to Hon. James F.
Simmons, late United States Senator from Rhode Island, and widely known
as one of the keenest and clearest observers, most unlikely to be the dupe of
mystery or the slave of ha.llucination. Mrs. Whitman's social and intellectual
-eminence are not so widely known; but there are very many who know that
her statement needs no confirmation whatever." Here is her letter:" DBAR S1a,-I have had no conversation with Mr. Simmons on the subject
-of your note until to-day. I took an early opportunity of acquainting him
with its contents ; and this morning he ca.lled on me to sa.y that he wa.s perfectly willing to impart to you the particulars of his expenence in relation to
the mysterious writing performed under his veru eues, in broad daylight, b!f an
invisible agent.
"In the fall of 1850, several messages were telegraphed to Mrs. Simmons
through the electric sounds, purporting to come from her step-son, James D.
Simmons, who died some weeks before in California.. The messages were calculated to stimulate curiosity, and lead to an observation of the phenomena.
Mrs. Simmons, having heard that messages in the handwriting of deceased
persons were sometimes written through the same medium, asked if her son
would give her this evidence. She wa.s infonned, through the sounds, that the
attempt should be made, and was directed to place a. slip of paper in a certain
drawer a.t the house of the medium, and to lay beside it her own pencil, which
had been given her by the deceased. Weeks passed; and, although frequent
inquiries were made, no writing wa.s found on the paper.
''Mrs. Simmons happening to ca.ll a.t the house one da.y, accompanied by her
husband, made the usual inquiry and received the usual answer. The drawer
had been opened not two hours before, and nothing wa.s seen in it but the
pencil lying on the blank paper. At the suggestion of Mrs. Simmons, however, another investigation wa.s made; and on the paper were found a. few
pencil lines, resembling the handwriting of the deceased, but not so closely as
to satisfy the mother's doubts. Mrs. Simmonds handed the paper to her hnsband : he thought there was a slight resemblance, but would probably not
have remarked it had the writing been casua.lly presented to him. Had the
&ignature been given him, he should at once have decided on the resemblance.
He proposed, if the spirit of his son were indeed present, as alphabetical communications received through the sounds affirmed him to be, that he should
then and there, affix his signature to the suspicious document.
" In order to facilitate the operation, Mrs. Simmon& placed the closed points
of a. pair of scissors in the hand of the medium and dropped her pencil through
one of the rings or bows, the paper being placed beneath. The hand presently
began to tremble; and it was with difficulty, it could retain its hold of the
scissors. Mr. Simmonds then took the scil80rs into his own hand, and dropped
the pencil through the ring. It could not readily be sustained in this position.
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.After a few moments, however, it stood as if firmly poised and perfectly still.
It tAm begun •lowly to fllllt>l. Mr. Simmontll aaw the letter& traced beneath hi&
~~~- The wortll, 'Jamu D. Simmonds,' were distinctly and deliberately writtm;
q,nd the handwriting wu a fac-rimile of hi& son' 1 signature.

" But what Mr. Simmons regards as the most astonishing part of this seeming
miracle is yet to be told. Bending down to scrutinize the writing more
closely, be observed, just as the last word was finished, that the top of the
pencil leaned to the right. He thought it was about to slide through the ring;
but, to his infinite surprise, he &aw the point slitk &lowly back lllong the word
4 Bimmom,' tiU it rested over the letter i, when it imprit~ted a dot.
This was a
punctilio utterly unthought of by him. He had not noticed the omission, and
was therefore entirely unprepared for the amendment. He suggested the experiment, and he thinks it bad kept pace only with his will or dasire.
Eut how will those who deny the agency of disembodied spirits in these marvels, ascribing all to the unassisted powers of the humsn will, or to the blind
:action of electricity,-how will they dispose of this last significant and curious
factP
" The only_ peculiarity observable in the writing was that the lines seemed
sometimes slightly broken, :as if the pencil had been lifted, then set down

'~ne

other circumstance I am permitted to note, which is not readily to
'be accounted for on any other!P'ound than spiritual agency. Mr. Simmons, who
received no particulars of his son's death until several months after his
-decease, proposing to send for his remains, questioned the spirit as to the
manner in which the body had been disposed of, and received a very minute
and circumstantial account of the means which had been resorted to for its
preservation, it being at the time unburied. Improbable as some of these
statements seemed, they were, after an interval of four months, con1irmed as
literally true by a gentleman then recently returned from California, who
was with young Simmons at the period of his death. Intending soon to
return to California, he called on Mr. Simmons to learn his wishes in relation
to the final disposition of his son's remains. The above particulars I took
down in writing, by the permisson of Mr Simmons, during his relation of the
facts."
In the "British Standard," of Aug. 14, 1863, Dr. Campbell remarks of
these and similar phenomena, " The conclusion of the whole matter is this :
we believe in the existence of angels and of devils, in the existence of the
spirits of men both good and bad; we believe that all are capable of acting in
their disembodied state on the minds of men still in the ftesh; we believe in
the possibility of intercourse between man and these disembodied intelligences,
whether good or bad ; we believe, on the authority of Scripture, that spirits
.are capable of entering human bodies, of speaking through them and acting
in them ; and hence we believe in the possibility of spirits operating on
matter in the way of rapping out the letter of the alphabet, or in the way of
writing with the pencil. We see nothing in Scripture or in the nature of the
case that militates against these conclusions. All that we require is proof,
indubitable, sensible proof, from our own eyes and ears. On that condition,
we at once give full credence."
• To the question often put by the inconsiderate, in regard to the phenomena,
" What good have they all done ?-What's the use of them all ? '' Dr.
Campbell replies, " We are sometimes met with the question cui bono ? We
-deny our obligation, as a condition of rational faith, to prove the cui bono. It
may exist where we see it not, and have important ends to accomplish with
which we are unacquainted."
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Dr. Campbell relates some singular occurrences in his own experience, and
concludes "Explanation of such phenomena we have none to offer; but we
stand by the facts as here stated."
It is astonishing how often this cui bono interrogatory is put by persons
who ought to see how a little reflection would silence them. Once when Dr.
Franklin was asked in regard to some discovery, "\Vhat's the use of it?" he
retorted by saying, "What's the use of a new-born baby?" And as for that
matter, it might be asked, "What's the use of any thing?"
" I do not see that people have been made better men and women by these
things," says a popular editor, in reference to the spiritual phenomena, the
genuineness of which he admits. And by a superfici&l thinker, the remark
will be taken as sound common sense, and as settling the whole question of
their importance.
But you will observe that precisely the same objection might be brought
against the discoveries of Copernicus, of Newton, and even of Morse and
Fulton. Have people been made better men and women by the theory of
gravitation, by the steamboat, the railroad, and the electric telegraph? Indeed
have the printing-press and the photographic art been exclusively servants in
the cause of morality ? Ruch questions, if not always put in the spirit of "the
loud laugh that speaks the vacant mind," certainly indicate rather a narrow
view of the great facts of existence.

CHAPTER II.
MANIFESTATIONS THROUGH MISS KATE FOX.
"The spiritual world
Lies all about us, and its avenues
Are open to the unseen feet of phantoms
That come and go, and we perceive them not,
Save by their influence, or when at times
A most mysterious Providence permits them
To manifest themselves to mona! eyes."-Longftllow.

WE come now to a narrative of phenomena so remarkable that they will

probably excite many an exclamation of incredulity, although the authority
on which they rest is above suspicion.
We have already had occasion to quote the testimony ofD17. John F. Gray,
of New York. He was one ofthe earliest and most persevering investigators
of the Hydesville phenomena. To us he has been personally known for
more than a quarter of a century; and he is well known to a large circle of·
intelligent patients in the great city where he has had a lucrative professional
practice until, a few years ago, he retired from active occupation.
Dr. Gray accepts the spiritual hypothesis as the only one covering all the
phenomena he has witnessed. His rea8ons for believing that spirits communicate with men in the' body are thus stated in a succinct summary of the
results that have come to his knowledge during the last twenty years :" I. Phenomena of a physical nature not referable to the laws of physical
relation ; such as the moving of ponderable bodies, independent of earthly
mechanics ; the production of a great variety of sounds, also independent of
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any known or conceivable mechanical apparatus ; the production of lights of
various colours, sizes, shapes, degrees of brilliancy, and duration of incandescence, in every case without the presence of any chemical agents or
apparatus known to or usable by man; and, lastly, tile r~roduction of living
material bodies, through which eztemporaneous, but rtal and tangible phrtaical
organisations, tile Bpirit8 !lave re-appeared to tlleir friends on eartll, expressing
their peculiarities of physical form and movement, and likewise their peculiar
and distinctive modes of apprehension, feeling, and intellection. Through
these temporarily organised effigies of their former earth-bodies, they have
(as I know from several instances of recent date) spoken to and sung with
their relatives here, and have given many other equally palpable proofs of
their ability to reconstruct and inhabit a physical form.
"II. Phenomena of a mental nature not referable to earthly volition and
intelligence; such as the contrivance and production of the physical
phenomena above cited; the production of writings in various ancient and
modem languages, wholly unknown to those in whose presence they have
been executed ; the utterance of prophecy ; the narration of e\·ents, and the
recital of mental facts that are transpiring in distant places, often across
broad oceans ; the improvisation and incredibly rapid production of symbolic
drawings and elaborate pictures by persons not versed in the pictorial art,
and unable to explain the symbols they have executed and combined in such
a way as to convey a good lesson of life, or renew a long-buried personal
reminiscence ; lastly, the felicitous and accurate impersonation of persons
long departed this life, and who were wholly unknown to and unheard of by
the personators.
"Tho philosophy of spirit-intercourse sheds a mellow light over hnman
history and human science. It founds a positive psychology, and teaches
where to look for well-springs of invention and progress : and it reconciles us
to the hard ministry of sin and sorrow, of ignorance and Hulfering."
In 1860, Mr.
, an opulent and well-known banker of New York
(formerly of the firm of L
and - - , but now retired from business),
lost his wife, to whom he had been much attached, and who had been attended
during her last illness by Dr. John F . Gray, an old friend of the husband.
Mr. L
, an inveterate sceptic, was now induced by Dr. G. to call on
Miss Kate Fox, the young woman through whose quick .wittedness these
rapping phenomena were originally interrogated and developed at Hydesville.
In February, 1861, Mr. L. accordingly had a sitting with Miss Fox ; and
the result was an entire change in his views concerning life and death.
At a small gathering of inquirers at which our friend, Mr. Benjamin
Coleman, of London, was present, in 1861, Dr. Gray read the following
extraordinary account by Mr. L - - - - , of the manifestations which Mr L.
obtained through Miss Fox. After describing the precautions he took to prevent the possibility of deception, Mr. L. proceeds as follows :" The lights being extinguished, footsteps were heard as of persons walking
in their stocking-feet, accompanied by the rustling sound of a silk dress. It
was then rapped out by the alphabet, ' My dear, I am here in form ; do not
speak.' A globular light rose up from the floor behind me ; and, as it became
brighter, a face, surmounted by a crown, was diMtinctly seen by the medium
and m~self. Next, the head appeared, as if covered with a white veil: this
was wtthdrnwn after the figure had risen some feet higher; nnd I recognized
unmistakably the full !lead and face of my wife, surrounded by a semi-circle of
light about eighteen inches in diameter. The recognition was complete,
derived alike from the features and her natural expression. The globe of
light was then raised, and a female hand held before it was distinctly visible.
0
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·· Each of these manifestations was repeated several times, as if to leave no doubt;
in our minds. Now the figure, coming lower down and turning its head,
displayed, falling over the globe of light, long flowing hair, which evt!n in ita
shade of colour, appeared like the natural tresses of my wife, and like hers wae
unusually luxuriant. This whole mass of hair was whisked in our facea
many times, conveying the same sensations as if it had been actuall!J """"'"
tlatural hair. This also was frequently repeated, and the hair shown to us in a
variety of ways. The light and the rustling sound then pasaed round the
table and approached me, and what seemed to the ~touch a skirt of muslin wae
thrown over my head, and a hand was felt as if holding it there. A whisper
was now heard; and the words, 'Sing, sing,' were audibly pronounced. I
hummed an air, and asked, ' Do you like the.t P' ' Yes, yes,' was plainly
spoken in a whisper; and in both cases I J-ecognised distinctly the voice of
my wife, to which I had become sensitively familiarised during her laet;
illness, when she had become too weak to talk aloud."
At another sitting, e. few days after, the same precautions and conditions
being observed, the following phenomena wore witnessed:" The table was lifted from the floor, the door violently shaken, the windowaasb raised and shut several times ; and, in fact, everything movable in the
room seemed in motion.
" Questions were replied to by loud knocks on the door, on the window,
ceiling, table, everywhere; aU being the work of several powerful S{>irita, who
were present, and whose presence was necessary, as it was afterwards
explained, to support or induce the manifestations of a more beautiful and
interesting character.
"An illuminated substance, like gauze, rose from the floor behind us,
accompanied by a rustling sound, like that of a silk dress. The previously
described electrical rattle became very loud and vigorous. The figure of a
female passed round the table, and, approaching us, touched me. The gauzr.
substance was shaped as though covering a human bead, and seemed as if
drawn down tight at the neck. Upon close examination, as it approached
near me a second time, it changed its form, and now seemed in folds over a
melon-shaped oblong, concave on one side ; and in this cavity ther" appeared
an intensified brilliant light. By raps, I was requeHted to look beyond the
light. I looked as directed, and saw the appearance of a human eye. Again
receding with the rattle, the light became still brighter; and then, re-approaching, the gauze, which had changed in furm, was grasped by a naturallyformed female hand; and unfolding, revealed to me, with a thrill of indescribable happiness, tk upper half of the face of my w1je, the eyes, forehead, and
expression in perfection. The moment tho emotion of recognition had passed
into my mind, it was acknowledged by a succession of quick raps.
" The figure disappeared and re-appeared several times, the recognition
becoming each time more nearly perfect, with an expression of calm and
beautiful serenity. I asked her to kiss me if she could; and, to my great
,', astoni•hm~nt and ~t~light, an arm was placed around
ne~k, and a r~
: ;:~'~
·
pable ktss ~ILS unpla~ted on my. h~s,. through ~omethmg hke fine muslin..
· ··. head was la1d upon mme, the ha1r fallmg luxunantly down my face. The
· ·. ss was frequently repeated, and was audible in every part of the room.
The light th~n moved to a point about midwar between us and the wall,
which was distant about ten feet. The rattling mcreased in vigour; and the
light, gradually illuminating that side of the room, brought out in perfection
an entire female figure facing the wall, and holding the light in her outstretched hand, shaking it at intervals, as the light grew dim. lily name and
her name were repeated in a loud whisper; and among other things which
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-occurred during thie remarkable sitting, the figure at the close etood before'
tlu mirror, and wa1 rejleeted therein."

" The incidents of another evening were thus described: "The lights and
electric rattle were as strong as on the previous occasions. Hands were
placed upon my forehead, a head placed upon mine, the hair, as before falling
~own my face into my hand. I grasped it, and found it positively and
unmistakably human hair. It was afterwards whisked playfully at me,
·creating as much wind as an ordinary fan. The spiritual robe was then
dropped over my head and face, as real and material in substance as cotton or
muslin of a very fine texture. At one time, the globe of light extended to
about two feet in diameter. At last, it was shaken with another sharp rattle;
.and, shining brightly, revealed again the full head and face of my wife,
every feature in perfection, but spiritualised in shadowy beauty such as no
imatrination can conceive, or pen describe. In her hair, just above the left
temple, was a single white rose, the hair being arranged with great care.
"The next appearance, after a brief interval, revealed the eame face, with a
pink rose instead of a white one. The whole head and face were shown to
us, at least twenty times during the sitting, and each time was recognised by
me, the perfection of the recognition being in proportion to the brilliancy of
the light. During the whole of these manifestations, cards of a large size,
provided by myself, were placed on the floor, with a pencil ; and long
messages were found to have been written upon them," &c.
Dr. Gray, in conclusion, said, "These manifestations could not have been
produced by human means; and if you admit the competency of the witnese, :
of which, from my knowledge of him, I have no doubt, they are, in my
opinion, conclusive evidence of spirit identity."
Several persons in the assembly rose to ask questions of Dr. Gray, respecting this very startling narrative; and one gentleman said, he really could not,
though a believer in Spiritualism, receive such statements without great
misgivings of delusions being mixed up with them. "Now," he said, "I put
it to you, Dr. Gray, do you believe that such things can and did occur?"
Dr. Gray replied very calmly," Yes, my friend; I believe as implicitly every
word of those narratives as I do in my own existence.•'
P1·e,·ious to leaving New York, Mr. Coleman made a special visit to Miss
Kate ~'ox, the medium for these wonders; and sh11 fully corroborated all that
Mr. L - - - had told him.
Of Mise Kate Fox, Dr. Gray writes: "She has been intimately known to
my wife and me from the time she was a very young girl; that is to say, from
1860 to this date (18611. At that early day in the history of the manifestations, she was frequently a visitor in my family ; and thea, through that
chil<.l alone, without the poseibilit) of trick from collusion with others, or, I
may truly add, of imposture of any kind, all the various phenomena recorded
by friend L., except the reproduction of visible human forms, were witneseed
by Mrs. Gray and myself, and many other relatives and friends of our
family. Among these I may mention, as frequent, attentive, and very able
ob~ervers, the late Dr. Gurald Hull,• my brother-in-law; and Dr. Warner,
my ~on-in law. Mise Fox is a young lady of good education, and of an
-entirely blamelese life and character."
Of Mr. L---, Dr. Gray says, "Besides his general character for
veracity and probity, Mr. L. is a competent witnese to the important facts he
• Dr. Hull, who was universally respected and beloved, both as a physician and a friend, has
often corroborated to us, personally, the most remarkable of the facts to which Dr. G. bears
witoeu.
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narrates, because he is not in any degree subject to the illusions and hallucinations which InBy be supposed to attach to the trance or ecatatic condition.
I have known him from his very early manhood, and am his medical adviser.
He is less liable to be misled by errors of his organs of sense than almo~t any
man of my large circle of patients and acquaintance."
Mr. L - - - is of opinion that the electrical conditions, both of
the atmosphere and of the persons receiving manifestations, are even more
important and subtle than mental conditions. He says of himself, "My
condition bas always been highly electrical. I find no difficulty in lighting
gas by applying the end of my finger to the burner, after having excited theelectricity of my system, by friction of my feet on the carpet. This, however,
is not an uncommon occurrence here; though I have repeatedly tried it in
England without success."
" You ask if I believe all the manifestations are from one spirit. Most
certainly not ; for it has been repeatedly explained, and I think proved, that
the spirit made itself visible to me through the powerful aid of other spirits."
Cards wore written on, in a very neat small hand, exactly like the natural
handwriting of "Estelle," the wife, when in the flesh. Fac-similes of two or
these cards, the one purporting to be written by the spirit of Mr. L.'s wife,
and the other by the "spirit of Benjamin ~'ranklin," are published in the
"London Spiritual Magazine," of November, 1861.
A spirit, assuming to be Franklin, was afterwards repeatedly visible. In a
letter, dated Nov. 23, 1861, Mr. L - - - - writes: "I now aver, that
no doubt of the identity• of the spirit longer remains upon my mind. His
appeatance (the same on several occasions) corresponds with the original
portrait of the philosopher; the difference bemg simply that which one would
expect to find between a painting and a face replete with life and expression.
His presence was a wonderful and startling reality, seated in the chair opposite me at the table, vividly visible, and even to each article of dress. Thf.re
could be no mistake."
The eidolo11 of Franklin, as well as that of Estelle, was afterwards seen by
the brotber-in·law of Mr. L
and by Dr. Gray. The following
are extracts, taken somewhat at random, from Mr. L----'s spiritual
diary, of 1861-1863 : " ..dugust 18, 1861, 8 P.M.-Present, the medium and myself. Atmosphere
heavy and warm. Carefully examined the room, locked the door, took the
key, and made all secure. Sat in quiet half an hour, when a spherical oblong
light, enveloped in folds, rose from the floor to our foreheads, and rested upon
the table in front. By raps, 'Notice bow noiselessly we come.' Heretofore
the light bad generally appeared after a succession of startling sounds and
movements of movable objects ; but in the present instance all was quiet.
From this time, 8.30, till 11.30, the light was constantly ,.jsible, but in different
forms. It remained upon the table a full half-hour, tba size and shape
of a large melon. As during this time it was passive, I asked if it could rise,
whereupon it immediately brightened, flashed out, and rising, seemed a living,
breathing substance. By raps, 'This is our most important meeting ; for it
brings to our circle two powerful spirits great and good.' The light became
• If spirits have the power, attributed to them by many seers, of assuming any appearance
at will, it is obvious that some hi$h spiritual sense must be developed in us before we can
reasonably be sure of the idmtzty of any spirit, even though it come bearing the exact
resemblance of the person it may claim to be. We think, therefore, that the fact that the
spirit described by Mr. L., bore the aspect of Franklin, and called itself Franklin, is no
aufficient reason for dismissing all doubts as to its identity. It may be that we must be in a
piritual state before we can really be wisely confident of the identity of any spirit.
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J.!lldually more powerful, and so brilliant upon the side opposite us as to
illuminate that part of the room. It now rose from the table, resting upon
my bead and shoulder ; the drapery in the mean time touching and falling
upon our faces, with a peculiar scent of violets. After resting upon, and
pressing my head and shoulder with the weight of a living head, it descended
to the floor. I was now satisfied that the purpose of this meeting was some
()ther than the appearance of the spirit of my wife. The light now rose with
increased brilliancy, showing a head upon which was a white cap surrounded
by a frilL Seeing no face, I asked what thie meant. The reply was by raps,
'.4• whm I wu ill.' This was correct ; for it was to all appearance the
peculiar cap worn by my wife during her last illness. This having passed
away, the light appeared again very brilliantly, showing a crown composed
apparently of oak-leaves and flowers, a very, very beautiful manifestation. I
had brought with me on this occasion some new cards of a larger size, different
from any before used, and had placed upon two of them private marks.
These I put upon a book on the table. In a few minutes they were taken
from the book, and one of them appeared near the floor, suapended three or
four inches from the carpet,-I could not judge accurately; but the light
brightly showed the centre card and radiated from each sid& to a distance of
some three or four inches; or, in other words, tho card was the centro of a
-cirdo of spirit-light of a foot in diameter; while an imperfectly-shaped hand,
holding my small silver pencil, was placed upon the card and moved quietly
.across from left to right, as though writing, and when finishing a line, it
moved quickly back to recommence another. We were not permitted to look
at this very long at a time, as our steady gaze disturbed the operating forces ;
but it remained more or less visible for nearly an hour. The full formed
hand was seen onlv a portion of the time; but, during all this time, a dark
substance, rather smaller than the natural hand, held the pencil, and continued to write. One side of tho card being finished, we saw it reversrd and
the other page commm«d. This is satisfactory evidence of the reality of
spirit-writing, if any evidence can be satisfactory. There could have been
no pos~tble deception here. I held the medium's hand: the door was locked,
and every precaution was taken by me as in previous instances. 'l'he
identical cards were returned subsequently, covered with the finest
writing.••••
"Sept. 26, 1861.- •••• After five or six appearances of my wife, the light
rested upon the floor some ten feet distant from me ; then, rising, it suddenly
darted across the room backwards and forwards, until having gained sufficient
power, it flashed brightly upon the wall, and brought i!lto relief the entire
figure of a l.arge heavy man. who stood before us. He was rather below the
medium height; but broad-shouldered, heavy, and dressed in black, his back
towards us, and his face not visible. He appeared thus three times ver-,
perfectly, remaining in view each time for about a minute. The moment h18
entire form was discerned by us, rappings commenced simultaneously in all
parts of the room, which continued during the time be was in sight, as if to
express delight at the achievement of a new success. On asking if the spirit
we saw was that of Dr. Franklin, we were answered in the affirmative by
three heavy dull kn<.cks upon the floor, as though made by a heavy foot,
which were several times repeated. During this sitting, the spirit cf my wife
approached, tapping me upon the shoulder, smoothing my hair, and caressing
me ; wM/4 her wng trerses, as natural as in life, dropped over my face, with the
peculiar •cent of delicate, freshly gathered 1Jiolets. A new and very curious
manifestation now took place, showing us how the echoes were produced ;
and there was spelled out, 'Darting, haoe you not bee~t rewarded 1 The light
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in producing theee echoes or explosions aesumed a lily shape, nearly the size oC
my head, and so brilliant as to light the entire surface of a table and the·
centre of the room, so that MiBB Fox and I could see each other distinctly, u
well as various objects in the room. Then bounding up and down from the
surface of the table some twelve or eighteen inches, it struck the table, and,
deecending on my arm, produced the raps or echoes.
"Friday Ecening, Oct. 4, 1861.-A bouquet of flowen was placed upon the
mantel in a vase with water. As soon as the gas was turned down, a move- ·
ment was heard; and we were requested to "get a light." Upon doing so,
we found the flowen with the vase and other articles, had been removed from
the mantel to the table, which stood in the centre of the room. We again
extinguished the light, when immediately the heavy curtains of the window
were drawn aside, and raised and lowered repeatedly, admitting the light
from the street. Rustlings were heard after an interval of quiet, with sounds·
as of persons walking in stocking-feet. A peculiar sound was produced by
striking against the wall, as though with a bag of keys or broken earthenware.
This same bag of keys, or whatever it migbt have been, also seemed to be
dropped from a he1ght of several feet, and to fall heavily upon tho floor,
while we were told to listen. Tremendous concussions were then made upon
the floor, jarring the whole house. The spirits of my wife and Dr. Franklin
came to me in form at the same time,-he slapping me heavily upon the
back, while she gently patted me upon the head and shoulder. The
electrical rattle was now heard ; and the light increasing in brilliancy disclosed to our view the full figure of a heavy man. At my request the
figure ' walked' acroBS the floor, and appeared many times in different
positions with entire distinctneBB. My wife now appeared in great vividness and beauty. Her figure floated gracefully through the room, her
white robes falling back as she glided through the air, !Jru•hing atray
pencils, cards, fc., a• sh6 paued over and &wept ac1·o•• tM tabu. This spiritrobe was shown us in a variety of ways ; and the manift>stations or·
texture was exquisitely beautiful. We Paw her plainly withdraw her face
behind it, pushing the robe forward while it swung in the air. It was
brought over the table, the light being placed behind, so that it became
transparent and gossiiUler like, as though a breath of air would dissolve it.
This was frequently repeated, and the robe drawn across my head, as palpably
as though of material substance. Whenever it approached closely, we discovered a. peculiar scent of purity, like a very delicate perfume of newly
gathered grass or violets.
"Oct. 20, 1861.-This manifestation was a powerful one, showing the whole
figure of my wife, but not her face. She 8tood before us enveloped in
gossamer, her arm and hand as perfect as in life, the arm bare from the
shoulder, with the exception of the gossamer, which was so transparent that;
it was more beautiful for being thus dressed. I asked to be touched; when
she advanced, laid her arm across my forehead, and permitted me to kiBB it.
I found it as large and as real in weight as a living arm. At first it felt
cold and then grew gradually warm. She held up the little finger, 11nd
moved it characteristically ; and while we were looking at that, she let her
hair fall loosely down aer back. The manifestation was concluded by her
writing a card, resting it upon my who!4lder, careesing me upon the head and
temple, and kissing me for good-night.
"Nov. 3, 1861.-This evening, according to promise, my wife came in fnU
form, placing her arms completely round my neck; but the most remarkable
and novel manifestation was the production of :perfume from spirit-flowere.
Something, resembling a veil in its contact, was thrown over my head ; and,.
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,lule it was resting there, spirit-flowers were placed at my nose, exhaling the
most excellent perfume I have ever smelt. I asked what this was ; and was
told • My wreath of spirit-flowers.' At my request the same was brought to
the medium, who experienced similar sensations. This was repe'lted probably
a dozen times, the perfume being as strong as that of tuberose, but entirely
dift'erent and far more exquisite.
"Sunday Evening, Nw. 10, 1861.-Immediately upon sitting down, there
was communicated by raps, 'No failure.' • •. My wife tapped upon my
shoulder, informing me that she should give all her aid to Dr. Franklin, who
now became visible, hi1 facs for the first time being seen. The light was
apparently held by another figure enveloped in dark coverin~r, from behind
which the light approached, shining full upon the face of Dr. Franklin, about
whose identity there can be no longer any doubt or mistake. I should have
recognised it anywhere as Dr. Franklin's face, as I have learned to know it
&om the oribrinal paintings I have seen of him ; bnt the strong points of his
character were manifest as no painting could exhibit them. He was
apparently dressed in a white cravat, and a brown coat of the olden style; his
head was very large, with gray hair behind his ears ; his face was radiant
with benignity, intelligence and spirituality: while my wife's was an angel
face ohhining beauty, spiritualised in its expression of serenity nnd happiness. His appearance was that of a man full of years, of dignity, and of
fatherly kindness, in whom one could find counsel, affection and wisdom.
He came, perhaps, a dozen times, and once or twice so near that his eyes wer1
•~en full and clear.
My wife appeared three times in white robes and
enveloped in flowers.
"Monday Evenin,q,Nov. 12, 1861.-Electric rattlingswere heard; and the light
becoming very ·.;vid difcovered to us IJr. Franklin seated, his who!e .fi!Jtlre antl
dres1 tomplcie. Indeed, so vivid was the light, and so real was the man sitting
there, that his shadow was thrown upon the wall as perfectly as though a
living human being were there, in his earth-form. His position was one of
ease and dignity, leaning back in the chair, with one arm upon the table,
occasionally bending forward in recognition of us, his grey locks swinging in
corre.pondence with the movement. We closed our eyes by request. Upon
opening them, he was standing on the chair, his form towering above us like ·
a statue. Again he resumed his seat, the act being accompanied by loud
rustlings, which attended each movement of the spirit. A message from my
wife informed me that a card would be visibly handed to Dr. Franklin.
During all these appearances, there seemed to be two other forms or spirits
assisting, one of whom held the light. One of these enveloped figures
a~proachoo Dr. Franklin. and, extending an arm, held a card directly before
his face, so that the card was distinctly visible, and then placed it on his knee,
and afterward banded it to me.
The power was great, remaining
vigorous during the e\·ening; and Dr. Franklin, my silent companion, sat in
his chair, my vis-d-vis, for an hour and a quarter.
" Wednesday Evening, Nov. 21, 1861.- ••. . .. Something like a handkerchief of transparent gossamer was brought; and we were told to look at the
hand which now appeared under the gossamer, as perfect a female hand 118
was ever created. I advanced my own hand, when the spirit-hand was placed
in it, grasping mine; and we again grasped hands with all the fervour of
long-parted friends, my wife in the spirit-land and myself here. The expression of love and tenderness thus given cannot be described; for it was a
reality which lasted through nearly half an hour. I examined carefully that
spirit-hand, squeezed it, felt the knuckles, joints, and nails, and. kissed it,
while it was constantly visible to my sight. I took each finger separately in
o; 9i.izer
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my hand, and could discern no ditference between it and a human hand,
except in temperature; t.he spirit-hand being cold at first, and growing warm.
I wore a glove, however, and could not perhaps judge accurately in all
respects. At last ' good-night' was spelled out by the spirit-hand tapping
on mine, and then for a parting benediction, giving it a hearty shake.
Nothing in all these manifestations has been more real to me, or given me
greater pleasul'e, than thus receiving the kindly grasp of a hand dearer to me
than life, but which. according to the world's theory, has long since with all
its tenderness and life, mouldered into the dust of the earth.
"Friday Evening, Nov. 29, 1861.-My brother and I and the medium
present. Conditions unfavourable. Heavy rain-storm. Darkened the room,
and immediately a spirit-light rose from the door. I put on my glove, and
my brother did the same. The light soon came in my hand, when I felt
that it cor.tained a female hand. It was frequently placed in mine, and by
me grasped tightly, so that I felt every part of it, both the medium's hamh
being at the time hetd by me. The spirit of my brother's deceased child also
placed his hand in mine; and a large man's hand, purporting to be that of
Dr. Franklin, wa~ placed in mine, seizing and shaking it so violently that it
shook my whole frame, and also the table. My brother also, had each of these
hands placed in his. Thus, three distinct and different-sized hands were within
a few minutes placed in each of ours, and recognised unmistakably as, first, a
female hanu; second, a child's; third, that of a full-sized man, each with ita
characteriijtic weakness or strength. At my request the folding-doors of the
room were opened and shut with great force repeate<lly.
"Saturda11 Evenin.f!, Nov. 30, 1861.-At home in my own house; carefully
locked the door. Conditions favourable; weather clear and cold. Soon after
darkening the room, heavy knocks came upon the table with the electrio
rattle, but without any light. By raps, the encouraging 'No failure to-night'
was communicateu. My cane and hat and a glass of water were called for.
A V&CJlnt chair by the table moved and got into position without being
touched by us. A request was made 'to close eyes,' when a sound, like
drawing a match, was heard sC>veral times repeated upon the table, with no
result. Matches were then asked for. I procured a number of wax vesta&,
and holding one over the tahle, it was instantly taken by a spirit-hand, drawn
&cl'088 the table, and ignited at the third attempt.
We opened our eyes: thl
room wu illuminated by the burning match; and Dr. Franklit1 was before w,
kneeling, the top of his head about a foot above the table. We looked at him
as long as the match burned ; and he became invisible as it expired. • • •
Soon after the male figure first appeared, the following was communicated by
raps: 'Now, dear son, can the world ever doubt? This is what we have so
long laboured to accompli•h.-B. F.' Also, 'My dear, now I am satisfied.EsTELLB.' Upon cards there was subsequently written by the spirit as
follows : 'Thi~ meeting is the most important we have ever had. Long have
we tried to accvmplish this manifestation, and success has crowned our efl'orts.
You saw thHt I had only to light the match to show you that I was as
naturally in form as )·ou are. I have long tried to come in an earthly light,
and have at htst su<'ceeded.'
"Dec. 16, 1861.-The figure of Dr. Franklin appeared perfectly delineated,
aeated in the window, and permitted me to examine his hair with my hand.
The hair was to sight and touch as real as human hair.
" SatUt·day Et·ening, Dec. 28, 1861.-In my own house and room, which was
carefully examined, and door locked by myself. Soon after extinguishing
the gas· light, the spirit-light rose, and requested us, by raps, to follow it &croA
the room to the window, which was heavily curtained, to exclude the ligh~
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from the street. By raps, the following was communicated:-' I rome; I come
in a cloud.' Immediately the light became Yery vivid: the 'cloud' appeared
against the curtain, a portion of it overhanging from the top, while the face
and figure of my wife, from the waist, was projected upon it with stereoscopio
effect. 'Vhite go~samer, intertwined with violets and roses, encircled her
head ; while she held in her band a natural flower, which was placed at my
nose, and subsequently found upon the bureau, having been carried by the
spirit from a basket of flowers on the table, standin!!' in the centre of the room.
We were told to notice her dress, which seemed t1ght-fitting, of a substance
like delicate whito flannel. She was leaning upon her right hand; the cu1f
of her ~leeve was plain, and neatly turned back. In answer to my inquiry
whether this appearance was not like a ba&-relief, I was answered, 'No; but
you see tile fine spirit-form. You notice I come in health, and not as one year ago
to-night.' This appearance is new, and quite different from those originally
seen, and is effected without noise or demonstrations of any kind.
"Thursday Evening, Jan. 23.-Jrly wife made her appearance standing
against the door. She was exquisitely robed in white, and en,·eloped in blue
gossamer. A white ribbon, tied or knotted in the centre, passed across her
waist ; and a large and perfect bow-lmot of white·silk ribbon was attached to
her breHst diagonally. In her hand, near her face, she held a small oval
mirror, about two inches in diameter. We had seen the mirror before, but at
a distanco. On this occasion I determined to examine it closely, and
approached to within six or eight inches. The mirror was apparently trlass,
and reflected objects perfectly,-not only the light itself, but I saw my own
face in it. The spirit-finger held opposite was reflected with all its motions.
We asked for certain movements of the fin~er, which were made as requested,
and simultaneously reflected in the mystenous glass. The flowers in her hair
and on her person were real in appearance. Over her forehead was a crown
of flowers. Ir.the centre was a button of flowers of black and gold upon a
background of white. A card taken from me, and upon which I had written
a private question, was held by the spirit in front of her face, and behind the
oval mirror, which thus hung suspended and swinging against the white card,
rendering it a 1'61il, palpable object. The light shone vividly upon her
face and figure; and while we stood looking intently, she instantly, as quick
as thought, disappeared, with a rushing sound. Then, by raps, was communicated, ' The electricity is very strong; and we did this to show you how
quickly we can disappear.' Very soon she returned as real as before. The
light was subNequently placed upon the floor, near the door; while we receded
to the middle of the room, remaining thus, at a distance of some ten feet from
the medium, for twenty minutes. We were then requested to open the window
to admit air, to enable them to dissipate the electricity. Immediately upon
the fresh air being admitted, the light grew dim and disappeared.
"Jan. 24.-A stormy night with bail and sleet ending in a severe gale.
Conditions favourable. My wife appeared dressed precisely as last night,
except h11ving white gossamer around the top of her bead. The 'bow,' which
was in the same place upon her breast, was the same as then ; and on this occasion was taken in our fingers for examination, being to sight Riid touch as real
as silk. A low murmuring sound was heard, something like the buzzing of a
bee. I listened carefully, and noticed that it came from the lips of th<:: spirit.
This w11s an unsuccessful attempt to speak, or rather the preparatory process,
eventually to result, doubtless, in success. The light approached her face.
We were told to look in her mouth. Upon doing so, we disco'l'ered what
seemed a piece of dried grass projecting from her lips about three inches.
This was then placed in. my band and in my mouth. I closed my teeth upon
Oigi
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it, finding it a real substance. By raps I was told it was a spiritual
substance, when it Willi withdrawn, and disa~peared.
A large musical
box was standing upon the table, wh1ch required considerable
force to start it or to stop it by means of springs. At my request,
the spirit-light rose, resting upon the keys, and started the music, then
stopped it, changing or repeating the tunes, and finally wound it up.
"Jan. 30, 1862.-A manifestation of great power and 'solid form.' A
veiled figure robed in white stood by us ; and opening the drapery which
enveloped the head, we distinctly saw the eyes, forehead, and hair of Estelle,
life-like, 'like .flesh and blood.' The lower· part of the face wsa covered with
the gossamf.r. This figure walked and fioated through the room; kissed me,
rested its arm, while fully visible, upon m)' head and shoulders,
repeating the same to the medium. The arm was round, full, and fiesh-like.
I examined it both with my eyes and hands.
"Jan. 31, 1862.-Estelle and Dr. Franklin appeared alternately. Dr.
Franklin's shirt-bosom and collar were as real to appearance as thou~h made
of linen. We handled them, and examined in the same manner h1s tunic,
which was black and felt like cloth : his face and features were perfo;ct and
distinctly visible. This manifestation differs from that of last night, this
having been spoken of by them as 'the fine spiritual form,' which seems like
the projection of form, colour and expression, with stereoscopic effect. We
now see t.~at the rustling is produced by movements of the envelope or robe,
and is doubtless electrical.
"Sunday Evening, Feb. 9, 1862.-My wife appeared lt>aning upon the
bureau, with white lace hanging in front of and around her head. This lace
or open work (like embroidery) was so real, that the figures were plainly
discernible, and could have been sketched.
As she stood in front of the
bureau, the top of the mirror was plainly visible over her head, reflecting her
form and surroundings. There were flowers in her hair; and in other respecta
her appearance was similar to those previously described. The body of her
dress or robe was of spotted white gossamer, while the lace-work was in
diamonds and flowers.
" Wed11eaday E vening, Feb. 12, 1862.- I found the power strong ; and soon
after entering the room messages were rapped out upon the door across the
entire width of the room, fifteen feet distant from the medium and m~·self.
About fifteen minutes after extinguishing the light, my wife came to us in
exquisite beauty; if possible, more vividly than ever, and directly over the
table. In her bosom was a white rose, green leaves and other smaller flowers.
A card which she had written upon was visibly given to me, handed back,
and returned to me repeatedly by her, while she was in full view. Her hand,
real in form and colour, w11s affectionately extended to me, and r.aressed me
with a touch so full of tenderness and love that I could not restrain my tears;
for to me it was really her hand, her native gentleness w11s expressed through
it. The card was as follows : 'Dear C.,-Beautiful spring is approaching;
flowery spring. Over you lightly fall ita shadows; and may no sorrow, no
clouds, touch the brightness of your future. Have you not noticed, dear 0 .,
that all your life you have been prospered, guided, and directed by the
guardians of your happiness P You have always been followed by an invisible
protecting power, which will ever be near when danger threatens, to step
between you and difficulty, to lead you into paths of happiness and peace.
We are now more closely linked, from our constant inter,ourse. There is
not a day closes without a lasting blessin~ from us. As life is short, live well
and live purely. . • . . Fear Lot the world: there will be a day when
this great truth will be seen in its true light and prized as it should be.
Be happy: all is well. Good night.-EsTBLL£.'
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" Saturday Evening, Fe6. 16.-Atmosphere unfavourable and damp. This
meeting was held especially for Mr. G--, my brother-in-law. There were
present, the medium, Mr. G--, and myself. I asked for a manifestation of
power ; and we at once received the following message: 'Listen, and hear it
oome through tke air; hands off tke table.' Immediately a terrific metallic
shock WBB produced, as thou~h a heavy chain in a bag swung by a strong
man had been struck with h1s whole power upon the table, jarring tke whole
howe. This was repeated three times, with decreBBing force. A heavy
marble-topped table moved across the room ; and a large box did the same,
no person touching or being near either of them. An umbrella which had
been lying upon the table Hoated through the room, touching each of us upon
the head, and was finally placed in G--'s hand. These ph)·siclllmanifestations were given doubtless to convince 11n additional witnPss of the reality of
spirit or invisible power. If such WBB the object, the purpose was well served;
for every possible precaution had been taken by him, even to the sealing of the
door1 and window1.
" Sunday Evening, Fe6. 16, 1862.-Appearnnce of my wife and of n11tural
flowers. I had been promised a new m11nifestation, 'something natw·al as life.'
We sat longer than usual in quiet, and received the infallible message, • No
failure.' The spirit announced her presence by gentle taps upon my shoulder,
accompanied by rustlingt~, kissed me, and asked for a card and a pin,
then another pin; 1111 of which I handed over my shoulder, together with
a small strand of my hair, which latter was particularly requested. The
taking of each of these articles was accompanied by rustlings; and, as the
spirit-hand was extended over my shoulder visibly, the drapery fell upon my
hand and arm. Some ten minutes were now occupied by the spirit in
arranging the card, pins, &c., when the following message was received : • I
will give you a spirit-flower.' Immediately afterwards an apparently ft·cshly
gathered flower wBB placed at my nose, and that of the medium. My wife now
appeared in white, holding the card in one hand, and the spirit-light in tho
other; while we discovered, fastened to the card, a leaf and Hower. I asked
if I could have the flower, and was answered in the affirmath·e. My hand
WBB then taken by the spirit, opened, and the card placed thereon ; while I
WBB particularly 11nd repeatedly enjoined to 'be t•ery careful,' and 'do not drop
or disturb it.' With the other hand I now lighted the gas, and found, to my
surprise and astonishment, a leaf of laurel, about two and a half inches in
length, pinned upon the card, and a pale pink Hower pinned to the centre
of the leaf, with the strand of hair passed through and tied in the leaf. W o
examined it carefully, smelled it, touched it, and found it fragrant and fresh.
The card had not been during all this time within reach of the medium, who
sat on my right, while the spirit stood at my left, and the doors were BB usual,
carefully and securely locked. After a careful examination of five or ten minutes
we were requested to darkPn the room. Before doing so, wishing to preser-l"e the
lellf and flower, I placed them and the card upon a book in a remote part of
thn room, and returning to the medium, turned out the gas. The following
message was then communicated: 'I gave you the sacred privilege of seeing
this Hower from our spirit· home: it has vanished.' I immediately relighted
the gas, and directed my steps across the room, when I found the card and the
pins precisely as I had left them ; but the leaf and flower were gone. By
raps, 'Next time you shatl see the flowers dissolve in the light.' The
following was also written upon another card by the spirit of Benjamin
Franklin: 'My son, we are achieving a great victory at this moment.-B. F.'-,
• Fort Donelson, on the Termessee River, w... taken on this day by the Federal forces,
February 16th.
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"St~turrlay EfJening, Feb. 22, 1862.-Appearance of flowers.
Cloudy.
Atmosphere damp. Conditions unfavourable. At the expiration of half an.
hour, a bright light rose to the surface of the table, of the usual cylindrical
form, covered with gossamer. Held directly over this was a ~prig of roses,
about six inches in length, containing two half-blown white roses, and a bud
with leaves. The flowers, leaves, and stem were perfect. They were placed
at my nose, and smelled as though freshly gathered ; but the perfume 1n this
instance was weak and delicate. We took them in our fingers, and I carefully
examined the stem and flowers. The request was made as before to • be very
careful.' I noticed an adhe3ive, viscous feeling which was explained as being
the result of a damp, impure atmosphere. These flowers were held near and
over the light, which seemed to feed and give them substanre in the same
manner as the hand. I have noticed that all these spiritual creations are
noutished and fed or materi11lized by means of the electrical reservoir or
cylinder, and that when they begin to diminish or pass ofF, incraBSation or
increase takes place the moment they are brought in contact with, or in
proximity to, the electrical light. By raps, we were told to 'Notic1 and au
them dissolve.' The ~prig was placed over the light, the flowers drooped, and,
in less than one minute, melted as though made of wax, their substance
seeming to spread as they disappeared. By raps, 'See them come again.' A
faint line immediately shot across the cylinder, grew into a stem; and, in
about the same time required for its dissolution, the stem, bud, and roses bad
grown into created perfection. This was several times repeated, and was
truly wonderful. We were promised the phenomenon of their probable
disappearance in the gaslight when the atmosphere became pure and clear.
"Sunday Evening, Feb. 23, 1862.-Flowers. Atmosphere very damp.
Conditions unfavourable. The flowers were reproduced in the same manner
as last e'·ening. I felt them carefully; and a rose was placed in my mouth,
so that I took its leaves between my lips. They were delicate as natural
rose· leaves, and cold; and there was a peculiar freshness about them, but
very little fragrance. The following message was written upon a card: "My
dear C--, -Again we have to contend with the atmosphere; but how
much we have been able to do, owing to the many powerful aids who have been
so ldnd to us ! Do you realize the great blessings we are giving you P Do
you realize what a great proof you have received in bein!f permitted to seethe
flowers which decorate our sacred walks P . . . The t1me is coming, has
<lome, when this subject will be honoured. Good-night.-EsTBLLB.'
" TU<Jsday Evening, Feb. 25, 1862.-Appearance in presence of a third witness, Mr. G - - - , the medium, and myself. The room in which we eat
was connected with another smaller room by sliding-doors; but the doors and
windows lesding into these two were carefully sealed. After sitting about
half an hour, we were direr-ted to open these sliding-doors; while the medium
and myself proceeded to a window aA"ainst which was hung a dark curtain to
exclude the light as usual. Meanwhile Mr. G - - - - remained by the table.
Upon rctAching the window, a vivid light rose from the floor, diecovering to us
the form of a male spirit standing against the white wall adjoining the window. At first his face was not visible, or rather was concealed by the unusual
quantity of dark drapery by which he was enveloped; but after two or three
efforts the face of Dr. Franklin was recognized. During this time Mr. G-was not permitted to leave the table. At last the conditions having become
stronger. or rather the effect of his presence having been partially overcome,
the following message was received: 'Bear friend, approach.' Mr. G - - - now came to us, when the spirit of Dr. Franklin immediately became visible
to him. He saw the hair was real; for while we stood before him it was
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frequently placed over and on the light to show its substantiality. He did
not, however, see the spirit in the same degree of perfection that we do, but
sufficiently well to recognise the face of Dr. Franklin as represented in his
portraits. The eyes, hair, features, and expression, together with a portion of
the drapery, were all visibly perfect; but the power of the elE>ctricallight was
considerably weakened from the effects of Mr. G----'s presence. These
effects were very curious. With Mr. G - - - i n the other room, the light
was bright and vivid, decreasing as he approached in proportion to the distance; again brightening as he receded, and tJice tJerau, showing that the
sphere of a person in the earth-form has a direct influence upon these creations
of the in,·isible world; and that this influence may be a disturbing one, from
no other cause except surprise, fear, or any violent emotion resulting from
inexperience in the phenomena."
In a letter to Mr. Coleman, dated June lOth, 1862, Mr. L - - - writes,
" I have the pleasure of announcing to you the initiation of Dr. Gray as a
witneBS of the visible presence of Dr. Franklin on Friday night last. He saw
the spirit less distinctly than has generally been my experience, but sufficiently well to recogruze him. This being, however, the first time of seeing
him, he may expect to attain by progreBSive steps the same vividness that has
been manifested to us, after the first emotions of surprise have been overcome
by familiarity with the phenomenon. The doctor actually saw and took the
grey hairs of Franklin's spirit, as well as a portion of the clothing in his hand,
and examined them. To me this is now a very common occurrence ; but the
additional corroborative testimony of Dr. Gray is very important."
Dr. Gray, on his part, fully confirms all this. He writes (January, 1867),
" I can only reply to your latest request, that I would write out my testimony
in this case for publication, that Mr. L-----'s statemePts are each, one
and all of them, fully reliable. His recitals of the 8ffances in which I participated are faithfully and most accurately stated, leaving not !.L shade of doubt
in my mind as to the truth and accuracy of his accounts of those at which I
was not a witneBS. I saw with him the philosopher Franklin, in a living,
tangible, physical form, several times and on as many different occasions. I
also witnessed the production of lights, odours, and sounds; and also the formation of flowers, cloth-textures, &c., and their disintegration and dispersion.
" These phtnomena, including the apparition of Dr. Franklin and also
many other phenomena of like significance, have all been shown to me when
Mr. L
was not present and not in the country even.
"Mr. L. is a good observer of spirit phenomena; brave, clear and quick
sighted, void of what is called superstition, in good health of body and mind,
and remarkably unsusceptible to human magnetism. Moreover, he knows
that all forms of spirit communication are subject to interpolation from earthminds, and are of no other or greater weight than the truths they contain
confer upon them.
"Miss l''ox, the medium, deported herself with patient integrity of
conduct, evidently doing all in her power, at all times, to promote a fair trial
and just decision of each phenomenon as it occurred.-JoHN F. GRAY."
The narrative of Mr. L - - - - includes nearly all the most important
phenomena which have been experienced in connection with these modem
manifestations. His observations in respect to the costumo of the supposed
spirits appear to have been careful and minute. This question of the dress
of spirits has been often discussed. Wnen Joan of Arc was in mockery
asked by her judges about the clothing of the spirits who visited her, she
replied, "Is it poBSible to conceive that a God who is 11erved by ministering
spirits cannot also clothe them f"
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Swedenborg affirms that in the spirit-world all clothing is representative,
and is outwrought from the affections and states of its several inhabitants.
Some seers have asserted that the spiritual body is composed of a subtle
ether, and that spirits make themselves visible by means of its vibration, and
ean give what forms they please, by a mere effort of the will, to their
coverings ; that the human body itself, and the garments we wear, are
composed of the same ultimate particles of matter ; and that the spiritual
fabnc is nothing but those ultimate particles in their most attenuated state.
Of the power of spirits to use the elements of our own atmosphere, in giving
-concretion, visibility, and tangibility, odour and colour, to forms, the experiences of Mr. L - and others offer strong testimony. The subject is
()De which a more advanced science may some day be able to explore.

CHAPTER llL
IIIANIFESTATIONS THROUGH MR. HOME.
"We all are at once mortal and immortal; inhabitants of time and dwellers in etemity."H. 'J.Slild.

HoME was born near Edinburgh, March, 11;33. When
about a year old, he was adopted by an aunt. Some eight years afterwards
ho accompanied her and her husband to America. At the age of se\·enteen,
he was residing at Norwich, Conn. Soon after the developments at Hydesville, through the Fox family, he began to manifest extraordinary powers as
a medium, and in 1851 had acquired considerable reputation among thoee
interested in the phenomena in the United States.
He w~nt to Europe early in tho spring of 1855; and his career there, in
the exercise of his wonderful gifts, has been of a character to bring him
repeatedly before the public.
r
Not long since he was a party to a lawsuit, at the trial of which he was
the subject of a good deal of abuse and misrepresentation by the English
press. It was the celebrated case of Lyon versU8 Home. The plaintiff, Mrs.
Lyon, was a widow lady, seventy years old or more, possessed of a. consider.able fortune, and without any child or near relative. Having read Mr.
Home's "Incidents of My Life," she called on him, introduced herself
(Oct. 30, 1866), and asked him to visit her. He did so; and, after two or
three interviews, she propose~ to make him her adopted son. In November,
.she executed a will in his favour; and the next month he took the name of
Lyon, advertising the fact. She executed a deed, confinning a gift of
£2t,OOO, and adding £6,000; and, finally, in January, 1867, she conveyed
to him, after the reservation of a life-interest, a further sum of £30,000. All
this was done in legal fonn, and after deliberation and consultation.
Whether it was thiJ part of good taste and manly independence in Mr.
Home to 1\ccept these large sums, we decline to discuss ; but we will venture
the remark, that, among tho self-righteous ones who have made him the
subject of their denunciations, there is probably not an individual who, under
.siiWiar circumstances, would not have consented to be enriched in the same
way.
DANIEL DuNGLASS
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From the facts in Mr. Home's affidavit, we are led to infer that it was not
till after he had been thus formally adopted by the old lady RB a son, that he
discovered she had been calculating on his marrying her. "Do you know,"
B&id she, " that nothing would be greater fun than that I should marry you P
How the world would tall( !" Mr. Home does not appear to have been
agreeably impreBBOd by the intimation.
In her bill of complaint, Mrs. Lyons asserted that she was made to believe
by Home, "that the spirit of her deceased husband required her to adopt the
aaid defendant." It very soon appeared on the trial, by her own displays of
wilfulness and headstrong unveracity, that the old lady was one whom
neither spirits out of the flesh nor in the flesh would be likely to influence to
do what was contrary to her own caprice. She contradicted her own testimony so groBSly, that even the presiding Vice-Chancellor-bitterly prejudiced
as he was against Mr. Home and against Spiritualism-could not avoid
epeakicg of her testimony as "clearly untrustworthy, and such as no man
ought to have his case decided upon against him."
And yet there was no evidence whatever, except her own assertion, that
:Mr. Home had tried to get her to adopt him, by representing that her
departed husband recommended it. Mrs. Lyons seems to have been dazzled
by the social position which she fancied that Home occupied, by his presents
from kings and emperors, and to have aspired to mix in the aristocratio
world, and to aBSume in her old age a rank from which she had been all her
life excluded.
She soon found she had miscalculated in regard to Mr. Home. Instead of
taking her matrimonial hints, he was so unaccommodating as to fall ill, and
threaten to die. He had a little boy, for whom Mrs. Lyon conceived a deadly
dislike: and she now saw before her the prospect of the large sums she had
parted with going to enrich this youth. One fine day, as Mr. Home was
about Rtsrting for Paris, he was arrested and thrown into prison under a
writ of '" tzeat regno.
The trial came on in the spring of 1868, before Vice-Chancellor Giffard,
who decided the case adversely to Mr. Home, ordering him to restore all the
money he l1ad received from Mrs. Lyon. From this decision Mr. Home
appealed ; but lately there has been a compromise between the parties, which
ends the affair.
'l'ho fable of the wolf and tbe lamb is recalled by Mrs. Lyon's attempt to
show that she was under the "undue influence, ascendancy, and power" of
Mr. Home. Hers appears to have been the stronger will in the case ; and she
had every thing her own way.
The affidavit of Mr. Home sets forth, that from his childhood he had been
aubject to the occasional happening of singular physical phenomena in his
presence, which are most certainly not produced by him or by any other
person in connection with him. "I have," he affirms, "no control over them
whate\·er ; they occur irregularly, and even when I am asleep. Sometimes I
am many months, and once I have been a year, without them. I cannot
account for them further than by supposing them to be effected by intelligent
beings or spirit.P. Similar phenomena occur to many other persons .•.. These
phenomena, occurring in my presence, have been witnessed by thousands of
mtelligent and respectable persons, including men of business, science, and
literature, under circumstances which would have rendered, even if I had
desired it, all trickery impossible."
Mr. Home proceeds to affirm that they have also been witneBSed in their
own private apartments, when any contrivanceofhismust*e been detected,
by the emperor and empress of th.e French, the Emperor Of·)$u.ssia and hia
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family, the king of Prussia, and other royal peraonagee, who have had ample
opportunities, which they have used, of investigating the phenomena and
inquiring into the character of the medium.
" I have resided," continues Mr. Home, "in America, England, France.
Italy, Germany, and Russia; and in every country I have been received aa a
guest and friend by persons in the highest position, who were quite competent
to discover and expose, as they ought to have done, any thing like contrivance
on my part to produce these phenomena. I do not seek, and never have
sought, the acquaintance of any of these exalted personages. They have
sought me; and I have thus had a certain notoriety thrust upon me. I do
not take money, and never have taken it; although it baa been repeatedly
offered me for or in respect of these phenomena. • . Some of the phenomena.
in question are noble and elevated, others appear to be grotesque and
undignified. For this I am not responsible, any more than I am for the
many grotesque and undignified things which are undoubtedly permitted to
exist in the material world. I solemnly swear that I do not produce the
phenomena aforesaid, or, in any way whatever, aid in producing them."
In the course of the cross-examination, Mr. Home said, " I have seen
spirits; have conYersed with them orally. They have called to me in sounds
audible to my ear; and I have talked to them. Strange sounds are heard,
like a rapping. It does not indicate who the spirit is. We take it for
granted, the same as in the call of the telegraph wire, that there is an intelligence there at the end of it. The language used by the spirits h exceedingly
beautiful and elevated.
" I have been bodily displaced in violation of the oroinary rules of gravity.
(I must protest against its being supposed that I am the only person to whom
this has occulTed.) Chairs and tables have been moved in the same way. I
have found a useful result of Spiritualism in convincing those who do not
believe in it of the immortality of the soul."
Mr. Homo is a person of very delicate constitution and extreme nervous
sensibility. He is tall, slender, and fair-haired, and does not convey the
idea of robustness, physical or mental. His acquaintances generallr.
appear to have mingled in their regard for him a sort of tenderness, as if
he were one to be shielded from the rougher experiences of life. Those who
have known him best, testify to his character as "a man of honour and
proper moral feeling."
Our first call on Mr. Home was made without signifying our intention to
any one. We had never seen him or corresponded with him, and did not
suppose that he even knew us by name. But as we rang the bell, he,
without having seen us, said to llrs. R., at whose house he was stopping,
" That is Mr.-- who rings. He has come to call on me."
Dr. Winslow Lewis, long J,;nown as one of the most eminent surgeons of
Boston, informed us, in Home's presence (Feb. 21, 1865), that he {Dr. L.)
took up the " Boston Directory" the day before to look for a name which he
had not mentioned to any human being. " Here, I'll find it for yon,''
said Home, taking the book out of his hand, and instantly pointing to the
name.

Dr. Lewis also told us that he handed to Home a photograph-album, full
of likenesses, the originals of which were unknown to him; and Home
pointed to those persons who were deceased, and in every instance he
was
. h t, " sat"d H orne, JOmmg
. • •
. the conversat•ton, ".IS my st rong
" Srightd.
econ stg
m
point." (His mother had been a seeress. From her be had probably derived
his gift). "Being at a party once in London, I heard one man eay to
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another, 'Do you know that fellowP'-'Oh, yes! that's that humbug
Home.' At once I turned to the last speaker, and said, ' Excuse me, sir, but
I am at this moment vividly impressed with the particulan of an affair in
which you were an actor•-let me see-when you were twenty-two yean of
age. But I cannot help wondering why you took the co\lr8e you did, when
you might have '-here I whispered the reat in his ear. The man looked
aghast, and, drawing me aside, said, 'There should be no human being but
myself who knows a word of that affair. Say no more. You have said
enough.' This man subsequently became one of my best friends."
As these are comparatively very alight manifestations of power, we will
not pause to anticipate the obvious objections which scepticism might raise to
the uncorroborated form in which they are here put.
An account of the phenomena produced through the mediuD18hip of Home,
by the late Robert Bell, was contributed to the " Cornhill Magazine,'' for
August, 1860, to which we refer our readers. This was when the late Mr.
Thackeray-so justly celebrated for his writings-was the editor.
In introducing the account, Mr. Thackeray says, " I can vouch for the good
faith and honourable character of our correspondent, a friend of twenty-five
yean' 6tanding.''
Of Mr. Thackeray's own convictions on the subject we have the following
record, which we extract from Weld's "Last Winter in Rome" (1865) : "I remember well meeting the late Mr. Thackeray, at a large dinner-party,
shortly after the publication in the ' Comhill Magazine,' then edited by him,
of the paper entitled 'Stranger than Fiction.' In this paper, as will be
remembered by many readers, a detailed account was given of a spiritual
1eanee, at which Mr. Home performed, or caused to be performed, many
surprising things, the most astounding being hi" floating in the air above the
heads of persons in the room. There were several scientific men at the
dinner-party, all of whom availed themselves of the earliest opportunity to
reproach Mr. Thackeray with having permitted tho paper in question to
appear in a periodical of which he was editor, holding, as he did, the highest
rank in the world of )etten. Mr. Thackeray, with that imperturbable calmness which he could so well assume, heard all that was said against him, and
the paper in question, and thus replied: 'It is all very well for you, who
have probably never seen spiritual manifestations, to talk as you do ; but, had
you seen what I have witnessed, you would hold a di1ferent opinion.' He
then proceeded to inform us that, when in New York, at a dinner-party, he
eaw the large and heavy dinner -table, covered with decanters. glasses, dishes,
plates-in short, every thing appertaining to dessert-rise fully two feet from
the ground, the modm operandi being, as he alleged, spiritual force. No
possible jugglery, he declared, was or could have been employed on the
occasion ; and he felt so c!lnvinced that the motive force was supernatural,
that he then and there gave in his adhesion to the truth of Spiritualism,
and consequently accepted the article on Mr. Home's 8eance. Whether Mr.
Thackeray thought differently before he died, I cannot say; but this I know,
that everr possible ~ment was used by those present to endeavour to shake
his faith tn Mr. Home s spiritual manifestations, which were, as they declared,
after all but sorry performances compared with the surprising tricks of
Boudin or Frikell.''
Mr. C. F. Varley, the electrician, in a letter dated May 7th, 11!68, gives an
account of a sitting at his own house, with Mr. Home; when a large otto• Instances of a similar faculty in the lives o( Zscholtke, the late Fon:eythe WillsoD, aDd
etller&, are well authenticated.
D
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man, capable of seating eight penons, waa moved all over the room, and a
aide-table was driven up to him by invisible meana; Mr. V. having hold of
both Mr. Home's hands and legs at the time. "Imposture,'' says Mr. V., "was
bnpoesible."
In the third chapter of the Book of Daniel, we read that King Nebuchadnezzar caused three men, Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego, to be bound and
cast into a burning fiery furnace. But a fourth form, like unto" the Son of God,"
waa seen walking with the three, loose from their bonds in the tire. " And
the princes, governors, and captains, and the king' s counsellors, being gathered
together, saw these men upon whose bodies the fire had no power, nor was a
hair of their head ainged, neither were their coats changed, nor the smell of
fire had passed on them."
Investigators into modern spiritual phenomena will not question the literal
truth of this narrative. The facts have been paralleled repeatedly during the
last twenty years.
The ordeal by tire is of great antiquity. It was known to the Greeks. In
one of the plays of Sophocles a suspected person declares himself ready " to
handle hot iron, and to walk over fire" in proof of his innocence.
Blackstone. the great legal authority, writes, " Fire-ordeal was performed
either by taking up in the hand un1urt, a piece of red-hot iron, of one, two,
or three pounds weight ; or else by walking barefoot and blindfold, over nine
red-hot ploughshares, laid lengthwise at unequal distances ; and if the party
escaped being hurt, he was adjudgtld innocent; but if it happened otherwise,
he was then condemned as guilty. By this method, Queen Emma, the mother
of Edward the ConfeBSor, is mentioned to have cleared her character when suspected of familiarity with Alwyn, Bishop of Winchester."
The ordeal was accompanied with religious service, within consecrated
walls, and the solemnity with which the Church superintended the appeal to
Heaven, invested it with a sacred character. A form of ritual was appointed
by ecclesiastical authority. It will be familiar to many readers, from its
being given by Sir Walter Scott in the historical notes to his " Fair Maid of
Perth."
The theory that the exemption, in these cases, from harm by fire was the
result of trick, or fraud, or the contrivance of priestcraft; that chemical
agencies were applied to protect the body from the natural effects of fire ;
that some liniment was used to anoint the soles of the feet ; that asbestos wu
Inixed with a composition to cover the skin; that the hands were vrotected by
asbestos gloves, so made as to imitate the skin-is all pure suppos1tion. There
is no evidence to support it : it is simple conjecture as to how it is supposed
these things might have been done, not evidence as to how they really ww1
done. 'I'o prevent the defendant from preparing his hands by art, and in
order to ascertain the result of the ordeal, his hands were covered up and
sealed during the three days which preceded and followed the fiery application; and it is an entirely gratuitous conjecture that those in whose care the
accused was placed made use of these opportunities to apply preventives to
those whom they wished to acquit, and to bring back the bands to their
natural condition. "Even were the clergy, generally, base enou~h and
impious enough," says Mr. Shorter, "to resort to these juggling tricks, and
blasphemously appeal to Heaven with a lie in their mouths, and with the
consciousnees of so monstrous a fraud, this could scarcely have been done
without the connivance of magistrates and civil rulers, who were not always
well disposed to the Church, but not unfrequently looked upon the ecclesiaetical authorities with a Jealous eye."
The instances are qwte numerous in which American mediums have ~
their hands into the 1lames of bot fire, and held them there for a JI!Jnuteo mQlt.
.
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At a 1iane4 in London in 1860, in the presence of several persona (whoee
are at the service of the curious), Mr. Home, being entranced, did, in
the presence of all, lay his head on the burning coals, where it remained
eeveral moments, be sustaining no injury : not a hair of his head was singed•
.A writer, to whose intelligence and veracity Mr. Shorter• bears testimony,
bas witnessed this fire-test several times; and, to bring up our chain of evidence
to this year of grace 1868, we quote from his letter, of March of that year, to
llr. 8.:" The evening on which the pbenomana I am about to relate occurred, had
been full of interest, several very remarkable manifestatioDil having taken
place : such as the absorption of water by an uneeen agency, and the retention
·of water in an open-necked bottle, though the same was inf!erted, and violently
moved and swung about. Mr. Home, who was all the time in a deep trance,
now poured several drops of water upon his finger-points, and I noticed a
.alight jet of steam rise, hissingly, from the ends of his fingers, and accompanied by flames of electric light, or odic, of a violet, bluish colour, half an
mch to an inch in length, much resembling the drawings given in Reich«ibach's Works. Still continuing in a trance, Mr. Home now approached
the fire, and, kneeling down before the hearth, proceeded to exvlain bow
great the power of spiritual beings was over matter, not because they worked
miracles, but from their superior chemical knowledge; adding, • We gladly
have shown you our power over fluids; our power over solids is as great.
Now see how I handle burning coal ;' then, laying hold of the burning back
.of coal in the hearth with his hands, he deliberately broke it asunder, and,
taking a large lump of incandele4nt coal into the palm of hi1 hand (the size of an
orange), Mr. Home arose and walked up to Mrs.---, whose alarm at what
.she was witnessing had quite unbalanced her. I ezamined hi• hand and wrilt;
the heat was 110 intense that it struck through the back of his hand, all but
ecorcbing his wrist-band ; and Mr. Home then, addressing Mrs. - - - , said,
•That is a burning coal, .A--; it is a burning coal; feel the heat of his hand.
A burning coal will not hurt Daniel! -have faith!' I clorelg ezamined hi• hani
'll&m08

and bg the light of the glowing coal could tra~ et~~rg line in the palm

of the hand.

The skin was not, as will be surmised, covered by a glove, or steeped in a
10lution of alum : it was as clean as soap and water could make it. Mr. Home
now explained that spiritual beings b&d the p<>wer of abstracting heat ae a
-distincth•e element; and to prove this he eaid, now mark:" • We will cool it now,-draw out the heat.' My doubts were by this time
thoroughly aroused: I closely watched the procese. On laying hold of the
coal, which bad become black, I found it to be comparatively cooled ; and,
taking it from his hand, I examined it carefully ; so also the skin of his hand.
.At his request, I returned the coal into the palm of his band ; almost iDiltantaneously the beat returned ; not to incandescence, only the caloric. On
applying mr biUld to the coal, I burnt myself, and took conviction at the cost
of a slight mjury. I cannot say I doubted any more. The scrutiny I had submitted the band of Mr. Home to precluded this; but, deairous of making
certain of the fiUlt of an unprotected surface of the band of the medium
being' fire-proof,' I took Mr. Home's hand, rubbed it, moistened it; not a
trace of any foreign matter, and, strange enough, no smell of smoke, or the
burnt smell of fire observable. Mr. Home, who was still in a trance, smiled
good-temperedly at my persevering efforts to undo mv own conviction.•.••
"On another evening, Mr. Home, after be bad shoWn us some trulyremark•uoderthe Latinized ume o(Thomas Brevior, Mr. Thomas Shorter, o(Loodon, a lll&ll o(
mosttlllimpeachahle iotegrity, and o( rare ability, has contributed to the literature or Spiritu.aliam- o( the most ftiuable writiop with which it has been enridled.
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able phenomena, all whilst in a trance, belt down before the hearth : deliberately arranging ~he bed of burning coal with his hands, he commenced
fanning away the flames; then, to our horror and amazement, plae«l M• f and Mtld in tlu jiMnU, which appeared to form a bed, upon which hie facerested. I narrowly watched the phenomen!Fand could aee the flames touobhis hair. On withdrawing hia face from th• 11 ea, I at once namined Ail !lair;
Mt a jlhre burnt tw •corclud,-unacathed he
out from the fire-teat, a true·
medium.
.;
"I am aware that great incredulity will reward my narrative. I give what
I have seen, aa a fact, refraining from explanation.
" That the fire-teet baa played ita part in the recorda of every race of peo_Ple,
the veriest tyro in history Jmowe. Fire-teat was the crucial teat of religiou.
fanatics, whose unreaaorung orthodoxy sought strength by imitating the wondrous phenomenon I have just been recording."
Thus, then, the credibility of the narratives from the Hebrew Scriptures ie.
confirmed by, and they in turn confirm, the similar narratives whirh we find
in ,·arious countries and centuries, even to our own. Their range is too extensive, many of them are too circumstantial and well attested, the testimony to·
the facts is too clear, too independent and concurrent, to permit us to assign
them wholly to imposture. Make what large and liberal abatement you will
for fraud on the one hand, and credulity on the other, you cannot altogether·
dispose of the question in that way ; and any attempt to do so can only be fitly
characterized as itself an experi"ent on the credulity of mankind.
Another extraordinary expetience, of which Mr. Home has been the subject,
is the elongation and shortening of his body. This was a phenomenon not
unknown to the ancients, and to inquirers into the facts of Witchcraft. Jamblichus, who flourished in the fourth century after Christ, writes, "thesignaor·
those that are inspired are multiform. Sometimes there are pleasing harmonies,
&c.••. Again, the body is seen to be taller or larger, or is elevated, or borue
aloft through the air; or the contraries of these are seen to take place about it.''
Mr. H. D. Jencken, of Norwood, England, communicates, under date of
December, 1867, his experiences at four •eance•, at which the body or·
Jrlr D. D. Home was elongated and shortened ; and on all these occasions
Jrlr. J. used his utmost endeavour to make· certain of the fact. On two of them
he had the amplest opportunity of examining Mr. Home, and measuring the
actual elongation and shortening. At one, the extension appeared to take place
from the waist; and the clothing separated eight to ten inches. Mr. J., who
is six feet, bardl;r reached up to Mr. Home's shoulder. Walking to and fro,
Jrlr. Home especially called attention to the fact of his feet being firmly planted
on the ground.
"He then," says Mr. J., "grew aborter and aborter, until he onlv reached
my shoulder, his waistcoat overlapping to his hip. • • • • Enco~ng every
mode of testing the truth of this marvellous phenomenon, Mr. Home made·
me hold his feet, whilst the Hon. Mr.--- placed his hands on his head
and shoulders. The elongation was repeated three times. Twice, whilat he
was standing, the extension, measured on the wall by the Hon. Mr.---ahowed eight inches; the extension at the waist, as measured by Mr.---,
was six inches; and the third time the elongation occurred, Mr. Home was
-ted next to Mrs----, who, placing her hand on his head, and her feet
on hi• feet, had the utmost difficulty in keeping her position, aa Mr. Home'e .
body grew higher and higher; the extreme extension reached being six
inches."
"I could name mBny," writes the well-known Mrs. S. C. Hall, "who have
been lifted out of the alongh of materialism by, in the first inatance, aeeingo;9;
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"the marvellou manifestations that ariae from Mr. Home's mediumah..p."
And ahe adds, " Mediumahip is a mystery we cannot fathom, nor understand
why the ll<'wer should be delegated to one more than to another."
But it IS equally perplexing why other gifts ahould be delegated to one
-person and not to another; why.Mozart ahould be a consummate musician a~
iive years of age, and another person should not, at fifty, be able to tell one
tune from another ; why an idiot boy should posseN an ast~mishing power
.()f computation, and another person, well-endowed in molt respects, ahould
not be able to do in a week what the other will do in a few seconds•
.A certain "secularist" denies all authority to in1tinct in supplying hopes of
.-a future life, inasmuch as lte does not happen to be conscious of the existence
in ltim~elf of that instinct which others undoubtedly have in a strong degree.
But it is just as irrational for a man to deny immortality to others, because he
himself may be unconscious of those trenecendP.nt faculties which are
developed in mediums, as it would be for him to deny, because of his own
-deficiencies as a mathematician or a musician, the possibility of the exietence
-of such mortals RS Newton and Beethoven.
"Why has not Providence made the possession of all good things uttitlfl'lal
•ttd unezceptional !" it may be asked. In other words, Why has not God
-made all intelligences perfect like himself P Why does he permit any
-existence but his own P The advocate of the theory of pre-existence says we
l>ring our faculties from our anterior states; so that what we make our own
we keep.
It is inscrutable, and seems unjust, that Providence should give my
neighbour a faculty, and deny it to me; especially when I greatly desire and
-covet it. We cannot explain why Providence should be so partial; but ut
110t, em tltat account, tieng tlte fact. Because Swedenborg, or the Seeress of
Prevorst, or .Andrew Jackson Davis. or Daniel Home, or Emma Hardinge
may eee a spirit, and we may not, let us not jump to the conclusion that they
.are either dupes or liars; eiiJ>ecially when they prove to us, as they do, that
they ll<'ssess powers of preVIsion, or clairvoyance, which we do not possess (at
least m our normal state), and which are such as we ascribe ouly to spirits.
There may be a faculty for apprehending spiritual truths, and for communicating with spiritual beings, just as there is for grasping the fundamental principles of mathematical or musical science. Where the faculty is
<Cleficient, let us beware how we deny the rightfulness of its existence in others,
-pronouncing it a mere excrescence upon the human soul, to be removed by
the surgery of those "secnlar'' doctors, who think to cure the great her.rt of
llumanity of the hope of rejoining the loved ones gone before.

u•

CH.AP'J;ER IV.
THE SALEM PHENOMENA OF t6g2

AND

1868.

"When a man is so fugitive and unsettled, that he will not stand to the verdict of his own
faculties, one can no more (asten any thing upon him than he can write ia the water, or tie
knots of the wind."-Hmry M-.

.Ax elaborate work on Salem Witchcraft, from the pen of the Rev. Charles

W. Upham, an esteemed Unitarian clergyman, was published in Boston,
U.S., in 1867. Of it the "Edinburgh Review" (Jul,, 1868) remarb, "No
more accurate pi- of history has ever been written.'
o;g; ;z,,d by
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Accurate in its facts it may be, and yet of questionable accuracy in theconstruction it puts on them.
If there is any thing in human history that is established by human
testimony, it is the occurrence, in all the ages of which we have any authentic. :record, of phenomena, still familiar to multitudes, but which are now denied
by a large claBB of minds; not because the phenomena are not vouched for by
abundant testimony, but because they do not happen to accord with individual
notions of the po88ible or the actual.
Sir William Blackstone did not depart from this world till four years after
the declaration of American Independence. He was the contemporary of our
immediate ancestors. His "Commentaries on Law and Testimony" are still
110 highly esteemed, that they have not to this day been superseded as the
first work proper to be placed in the hands of the law student. Few men
better qualified to weigh and scrutinize testimony, at ont'e in a practical and
philosophical spirit, have ever lived; and, on the subj!'ct of Witchcraft,
Blackstone remarks, in the fourth book of his Commentaries, "To deny thepossibility, nay, actual existence of witchcraft and sorcery, is at once flatly to··
contradict the revealed Word of God in various passages of both the Old and
New Testament; and the thing itself is a truth to which every nation in th&
world hath borne testimony, either by example& &eemin_qly well attested, or by
prohibitory laws, which, at least, suppose the possibility of commerce with
evil spirits."
Mr. Lecky, in his "History of Rationalism" (1864), shows that the testimony est~blishing the facts of witchcraft is of the most irresistible characterThe accumulations of evidence are such as to amaze the sceptical student.
"Tho wisest men in Europe shared in the belief of these facts; the ablest.
defended it; the best were zealous foes of all who assailed it. For hundreds.
of years no man of any account rejected it. Lord Bacon could not divest;
himself of it. Shakespeare accepted it, as did the most enlightened of his.
contemporaries. Sir Thomas Browne declared that those who denied th&
existence of witchcraft were not only infidels, but also, by implication~
atheists."
The phenomena of witchcraft were real enough for the authorities in
England and Scotland to burn the supposed witches by thousands ; for
Geneva (1 515) to burn five hundred in three months; for the diocese of ComO>
in Italy to slaughter one thousand ; for a single diocese in France to destroy
more than could be reckoned ; for the little town of Salem in M1158nchusetts.
to put to death some of its best men and women.
All at once a re-action in public opinion took place, and the belief in witchcraft declined. From one extreme men went to the other. The re-action
was at first not so much against the facts as against the fanatical construction
put upon them; but the general discredit soon involved both. An unfavourable public opinion undoubtedly checked the development of medium& for thephenomena. Grief and indignation succeeded the wild credulity that bad
made innocent parties responsible for acts, the interpretation of which was to
be found in a purely scientific study of the matter, free from all religious.
prepossession.
The marvels of witchcraft, as they were developed in Salem, and are recorded
by Upham, were of the same class with those phenomena which the presen~
writer and thousands of other persons have witnessed, during the last thirty
years, in cases of somnambulism, whether induced by mesmerism or independent of that influence, and, in the more recent manifestations, through persoM
called mediums. In the Salem phenomena there were violent convulsions o£"
the bodies of those aftlicted, especially when the supposed witch was near_
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There were surprising and apparently superhuman exhibitions of muscular
atrength. Violent motions in objects around, as if attracted and impelled by
some mysterious force were witnessed. A staff, an iron hook, shoes, keys, and
even a chest. were seen to move, as if tossed by an invisible hand. A bed, on
which a sufferer lay, shook most violently, even when several persons were
aeated on it. Stones were hurled against houses and persona : articles of
iron, pewter, and brass were tossed about, a candlestick being thrown down,
a spit ftying up chimney, and a pressing iron, a stirrup, and even a small
anchor, being moved ; of which facts many persons were eye-witnesses.
Mysterious rapping• were also heard. Audible scratchings on the bedstesd of
a person affected were made. A drumming on the boards was heard ; and a
noise seemed to say, "We knock no more! we knock no more! " A fryingpan rang so loud that the people at a hundred yards distance heard it. Sounds
as of steps on the chamber-Boor were heard. Divers noises as of the clattering of chairs and stools were heard in an adjoining room. Very varied are
these instances.
Wonderful power• of thought and grace of expression were exhibited by the
most ignorant and uneducated, and by persons of ordinary, and even of small
mental capacity. Of one person it is recorded, "He had a speech incessant;
and voluble, and, as was judged, in various languages." Of a little girl it is
mentioned, " She argued concerning death, with paraphrases on the thirty:fl.rst Psalm, in strains that quite amazed us."
Cases of mylteriotu knowledge, like those now called clairvoyance, are reported, even by the coolest witnesses. Brattle mentions that " several persons
were accused by the affiicted whom the affiicted never bad known." Little
girls thus affected described, as their tormentors, persons they never had seen;
and by these descriptions the parents or friends of the girls sought out the
accused, even in remote places.
·
Perhaps the most consistent explanation of this implication of innocent persons by the children, and others who were the medium~ on the occasion, is,
t;hat they were under the <'Ontrol of mischievous and malignant spirits, who
found their pleasure in fixing suspicion on the wrong parties.
If we may believe Swedenborg, spirits are very human in their weaknesses.
In his spiritual diary, he says, "When spirits begin to speak with man, he
must beware, lest he believe them in any thing; for they say almost any
thing. Things are fabricated by them, and they lie. . • • If man then listena
and believes, they press on, and deceive and seduce in divers ways."
Of one of the little daughters of John Goodwin, of Boston, Mather says:
'' Perceiving that her troublers understood Latin, some trials were thereupon
made whether they understood Greek and Hebrew, which, it seems,
they also did ; but the Indian languages they did not seem so well to
understand.''
We have repeatedly known a medium to be lifted in her chair from the
:Boor on to a table, where there was no means of its being done by any known
human agency, or mechanical contrivance. How like is this to the testimony
of respectable citizer.s of Boston in 1693, in the case of Margaret Rnle ! " I
do testify,'' says Samuel Aves, "that I have seen Margaret Rule lifted up
from her bed, wholly by an invisible force, a great way towards the top of
the room where she lay." "We can also testify to the substance of what is
above written," say Robert Earle, John Wilkins, and Daniel Williams. "We
do testify "-to a precisely similar occurrence, say Thomas Thornton and
William Hudson. •
.
• See Calef's "More Wonders of the IoYisible World,~ p. 7$•
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" We have in history," says Calmet, "several inatanoes of pel'IIOJ18 full of
religion and piety, who, in the fervour of their orisons, have been taken up into
the air, and have remained there for some time. We have known a good
monk, who rises sometimes from the ground, and remaina suspended, without;
wishin~ it. I know a nun to whom it has happened, in apite of her&elf, to be
thus raised up."
He mentions the same thing as occurring to St. Philip of Neri, St. Catherine, Colembina, and to Loyola, who was "raised up frOm the ground to the
height of two feet, while his body shone like light."
Savonarola, before his tragical death at the stake, and while absorbed in
devotion, was seen to remain suspended at a considerable height from
the fioor of his dungeon. " The historical evidence of this fact," aaya
Elihu Rich, in the "Encyclopredia Metropolitan&," is admitted by his recent
biographer."
Indeed, the authentic instances of this phenomenon are far too numerous to
mention.
Of certain children supposed to be bewitched, Mr. Upham writes, "The
convulsions and paroxysms of these girls; their eyes remaining fixed, bereft
of all light and expression; their screams, the sounds of the motions and
voices of the invisible beings they heard ; their becoming pallid before
apparitions, of course seen only by themselves, &c.,-were ihe result of
trickery, was nothing but acting, but such perfect acting as to make all who
witneBSed their doings to believe it to be real. They would addr888 and hold
colloquy with spectres and ghosts; and the responses of the unseen beinga
would be audible to the fancy of the bewildered crowd. • • • But none could
discover any imposture in the ~ls, • • • who had by long practice become
wonderful adepts in the art of Jngglery and probably of ventriloquism."
According to Mr. Upham, the witchcraft which manifested itself in Salem,
in 1692, was attributable "to childish sportiven888; to the mischievous
proceedings of the children in the Rev. Mr. Parris's family!"
There is an incredulity which it requires a good deal of credulity to arrive
at in the face of notorious facts. Even the " Edinburgh Review" -eulogistic
as it is, and, for the most part justly, of Mr. Upham-rebukes him for
confining his view, almost exclusively, to the theory of fraud and falsehood, as
affording the true key in dealing with these phenomena.
"Mr. Upham," says the reviewer, "is evidently il#'!f far indutl from undw•tantling or BU8pecting how much light is thrown on the darkest part of hie
subject, by physiological researches canied on to the hour when he laid down
his pen. . • • In another generation, the science of the human frame Inay
have advanced far enough to elucidate some of the Salem mysteries, together
with some obscure facts in all countries, which cannot be denied, while as yet
they cannot be understood."
So far so good. But the reviewer, while reluctantly admitting facts that
Spiritualism has forced upon the attention of the world, cannot avoid going
out of his way to speak an ill word of those who have adopted the spiritual
hypothesis, and to bring against them the charge of making several thousand
lunatics for our asylums; a charge which the statistica of those asylums haTe
repeatedly disproved, and which, if it were true, would be no argument
against the prosecution of truth, any more than the fact that many thousanda
become insane from religioue excitement would be an argument againa
religion.
Dr. Maudsley, a writer quoted with approval by the reviewer, showe the
absurdity of thus charging a morbid tendency of the brain, ending in insanity,
upon the mere topic, towards which the mind may haTe directed itself at a
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eert.ain time. This " topic " may be denounced by aballow obeervers u the
4!Xciting cause ; but a deeper diagnosis will prove that the true cause lay
in the cerebral cell8.
The reviewer calla the Spiritualiets " a com:p1111y of f1111atics, • • • who can
form no conception of the modesty and pattence requiaite for the aincere
~ for truth, • • • who w1111der in a fool's paradise," . • • and
who are "partly answerable for the backwardneee" of conservative men
of ecience.
" Who excusee accUBeB," says the proverb ; and the reviewer's apology
for the men of ecience will be accepted only by simpletons. Here for
twenty years have the Spiritualiets been proclaiming certain facta and
phenomena, which they have called upon the 1at1at11 to investigate. The
hypothesis aa to tho origin of these facta, whether mund1111e or ultra-mundane,
had nothing to do with the facta themselves. A man who aeea Mr. Home
lifted to the ceiling may believe it waa done by a spirit, or by a latent force
in the individual himself, or in the surrounding spectators. All that
Spiritualists have said has been, " Come and see the fact, and explain it then
aa you J?leaae. But do not denounce us aa dupes and fanatica for believing
the testimony of our senses. Do not expect us to be laughed out of the
'Verdict of our own faculties, aa poor Sir David Brewster waa, after seeing the
iable move."
This, it is well known, has been the position of all intelligent Spiritualists ;
there being many, so-called, who believe simply in the facts, without
attempting to explain them. .And now the "Edinburgh Review," seeing
that the time is coming when it must prepare for a ckat~ge of ba11 in regud to
these facta {as it has done in regud to mesmerism), :chargee it upon the
eo-called Spiritualists, that by their kypode•i• they have frightened off investigation ! Bold investigators they must be who can be terrified by an
hypothesi•.
The late Dr. William T. G. Morton, when he was told that sulphuric ether
would produce insensibility to pain, went on fearlessly and tested the fact,
and became a great discoverer. As the "Edinburgh Review" would have
said of him, " He could form no conception of the modesty 1111d patience
requiaite for the sincere search for truth."
When Kate Fox heard the rape, she said, " Do aa I do," and found that
they were regulated by intelligence. She, too, could form no conception of
this nunted " modesty and patience." She imagined an hypothesis: she
tried it; 1111d the result waa the production of the phenomenon.
Subsequent investigators into the phenomena hava followed her examJ?le.
They have interrogated the invisible power, whatever it may be, producmg
the manifestations; and, by adopting the hypothesis that it waa intelligent,
and could answer queetions, they have found that it could do ao ; and they
have arrived at great reeults, just aa other discoverers have, by simply leaning
on an hypothesis.
And eo when this learned reviewer chargee Spiritualism with " deluding
and disporting itself with a false hypothesis about certain mysteries of the
human mind," he merely utters words of resentment that have no philosophical signifiCIUlce. He ~ht aa well abuse Columbus for finding America
through the false hypoth8818 of ita being the eastern end of Asia. If an
hypothesis is adequate to the desired result, what absurdity to denounce a
man for using it aa a temporary scaffolding on which to mount!
"Hypotheses," says Novalia, "are nets: only he who throws them out will
Cl&tch any thing.''
But for the earnestneu of in'Veetigaton, a large o1aae of facta, disoonred,
A
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or, rather, rediscovered, by Spiritualism, would have been relegated to thtt
oblivion where they have lain for ages. To this day, it has been a constan~
warfare on the part of Spiritualists, to establish these facts. Men of science
and of learning, with here and there an exception, have done all they could
to discredit and crush them out.
And now, •'hen the facts number their believers by millions, and it beginll
to be impossible to ignore them longer, the "Edinburgh Review" -while it
timidly admits some of the least remarkable of them-would blacken with its
harmless ink the fair fame of the men through whose intrepidity, fidelity to
truth, and impenetrability to precisely such sneers as the reviewer's, those
pregnant facts have become the property of science once more.
.A.nd he stigmatizes these men as "fanatics" ! Is he aware in what company the fanatics now find themselves P Not to mention those eminent men
of the last generation,-such as Lavater, the physiognomist; Schubert, the
philosopher; Goethe, Zschokke, Gorres, Oberlin, Von Meyer, Ennemoser,
Kerner, and many others, who were Spiritualists before the phenomena or
1848,-we need but refer to the late Archbishop Whately, the late tord
Lyndhurst, the late Mr. Senior, the late Mr. Thackeray, the late Mrs.
Browning, and other distin!("uished persons, by whom these phenomena were
accepted as spiritual. Cardinal Wiseman admits them. So do Proftlssor De
Morgan ; Mr. Robert Chambers; Bishop Clark, of Rhode Island; Mr.
Varley, the electrician; the eloquent Jules Favre, a member of the French
Academy ; Garibaldi, Mazzini, and hundreds of eminent men, toward&
whom for this reviewer to affect contempt, would be simply ridiculous.
But it is only a short distance in the admission of facts that be has as yet
gone. When, by and by, he is compelled to go further, and to accept the
most surprising of the phenomena recorded in this volume, and to abandon
his complacent theory that the marvels which Spiritualists proclaim are
merely the chimera of "an objective world of their own subjective experience,"
he will, we hope, be a little more cautious in his sneers at men who, if they
had heeded such ridicule as his, would long since have been checked in the
investigation of facts, so repugnant to the preconceived notions of quarterly
reviewers.
We refer to Mr. Upham's book, simply to call attention to the fact, that in
his own town of Salem, at the very time he was writing a history or
witchcraft, in which he sets down as delusions and tricks certain phenomena
that were established as true in the minds of judges, juries, clergymen, and
magistratP.s, by the overwhelming amount of evidence that was adduced,
there lived (1865-68), hardly a stone's throw from his own house, a young
man of the name of Charles H. Foster, born in Salem, 1838, through whom
similar phenomena, quite as remarkable as any in the annals of witchcraft,
might have been witnessed and fairly tested. Mr. Upham must have known
of him by reputation ; for Mr. Foster was and is widely celebrated, both in
America and England, for his marvellous displays of a knowledge such as
we call~piritual, inaBIDuch as it far transcends all that we can conceive of in
our normal state of consciousness, as accessible to our bodily senses.
When Justinus Kerner was investigating (1826), through Madame Hauffe
(the Seeress of Prevorst), ph11nomena belonging to the aame group with those
of modern Spiritualism, the critics and reviewers, he tells us, instead of
coming to see the facts for themselves, as they were invited, all rushed home,
mounted their high stools, and began to write against the phenomena and
everybody connected with them.
So has it been with Spiritualism ; and now it looks as if the reviewers could
never forgive the despised ''fanatics" for getting hold of facts in advanoe of
them, and making them commit themselves against ~em.
o;g; ;z,,d by
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Of our own experiences with Mr. Foster, we will record only one class; but
with this we have repeatedly been made familiar, both at his rooms and our
own ho1111e. We have reason to believe that there are several thousand person&
at this time, in America and England, who could confirm our experience by
their own with the same medium.
Some time in 1861, seeing Mr. Foster's advertisement in the newspapers.
we called on him at his temporary boarding-vlace, near the United-States.
Hotel in Boston. We had intimated our purpose to no one, either at themoment or previously. We had been asked by no one to attend. We had
never seen Mr. Foster. He had never seen us, as he said and as we believe.
We sought him simply in his capacity of a professional medium to test hi&
powers.
He was alone in a small room, and we two remained alone during thesitting. The room was about 16 by 16, with two windows looking on the are&
back of the house. The curtains were up. It was noonday. There was n<»
possibility of deception.
At his request, we wrote twelve names of departed friends on twelve scrape.
of paper, and rolled the soaps into pellets. We were at liberty to use our own
paper, or to tear from what was lying on the table. Mr. Foster walked away
from us while we wrote ; and we were careful that he should not see even themotion of our hand.
The paper we used was fine as tissue paper. We folded and then rolled upeach piece separately, and pressed it till it was hardly larger than a common
grape-stone. We placed the pellete on the uncovered mahogany of the table,
and mixed them up. Mr. Fost'Jr ran his fingers rapidly over them without
taking up any one of them. Then, almost instantly, he pushed one after theother towards us, and, as he did so, gave us, without pause or hesitation, nameafter name, until he came to one which was a name so unusual, that we know
of but two persons alive at this moment who bear it. "'fhe name of thi&
person will appear on my arm," said Mr. Foster; and, rolling up his sleeve,
he showed us the name ..drria, in conspicuous red letters, on the skin of hi&
left arm.
He had given the names on eight of the pellets correctly in their order.
Having had enough to astonish us for one sitting, we did not ask him to domore that day. On many subsequent occasions, similar tests of power weregiven to us by Mr. Foster.
In thie experiment it was impossible that he could get his knowledge from
our mind. This is a favourite theory of the scoffers ; but it will not apply here.
We knew, it is true, the names that were on the pellets, but the pellets were SC)
mixed up that we could not have told which was which had our life depended on
it. We might have guessed right once but to do it eight times in succession was
hardly in the range of possibility.
WAn-e did Mr. Fo8ter get tAe faculty of telling tu wAat WIJ8 written on each of
pellets1
In a pellet on which we had written the name of George Bu8h we had added,

tho~e

as a further test of Mr. Foster's clairvoyance, these words: "Are these things
truly from human spirits P" Seizing a pencil, Mr. F., with a nervous
rapidity, wrote off the following reply before the pellet had been opened, and
before we knew the name that was on it: "These communications are truly
from the spirit-world. And is it not a glorious thought thus to be able
to communicate with the beloved ones who have gone to the far off
spirit-land P'' This though not an exact reply to the enquiry, was near
enough to excite astonishment. To Rufus Dawes, we wrote, "Old friend,
what shall I think of it P" The reply was, " Think it is all right now. It is a
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lloon given to man to prove to him the immortality of the aoul. [Signed)
Rufus."
The replies do not afFord any satisf&ctory evidence of spirit identity, DOl'
were the quest.ions framed with that view; but what explanation can we give
-of the faculty that could read in every particular pellet, rolled into illegibili~
as it was, the name and the question P
The venerable John Ashburner, of London, editor of Reichenbach'•
4 ' Dynamics of Magnetism," and long one of the most succesaful practising
physicians in England, has given a narrative ofhia experiences in the presenoe
-of Mr. Foster. As many of these accord with our own, we give them in
preference to ext.racta from our own notes.
"I ha:re myself," save Dr. Ashburner, "eo often witnessed 11\'iritoal
manifestations that I coUld not, if I were inclined, put aside the eVJdencea
which have come before me. When Mr. Charles Foster was in London. iD.
1863, he was often in my house; and numerous friends had opportunities of
witnessing the phenomena which occurred in his presence... .• •• The second
morning that he called on me was about two weeks after his arrival in
England. Accidentally, at the same time arrived at my door Lady C. H. at:d
her aunt, wife of the Rev. A. E . I urged them to come in, and placed them
on chairs at the sides of my dining-table. Their names had not beeu
mentioned; Mr. Foster having retired to the further extremity of the room
10 as not to be able to see what the ladies wrote.
I induced them each to
write, upon separate slips of paper, six names of friends who had departed
this world. These they folded mto pellets, which were placed together.
" Mr. Foster, coming back to the table, immediately picked up a pellet,
and addressing himself to Mra. A. E., • Alice,' he said, which made the lady
•tart, and ask how he knew her name. He replied, 'Your cousin, John
Whitney, whose name you wrote on that little piece of paper, stands by your
aide, and desires me to say, that he often watches over you, and reads your
thoughts, which are always pure and good. He is delighted at the tendernand care which you exhibit in the education of your children.' Then he
turned towards me, and said, 'Alice's uncle is smiling benignantly, as he is
looking towards you. He says, you and he were very intimate friends.' I
said, ' I should like to know the name of my friend ;' and llr. Foster instantly
replied 'Gaven. His Christian name will appear on my right arm.'
"The arm was bared; and there appeared, m red letters, fully one inch ancl
a quarter long, the name William raised on the skin of hia arm. CertainJy,
William Gaven was my dear old friend, and the uncle of the lady whoae
name is Alice. How, without yielding to the truth of the assertion of Mr.
Foster, that he was a discerner of spirits, the fact could be known to a complete stranger, who had all his life resided in America, and could know
nothing, even of the names of the ladies whom I had brought into my diningroom from the street-door, where I had accosted them, their namUI not having
been known to my servants, is a phenomenon well calculated to puzzle the
intellect of any one not having faith in Spiritualism. Mr. Foster's arm
retained, on the surface of hie skin, the raised, red letters for fully five
minutes. I applied a powerful magnifying lens over them, and my two
young friends and I watched them until they subsided and disappeared. It
has been said that the skin was scratched by a pointed lead-pencil, and I
know some persons who wrote on their arms, and succeeded in raiaing reel
letters ; but the letters did not eo quickly subside, and in some instances left
eore scratches, marks or tokens of the want of common sense.
" Mr. Foster next addressed himself to LRdy C., whom he bad never before in 1ua life, until he met her in my dining-room. 'Your mother,' said
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he, • the Marcbioneea of - - , stands by your aide, and desires to give you
her fond blessing and very affectionate love.' He added, ' Lady C., you
wrote on a piece of paper I hold here the name of Mies Stuart. She stands
by the side of your mother, and is beaming with delight at the sight of her
pupiL She was your governess, and was much attached to you.' He added.
• That charming person, the Marchioness, was a great friend of the doctor.
She is so pleased to find you all here ! Her Christian name is to appear on
my arm.' Mr. Foster drew up his sleeve, and there appeared in raised, red
letters, on the skin, the name Barl!ara, which subsided and disappeared
~ually, as the former name William had done. Here were cases in which
1t was quite impossible that the medium could have known any single fact
relating to ihe families or to the intimacies of any of the persons present. I
had myeelf formed his acquaintance only two days, and the ladies had arrived
from a part of the country with which he could not possibly be acquainted.
It may be inquired very fairly, how it is proposed to connect such a narrativ&
with any philosophical view of our mental functions P One need be at noloas for a reply ; but it is more advisable at present to multiply our facts.
•• My father was, in his youth, addicted to the pursuit of knowledge, and
besides physics and chemistry, although he never proposed to become a professional physician, he studied anatomy at the Borough Hospitals, and had
the late Mr. Cline for his teacher, and Sir Astley Cooper for his fellow-student.
Mr. Foster had passed his life of twenty-four years In America. The son of
a captain in a merchant ship, sailing from and to the port of Salem, in Massachusetts, he had never heard of Sir Astley Cooper. One evening, in my
drawing-room, a hand, as palpable as my own hand, appeared a little abov&
the table, and soon rested gently upcn the thumb and four fingers on the
11111'face of it. Several persons were seated round the table. Mr. Foster,
addressing me, said, 'The person to whom that hand belongs is a friend of
yours. He is a handsome man, with a portly presence, and is very much
gratified to see you, and to renew his acquaintance with you. Before he mentions his name, he would like to know if you remember his calling your father
hia old friend, and yourself, his young friend.' I had forgotten it ; but I
remembered it the moment the name was mentioned. ' He calls himself Sir
Astley Cooper,' said Mr. Foster, 'and wishes me to tell you that certain spirits
have the power, by the force of will, of creating, from elements of organic
matter in the atmosphere, fac-similes of the bands they possessed on earth.'
Shortly, the hand melted into air. Then Mr. Foster said, 'Two friends of
yours desire to be remembered to you. They accompany Sir Astley Cooper:
one was a military surgeon, and went to Canada. He was at Edinburgh your
fellow student. He calls himself Bransby Cooper. 'l'he other was your
intimate friend, George Young, who has communicated with you once before,
since he left your sphere.
·
" It would not be difficult to multiply facts relating to the spiritual manifestations of this very extraordinary medium. My friend, Sir William Topham,
well known among all who have investigated mesmeric phenomena, as th&
person who induced on Wombwell, at the Wellow Hospital, that profound
anconscious sleep which enabled Mr. Squire Wood to amputate a most
excruciatingl7 painful limb, above the knee, without the patient's knowledge,
asked me to g~ve him the opportunity of inquiring minutely into the phenomena,
respecting which our friend Elliotson• and I were so completely divided in
opinion. Sir William, with the concurrence of Foster, fixed an early day for
• EUiotsoll, alter haviD( been a materialist up to his seveatieth year, came round fioally to
A•hlnamer's views of the pllcoomeoa, and diod a happy belieftr io them.
o;g; ;z,,d by
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.cJinner. There were only the three of us at the the dinner-table. The servant
placed the soup-tureen on the table. No sooner bad I helped my friends to
.soup, than Sir William, who bad preferred the seat with his back to the fire,
requested permission to alter hia mind, as the fire was too much for him. He
went to the opposite side of the table, forgetting to take his napkin with him.
Immediately a hand, apparently as real as the hand of any one of us, appeared,
.and lifted the napkin into the air gently and gracefully, and then dropped it
<:arefully on the table. Almost simultaneously, while we were still engaged
over c.ur soup, one side of the dining-table was lifted up, as our philosophic
friend Mr. Faraday would conclude, by unseen and uncon•cioiU m~Ucul<J,.
.energy ,· and the moderator lamp did not fall from its place on the centre of
the table. The decanters, salt-cellars, wine-glasses, knives and forks, water-carafes, tumblers, all remained as they were in their places ; no soup was
spilled ; and Faraday's unconscious muscular force, or some correlative or
-conserved agency, prevented the slightest change among the correlative ratioa
-of the table furniture, although the top sloped to very nearly an angle of fortyfh·e degrees. There was a wonderful conservation of my glass, china, and
lamp. The servant who was waiting upon us stared, lifting up both arms,
exclaimed, 'Law! well, I never!' and the next minute he cried out, • Do, do,
look at the pictures ! which, with their ten heavy frames, had appeared to
strive how far tl.ey could quit the wall and endeavour to reach the dinner-table.
" The appearance of hands was by no means an unusual phenomenon.
•One evening I witnessed the presence of nine hands floating over the dining·
table.
"On one occasion, the Hon. Mrs. W. C. and her sister-in-law desired to try
some experiments in my dunker kamer, a room the Baron von Reichenbach
had taught me how to darken properly for experiments on the od force and
the odic light emanating from livmg organised bodies. This room aft'orded
-opportunities for marvellous manifestations. When the light was excluded,
the two ladies were seated on one side of a heavy rosewood occasional table,
with drawers, weighing at least seventy or eighty pounds; Mr. Foster and I
were on chairs opposite to them. Suddenly a great alarm seized Mr. Foster:
he grasped my nght hand, and beseeched me not to quit my hold of him ; for
he said there was no knowing where the spirits mi~ht cvnvey him. I held
his hand, and he was .floated in the air towards the ceiling. At one time Mrs.
W. C. felt a substance at her head, and, putting up her hands, discovered a
pair of boots above her head. At last Mr. Foster's aerial voyage ceased, and
.a new phenomenon presented itself. Some busts, as large as life, resting
upon book cupboards seven feet high, were taken from their places. One
was suddenly put upon Mrs. W. C.'s lap; others, on my obtaining a light,
were found on the table. I removed these to a comer of the room, and put
out the light. Then the table was lifted into the air, and there remained for
some seconds. Then it gently descended into the place it had before occupied,
with the difference that the top was turned downwards, and rested on the
-carpet. The ladies were the first to perceive that the brass casters were
upwards.
" One of these ladies had missed, on another occasion, her pocketllandkerchief. Mr. Foster told her she would find it in the oonservatory
behind the back drawing-room. It was behind a flower-pot. Mrs. W. C.
went up-stairs, and found the handkerchief in the spot indicated. A similar
.event happened a second time. The question was, how the pocket-handkerchief
could travel from the dining-room, all doors being shut, to the floor above,
where it was deposited on a shelf in the conservatory. Mr. Faraday would
.aver that my facts were corroborative of hia conservation of force.
o; 9;_;zed by
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"In that back drawing-room stands a heavy Broadwood'e semi-grand
pianoforte. Mr. Foster, who is possessed of a fine voice, was accompanying
himself while he sang. Both feet were on the pedals, when the pianoforte
rose into the air, and was gracefully swung in the air from side to ~ide, for at
least five or six minutes. During this time, the casters were about at the
height of a foot from the carpet."
Mr. Foster's first indications of mediumehip took place when he was about
-fourteen years old, at the Phillips school in Salem, where his attention wu
arrested by raps near him on hie desk during school-hours. The next change
was to violent noises near his bed at night, which at once awakened him, and
brought his parents into hie room, where the furniture was found tossed
about in all directions. At first this happened only in the dark; but soon it
~e in the light, and furniture would be heard moving about in rooms
where no person in the fiesh was present.
•
At hie manifestations on one occasion, when letters were coming on hie
akin, two men seized him rudely by the arm to discover the trick, as they
ealled it. " \Ve know," said they, "that no letters will come on the arm
while we hold it." "What will vou have ?" asked Foster. "Somethin§
that will be a test," cried they;· "something that will fit our case.'
Immediately, while they were holding the arm, as in a vice, and glaring
upon it with all their eyes, appeared in large round characters the words, two
fooh!
Of this phenomenon of 1ti!lmata on the 11esh, the instances are numeroua
and thoroughly authenticated. Ennemoser, Paseavent, Schubert, and other
eminent German physiologists, admit the fact as not only established as
regards many of the so-called sainte of the Catholic Church, but in undoubted
modem instances, as in the case of the ec•tatica1 of the Tyrol, Catherine
Emmerich, Maria Dorl, and Domenica Lazzari, all Gf whom exhibited the
stigmata. The signatures of the footus are analogous facts ; and if the mind
<lf the mother can act on another org:mism, why, it is asked, should not the
minds of mediums act on their own P The fact of the phenomenon has been
placed by testimony beyond the dispute of any but the ignorant. We have
witnessed it repeatedly under circumstances where to doubt would have been
to reject all rational rroof as worthless.
We have spoken o the Salem phenomena of 1692, as analogous with those
<lf 1868. While we write, additional proof of this ie offered. Indeed, the
candid chronicler will find himself embarrassed by the number of confirmatory narratives, old and new.
In July, 1868, occurrences of an inexpli•!able character took place in the
house of a Mr. Travis, at Thomey, a small hamlet near Muchelney, and
about two miles from the tovm of Langport, in England. The following
account ie from the " Bristol Daily Post," of .August, 1868: " It ie said
that el'en the walls shake at times ; while the doors and windows are
opened and closed again very frequently in a most forcible manner. Pillows
and bolsters are taken from beneath the occupants of beds. Noises, ranging
from the reports of many muskets to the distant boom of a field-piece, are
heard in different parts of the house. Scores of persona attest the accuracy
of these Rtatemente. Most of them avow that no human agency could do
what they have seen done and escape detection. If there is anything true in
the doctrines which the Spiritualists preach, they may make converts by the
hundred in this neighbourhood.''
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CHAPTER V.
VA~IOUS

MEDIUMS AND MANIFESTATIONS.

"Now there are diversities of gifts, but the same spirit ..•• Have all the gifts of healiact
do all speak with tongues do all iaterpret !"-$/. Patd.

THB number of peraons in the United States through whom phenomen..

aimilar to those in the ca.ee of Mr. Rome and of Mr. Foster have takeD
place, is now so large, that to mention them all would almost require a Tolume.

Charles Colchester, young and of a fine personal appearance, but wayward
and infirm of purpose, like many similar •mntivea, gave us several aittinga,
at which he manifeeted remarkable powers, not unlike those of Mr. Foster.
We know not how true it is, but Mr. Colchester told us, that on hie meeting
Hermann, the celebrated preatidigitateur, the latter eaid to him, "If you can
give me the name of my father, I will believe that your intelligence iB preternatural ; for no person in America, I am convinced, knows that name."
Colchester at once wrote out the name, Samuel Hermann Raduky ,· and
Hermann said it was right:
Mr. William Ambisy Colby relates (July 6, 1861) that he called on
Colchester in New York. "I first asked him," says Mr. Colby," if he could
tell me what I had lost. He told me I had loet a pocket-book with papel'll in
it of no value; that it was picked from my pocket in a Broadway stage. I
then told him that he was mietaken ; for there was a paper amongst them ol
value. ' Ob, no !' said Colchester, ' I am not mistaken ; but it is you who are
mietaken. The paper you have reference to iB a cheque for $315, which, instead
of putting in your wallet, you put in your hat, inside the lining.' I immediately looked in my hat; and, eure enough the cheque was there, just where
Colchester told me it was."
Here, surely, was information, on tho medium's part, quite indej)endent ol
any con1cioua knowledge in the mind of the inquirer. Yet how often we are
told, that the medium's knowledge is always got from the mind of the inquirer t
In a letter to our friend, Mr. Coleman, of London, Professor W. U.
Gunning writes (1868) from Boston, as follows in regard to Mrs. Cushman, a
medium who resides in Charlestown, Mass. : "I visited her house in company
with a Boston clergyman. A guitar was laid on my knees, and after a few
minutes lifted up, held in the air, and played upon by unseen hands. Thia
was in full daylight. The concert lasted an hour. It was utterly impossible
for the lady to touch tho strin~s. No mortal, under the circumstances, could
have made the music. Of this we were both satisfied. We did not decide
hastily, but only after the fullest investigation. Now, the agent that played
the guitar, whatever it was, acted wonderfully like a human being. We
requestP.d a particular tune: it was played; then ~other: that was a1ao
played ; and so on for an hour. How could we resist the conviction that
here, unseen by us, was a spiritual being, man or woman, knowing the music
that we knew, hearing our words or reading our thoughts, and able, under
eonditions we may not understand, to move material things P 'We IU'8
compassed about with a cloud of witnesses.' We need to return to the early
faith, the faith of the founders of Christianity, the faith of all great poets ol
all agee. This age iB steeped in materialiem ; but re-action has begun. Men
are crying out for the knowledge of Eternal Life. With the eloquent Biahop
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of Rhode Island, I hail this influx from the spirit-world aa a gift of the
Father, sent in his own good time to his children, to wean them from doubt,
to confirm them in faith, to take away the sting of death by the knowledge
that immortality means no gauzy abstraction, but f'tallluman life."
In the winter of 1860-61 we tested, on some forty occasions, the mediumship of Miss Jennie Lord (now Mrs. Webb), through whom physical manifestations, of quite a startling character were produced. •1'hese took place
several times at our own house, where the po88ibility of trick or collusion
was carefully excluded. In two or three instances a friend (the same who
wrote the incredulous letter from Rocllester in Chapter I. of this \·olwne)
was present at our invitation; and once we were present at his, when the
phenomena took place in his own house in Boston. While the occurrences of
the evening were fresh in our minJs, we each wrote an account of them ; and
his narrative was alterwards put in the form of a letter, and sent to our
mutual friend, William Ill. 'Nilkinson, in England. We subjoin it:"DEAR Sxa,-I wish to send you an account of some spiritual manifestations which I hav11 lately witnessed; and which, indeed, have been the only
experiences of the kind which I h&\·e had since I saw you in London last
June. As you know, 1 have been long absent from this city, sojourning in
France and Italy f••r four years.
"On my return here, I found that, among my immediate friends,
Spiritualism was regarded as a something dead. But the only reason which
my informants could give fer their belief, was that they had not heard the
subject mentioned for a year or two. However, I asked them, and they
mniled when I did so, whether the northern lights would become incredible
by not being talked about.
"Through 11 friend, whose name and judgment are a sufficient guarantee
for whatever he may choose to vouch, I heHrd lately of a medium whom I
had never known before. That medium is a young fragile woman. Last
Tuesday e\·ening she came to my house. I had some friends tu meet her.
Altogether for the seanre, we were eight in number, It was explained to us,
that the medium would pass into a state of trance, and that the room would
have to be darkened. • Oh!' says some sceptic, a • dark room! Th11t is
enough for me.' Perhaps so ; and perhaps also it would be enough for him,
equally, if it were inhisted that mediumship was impossible in the dnk. and
pplllrible only in a room all ablaze with light. But, before we advance
further, I will ask this sceptic, why is it that an iron ball will retain heat in
the dark longer than in the light P And perhaps in ascertllining that, he mal
learn somtlthing which may help in the inquiry, why spiritual mediumship 111 .
sometimes stronger or more effective when the light is excluded P
"There were r11nged on a table, about two feet bebin.t the medium, the
articles which it was understow would be in requisition during the evening.
About the placing of the articll's, there was no myster~· made, nor was any
jugglery possible, in c.onneetion with the manner .in which they were di'l'osed.
We sat round 11 table; and, after a little singing. the medium pa~sed mto a
state, apparently, of tran<'e. The expreEsion of her face was much c·hanged,
was much refined and beautified. The last light was extinguished. All
round the table, we Leld one another's hands, except the medium; and she,
instead of holding my hand, laid her band upon mine, drawing her hand
along it, as though for some mesmeric purpose. Her other hand waa placed
aimilurly on the hand of one of my friends, who sat on the other side
of her.
" For persons bard of belief, I would remark, that if darkne88 11e unfavourable, in sowe respects, for detecting impostnre, it is also very unfavourable, in

.
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a strange place, for the operations of one who would cheat. I wish it, too, to
be fully understood, that, throughout all the wonders which happened, we bad
full knowledg-e of each other's banda every m!lment. Several times when the
phenomena were moat remarkable, I said to my friends, 'Now are we all BUre,
that we, every one, ha~ charge of the hands which we ought to be
holding?' And the answer was, 'Yes: we are all satisfied.'
"A bell was carried round the room, ringing ; was rung over our heads,
and was placed against my cheek. A guitar was flayed upon, as it waa
carried about the room. It was laid on our heads an played upon. It wu
whirled over our heads ao rapidly, that we felt the wind of 1t as it went round
and round. It was rapped on the heads of five or six persons; it was rattled
among the glasses of the chandelier ; it was struck on the floor, and thrown
on to the table,-and all this, as it seemed, in a moment. The quick, versatile movement of the instrument I can liken to nothing so much as to the
darting of a fly to and fro.
" A glass of water was placed to m'f lips, in the neatest manner posaible ;
and I drank from it. .And it was earned round to the lips of other persons at
the tabla. A tambourine was beaten as it was borne about the room. It wu
atrnck on our heads; and it was shaken above us with great force. .A horn
was blown, and made a noise almost terrific. With several of us a sheet of
paper was spread over the face, and through it we felt distinctly the pressure
of a hand. A hand, without anything intervening, was placed on n.y bead.
It was a large hand; and it grasped my bead firmly, and shook it. It took
hold of a lock of hair over my forehead and pulled it. That these things
were not done by penons of flesh and blood, I know thoroughly well.
"I have an acquaintance, who was wont to be a very fiCJ'Ce and bitter
opponent of Spiritualism. He used to account mediumsbip as an imposture,
a transparent and a grosa imposture ; a most cunning imposture ; and also a
most simple kind of imposture. Now, lately be said to me, ' Blowing a horn,
playing a guitar! What ia the ~ood of that? •
"I answered him, • My friend, I did not say there was any good in it. I
merely said there was a fact in it, and that fact the operation of a spirit. And
if you think that to be nothing, why then you must think very differently
now from what you did, when the mere supposition that a spirit might rap
on the table used to maka you foam with excitement, as you remember.
" • Ah, well ! ' he said, • but what now do you think ia the use of it ? And
why cannot it be done anywhere by anybody ? And if spirits can do such
things as you sav, why can they not tell us something useful, whether there
ia going to be a ~ar-- '
" • And perhaps you would add,' I replied, • bow to square the circle, how
to be infallible as to latitude and longitude at sea, and how to find the
philosopher's atone. But, my friend, it may be that many a spirit ia Ieee
mtelligent than you yourself are. For, when you think of it, what a way-to
wisdom that would be, for a spirit to become omniscient with merely Blipping
off his overcoat of flesh ! '
"• But-but-but why do they not teach us something-some of them P
And ia it not trne, that they often tellliee? And, in fact, somehow I can
make nothing out of it.'
"To this I anwered, • That is very probable! and no great wonder. And
by the way of mediumahip, as to spirits telling falsehoods, as you aup~ae
they do sometimes, why that would show at least that there are lying spirits.
And that thing made certain to you as a fact, would be a matter or more
importance, infinitely, than the discovery of twenty new comets. And now
aa to a spirit blowing a hnrn or beating a tambourine, you think it ia nothiDg.
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But, for myself, I think that it implies a spirit present who is the actor; that
it Jlroves that, under certain circnmatances, apirita have power over matter;
.and that it auggests many subjects fllr the most serious consideration of the
theologian, the moralist, and the man of seience.
"I am, youra truly,
W.M."
On several occasions we have known MiBS Lord to be lifted bodily with her
.ehair, while ahe wassested in it, from the floor on to the table, by some unknown
force. In a like myaterious manner, at our own house, a l.ftrge baSB-viol was
played on vigorously and with fair skill, while the medium's hands were held by
'liS, and deception was impoBSible. "Coronation" and other sacred tunes wert> thua
played. 1'he power, whatever it was, would, before playing. spend a minute or
two in tULmg the instrument, and would then indicate ita resdiness by tapping
the heads of certain persons in the audience with the bow. A large flexible
hand, full of life and guidad by intelligence, and which was nearly twice
the size of MiBS Lord's hand, touched us and others repeatedly on the
head, pulled our hair, took down the hair of our sister, and tht>n put it
oup as before, placed a tumbler filled with water at our lips, and this at
the right angle, and with the nicest adjustment, so that not a drop was
.11pilt. These manifestations. though iD utter darkness, were of such a
character, and produced under such conditions, as to render impoetm·e impracticable.
A writer in "Once a Week," a London journal, recently undertook to
.account for the phenomenon of the "l'pirit-hand" by the theory that the
.eft'ect was accomplished by the aid of an instrument he calls the lazy-tong•.
It is perhaps superfluous to say that his explanation is now obsolete, like the
toe-joint theory to explain the rappings : it does not begin to cover the facta.
Another medium, through whom we have witnessed some astonishing
phenomena, though we have not had opportunities of testing them as
thoroughly as those through MiSB Lord, is MiBS Laura V. Ellis, of Springfield,
11888. This young lady was only fourteen at the time we first saw her in the
.aummer of 1866. She entered a small movable cabinet or closet, and while
she was tied there in the most t-horough manner, th~ door was closed, where·
upon, in an incredibly short space of time, various manifestations requiring
the free use of hands or feet took place. The followiDg account by Mr. L. J.
Fuller of a sitting at Willimantic, Conn., February, 1867, corresponds with
-our own experience :" After Miss Ellis was tied iD the usual way with strips of cloth, the knots
were sewed through and through, and then the ends of the cloth sewed
firongly to the sleeves of her dreBB ; after which she was firmly secured in the
cabinet, when the following manifestations were given: A string was tied
around her neck in a square knot in six seconds; this was repeated twice,
with the same results. A string was tied around the waist iD four seconds;
repe'lted twice, once iD four seconds, and onf':e in three ; tied around the back
of her neck iD eight seconds; front of her neck, fifteen seconds; repeated in
fourteen seconds; untied from her neck in t:fteen seconds ; untied from
front of neck in three seconds ; bell rung in two seconds; repeated iD four
seconds; loud raps with stick in two seconds; repeated in one second ; stick
thrast through the aperture of the cabinet fourteen inches, and afterward
thrown ten feet from the cabinet; playiDg on the tambourine iD one second;
playiDg on the trombone in one second; aleo, singing. and keeping time with
the trombone; drummiDg, whistling, and keeping time with the )ews-harp,
.and other instrument&; besides muny other and Yaried manifestations. .Her
hands were then untied and extended horizontally, and tied to staples, so that
by turning the hands toward the head, which was fastened back to the
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cabinet, the nearest they could come to the ends of the knot was twelveinchea from them. The knot WIUI untied the first time in thirty seconds, and
the second time in twenty seconds.
"The whole was done under the closeat scrutiny of a committee of three, noone of whom could detect the slightest evidence of collusion during the whole
entertainml.'nt. The medium's hands were repeatedly examined during the
whole time of the entertainment, and found in the same condition as when
first tied. No show of any e~ort on her part could by the closest scrutiny be
detected ; and all unprejudiced minds were satisfied that the manileatationawere produced by some power outside of MiBB Ellis."
On another occasion, at Keene, N.H., according to the report of lfr. Henry
Woods," a trombone, harmonicon, tambourine, and drum were played, and
other feats performed ; all these feats loeing done while Miss Ellis's wrists
were securely tied at her back, and to the cabinet, her anklet tied, and neok
also fMtened to the cabinet. Last, b•It not least, a knife with the blade shu4
having been laid in her lap, was taken and used to cut her loose from the
cabinet, and to disengage her wrists, the knife being then left half-way open in
her lap. Let none say that these things are accomplished by trickery, until
they ha,•e been personal witnesses of the wonderful phenomena presented."
Various attempts have been made to prove that these phenomena are mere
tricks; and several imitators, some perha)?s with the partial aid of force&
similar to those operating through MiSB Ellis, have undertaken to show that
the manifestations could all be accomplished by manual dexterity ; but, thua.
far, no one baa succeeded in indicating this to the satisfaction of candid committees. It is not uncommon for partially gifted mediums to try to excite
attention by denouncing the manifestations through their more successful
brethren or sisters as fraudulent; but when it comes to the proof, they always
fail of proving in the light, that all the phenomena can be produced by trick
or skill.
Under date of Nov. 2•th, 1867, Mr. W . A. Danskin, of Baltimore, Md., gives
an account of a youth, about nineteen years old, and whose bead me!Uiured
twenty-two inches rc.und, from whose neck a solid iron ring weighing fourteen
ounces, and me!Uiuring but fifteen inchea on its inner circle, was taken and
replaced. The ring was submitted to the closest inspection, both before the
experiment and while on the neck.
On one occasion another ring, precisely similar in appearance to the oneordinarily used at the exhibition, WIUI made, marked by four indentations while
the metal was soft, and brought to the hall, at one of the public exhibitions,
without the knowledge of the medium or his friends. The parties having it
in charge watched their opportunity, and substituted the marked ring for the
original. The manifestation was succei!Bfully given, though the time of it was
somewhat extended, and the medium was much exhausted.
"Once," says Mr. Danskin, "when only three person!< were present,-the
medium, a friend, and myself,-we sat together in a dark room. I held the
left hand of the medium, my friend held his right hand, our other hands being
joined ; and, while thus sitting, the ring, which I had thrown some distancefrom us on the floor, suddenly came around my arm. I had never loosened
my hold upon the medium, yet that solid iron ring, by an invisible power, was
made to clasp my arm, thus demonstrating the power of our unseen friends to
separate and re-unite, as well as to expand, the particles of which the ring was
composed."
·
'l'hll following testimonial is sign~d by ~hirty-one gentlemen of ~altimoro,
whoso names may be found published m the "Banner of L1ght," of
Jan. 11th, 1868 :" We, the undersigned, hereby teatify that we have attended the social
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·meetings referred to; and that a solid iron ring, seven inches less in size than
"the young man's head, was actually and unmistakably placed around his neck.
There was, as the advertisement claims, no po88ibility of fraud or deception,
because the ring was freely submitted to the examination of the audience,
both before and while on the neck of the young man."
This extraordinary medium died of consumption of the lungs, July 2, 1868.
·.Since his death Mr. Danskin writes, "The ring manifestation was entirely free
from deception or fraud; and, under the conditions established, fraud was
'absolutely impossible." He is confident that in no single instance did this
medium attempt to impose on any one.
Some surprising manifestations, through Mr. Charles H . Read, of Buft'alo,
have been witnessed during the summer and autumn of 1868. The "Daily
--rimes" of Brooklyn, N.Y., in ita i88ue of April3, 1868, bas a clear and accurate account of these phenomena, of which ours is an abridgement.
Precautions were taken against the possible intrusion of any confederate.
Yr. Read was securely tied. The wrista were made fast until the cord settled
well into the flesh ; it was then drawn between the knees, the ends being carried down with two well-jammed turns on the front rung of the chair, and
then back to the rear rung, where the end was made fast with several halfhitches. The arms were secured and tied to the back of the ch11ir, and the legs
fastened at the ankles to the rear legs of the same. Being seated in position,
.and at a distance from the table, the gas was turned oft' ; and in about omnaif of a minute, on being re-lighted, one of tile ring• encircled Ilia arm.
The fastenings were instantly examined, and found undisturbed. During
the dark interval, some singing was indulged in. Supposing a confederate to
have been able to pass the twine barrier without ringing the bell, he could
not, in half a minute, have untied the ropes so as to slip the ring on the ann, •
and retie them again ; for it required more than five minutes to adjust them
in the fil'llt instance, and the same knots could not have been even simulated.
The ring still remaining on the right arm, the gas was again extinguished ;
~d in less than a minute the light revealed tile •tool on hiB arm; or, in other
words, the ring was on the floor, where it bad been heard to fall, and the
stool bad taken its place. There was no movable ring which could have been
.removed so as to Blip the stool-leg down between the arm of the medium and
his body. The ropes and knots were still intact.
Once more was darkness; and the next revelation W8B the medium's coat
•fl./' and 011 tile .floor, against the wall, at some distance from his position. The
fastenings were again examined : not the least slackening was found. A
.further test was made, and the stool appeared on the other arm.
At the request of the demonstrator, the writer placed his own coat on the
table; and, in less time than this sentence may be written, he beheld one of
Yr. Read's arms in the sleeve of the garment. which could not be removed
without cutting or untying the ropes. A moment or two of darkness,
however, sufficed to find it thrown to one side of the apartment. During
these demonstrations the medium seemed to become gradually weak and
~usted, as if he had been rudaly handled. Finally, there was more darkness ; and in a little more than a minute, counted by a healthy and regular
pulse, there came a sound as of something thrown aside, which the gas
revealed as tile rope• on tile clulndelier.
The man was entirely free, and before him dangled the fastenings. His
wrists showed deep indentations; and his banda were swollen, from partial
·111Sp6nsion of the circulation of the blood. The reader may be assured tha~
in all this there was not, and could not be, the slightest collusion. Mr. Read
-«>uld not untie himself, nor could he be approached by a confederate.
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Similar phenomena through Mr. Read, accompanied with touches from
spirit-hands,• on the pel'I!Ons of several among the audience, were witnessed
on the evening of Sept. 8, 1868, at the residence of Mr. Z. A. Willard, of
Boston.
Vocal manifestations have been not nnfrequent in the history of eu:pposed
spiritual disturbances. Some very singular occurrences took place m th&
family of John Richardson, in Hartford, Trumbull County, Ohio, th11latter
part of the year 1854. The affidavits of himself, his wife, and Mr. James H.
More, bearing date Jan. 8, 1856, were dnly made before Mr. William J.
Bright, a justice of the peace, who, in communicating them to the public,
says, " The facts are of public notoriety here, and can no doubt be sustained
by any amount of evidence."
The wildest doings of the days of witchcraft are paralleled in the followingnarrative, which we quote for its explicit testimony in regard to the vocal'
manifestations:" About five weeks ago," deposes Mr. Richardson, "my attention was.
arrested by a very sharp and loud whistle, seemingly in a small closet in one
comer of my house. This was followed by loud and distinct raps, as loud as.
a pel'I!On could conveniently rap with the knuckles. The closet-door i&
secured or fastened by a wood button that turns over the edge of the door.
This button would frequently tum, and the door open, without any vi~ible·
agency. This was followed by a loud and distinct (apparently) human voice,
which could be heard, perhaps, fifty rods.
" After repeating a very loud and shrill scream several times, the voice feU
to a lower key, and, in a tone about as loud as oruinary conversation,
commenced speaking in a plain and distinct manner, 1\BBuring the family that
we would not be burned, and requesting us to have no fear of any injury, as
we were in no danJ!'er. Those manifestations being altogether unaccountabl&
to myself and family, we searched the entire house, to find, if possible, theeause of this new and startling phenomenon, but found no one in or about
the premises but the family. Ag-ain we were startled by a repetition of th&
screams, which were rept'ated perhaps a dozen times, when the vvice procooded
to inform us that the convrrsation came from the spirits of two brothers,
calling themselves Henry and Georl!'e Force, who claim to have been
murdered some eleven years since; and then gave us what they represented
as a history of the tragedy, and insisted that we should call on some of theneighbours, to hear the disclosure. John Ranney, Henry Moore, and somedozen others, were then called in, to whom the history was detailed at length.
We could readily discover a difference in the voice professing to come from
the two Fpirits.
"About the third day after these manifestations commenced, my wif&
brought a ham of meat into the house, and laid it on the table, and stepped
to the other side of the room, when the ham was carried by some invisible·
agency from four to six feet from the table, and thrown upon the floor. At
another time, a bucket of water was, without human hands, taken from the
table, carried some six feet, and poured upon the floor. This was followed by
a large dining-table turning round from its position at the side of the room,
and heing carried forward to the stove, a distance of more than six feet. Thie
was done while there was no per,;on near it. The same table has. since that
time, been thrown on its side without human agency, and often been made tc>
• Pror. Denton, the accomplished geologi•t, author or a remarkable work, entitled " TheSoul of Things," says, "I haveseeo spirit·handsoverandoveragaioJ-havetaken im~ions.
oCthem in Hour and t>ntty and clay." We have a letter from Dr. • F. Gray, dcsc:nbiac ~
examination of a spint-band in the light.
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dance about while the family were eating around it. At one time, dishes,
knives, and forkH were thrown from the table to the opposite side of the room,
breaking the dishes to pieces.
"On another occasion, the toice requested Mrs. Richardson to remove the
dishee from the table, which was done immediately, when the table commenced rocking violently back and forward, and continued the motion, ao
that the dishes could not be washed upon it, but were placed in a ve88el and
set upon the floor, from which a number of them flew from the tub to the
ehamber-floor overhead, and were thus broken to pieces. What crockery
remained we attempted to secure by placing it in a cupboard, and shut the
doors, which were violently thrown open ; and the dishes tlew, like lightning,
ene after another, against the opposite side, and broke to pieces. At another
time, a drawer in the table was, while there was no person near it, drawn
out ; and a plate that had been f.laced there carried across the room and
broken against the opposite wal . And this kind of demonstration has
continued until nearly all the crockery about the house has been broken and
deetroyed.
" At different times, the drawers of a stand in a bedroom have been taken
out, and at one time carefulll placed on a bed. A large stove-boiler has been,
while on the stove, filled wtth water, tipped up, and caused to stand on one
end, and the water was turned out upon the floor, and at this time taken off
from the stove, and carried some six feet, and eet down upon the floor, and
this while untouched by any person. A teakettle has often been taken from
the stove in the same manner, and thrown upon the floor. At one time, a
spider, containing some coffee for the purpose of browning, was taken from
the stove, carried near the chamber-floor, and then thrown upon the floor.
And frequently, while Mrs. Richardson has been baking buckwheat cakee on
the stove, the griddle has, in the same unaccountable manner, been taken
from the stove, and thrown across the house; and often cakes have been taken
from the griddle while baking, and have disappeared entirely.
" At one time, the voice, speaking to my wife, said it (the spirit) could
bake cakee for George, a boy eating at the table. Mrs. Richardson stepped
away from the stove, when the batter (already prepared for baking cakes)
was by some unseen agency taken fr<>m a crock sitting near the stove, and
placed upon the griddle, and turned at the proper time, and when done taken
from the griddle, and placed upon the boy's plate at the table. The voice
then proposed to bake a cake for Jane, my daughter, who was at work about
the house. The cake was accordingly baked in the same manner as before
stated, and carried across the room and placed in the girl's hand.
"During all these occurrences, the talking from the two voices and others
has continued, and still continues daily, together with such manifestations as
I have detailed, with many others not named. The conversation, as well as
the other demonstrations, have been witnessed almost daily by myself and
family, as well as by scores of persons who have visited my house to witness
these strange phenomena.
"I will only add that the spirit (the voice) gave as a reason for breaking
crockery and destroying propertr, that it is done to convince the world
of the existence of spirit presence.'
Several instRnCE'S are related in which photographs of supposed spiritforms have been taken. In the autumn of 1862, the "spirit photograph~," said
to be got through Mr. Mumler, a Boston photographer, were a subject of
moch controversv.
In the first edition of this work, we stated that no evidE'nce had been
adduced that Mumler was an impostor. We had been informed tha\
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those who knew him pei'IIOnally did not doubt his honesty. We have since
had reason to believe, that the many intelligent Spiritualists who distrusted
and denounced him from the first were in the right ; that Mnmler, 80 far as
his spirit photographs are concerned, is a clever cheat. And our principal
witness against M umler ia 1\lumler himself; not the most concluai\·e authority,
some will say, but still a witness whose testimony is sufficient, under the
circumstances. Such tricksters serve a good purpose, and should never excite
any otheremotio!l than that of gratitude in the mind of an earnest in veatigator;
for they help to sift the spurious phenomena from the real, and to inapire a
aalutarv t'aution.
T<. thORe acquainted with the established fact, that forma ofhands, suppoeed
to be projected by some intelligwt spiritual for<'e, have been so matedalized
as to be felt and seen, it will not be incredible that such forms may be
photog-raphed. Indeed, the case~~ are not f.Jw where the testimony is strong
that this has been done. But the subject is one which requires a fuller
investigation before it can be classed with the accepted phenomena.

CHAPTER VI.
THE SEERESS OF PREVORST-KERNER-STILLING.
u I gaze aloo(
On the tis~ued roof.
Where time and space are the warp and woo(,
Which the King of kings
.
As a curtain flings
O'er the dreadfulness of eternalthings."-Rn. Tlul1. W4it,lullll.

TaB moat remarkable of the phenomena we have recorded had their coun-

terpart in those known in the httle village of Prevorat, amid the mountains of
Northern Wurtemberg, twenty-two years befllre the Fox family first heard
the rappings at Hydesville.
.
Frederica Hauft'e, the seeress, was born in Prevorst. in the year 1801. She
died in 1829. "She lived," wdtes the late Marg-aret Fuller, "but nine-andtwenty years; )·et in tbat time had traversed a larger portion of the field of
thought than all her race before in their many and long lives."
The biography of the seeress, published in 1829, was from the pen of
Justinus Kerner, chief physician at Weinsberg, a man of unquestionable
ability and stainlesa integrity. His proclamlltion of the phenomena, and the
spiritual f11cts developed in the life of his subject, brought upon him a storm
of ridicule and denunciation, from which there are few men who would not
have shrunk. He met it bravely, and maintained hie ground with a steadiness
which no sneers from the aavans and wits among his contemporaries could
impair; and at last hie veracity as a biographer, his philosophical sagacity,
and his skill as a cool observer of facts have been completely vindicated by the
evet,ts of the last twenty years.
.After her marriage, in her 19th year, to Herr HauiFe, a worthy man, the
seeress, who was of a remarkably delicate organization, became subject to
spasmodic attacks, and would often pasa into a eomnambulic state. She at laA
became 80 sensitive to magnetic influences that even the nails in the walls had
to be removed. .Articles, the near neighbourhood of which to her pei'IIOn waa
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found injurious, would be taken away by an unseen band. Such objects aa a
ailver spoon would be perceptibly conveyed from her hand to a more convenient distance. and laid on a plate ; not thrown, for the things would pasa
slowly through the air as if borne by invisible agency.
In 1826, Dr. Kerner took charge of Mrs. Hauffe. He soon found that drugs
had no effect upon her. Even the bomreopathic pbarmacopreia was discarded.
The seeress, in her clairvoyant state, prescribed for herself better than any
physician could have done.
The rapping phenomena were common in her presence. Kerner says, "As
I have been told by her parents, a year before her father's death, that, at the
period of her early magnetic state, she was able to make herself heard by her
friends, as they lay in bed at night, in the same village, but in other houses,
by a knocking,-as is said of the dead-I asked · her, in her somnambulic
state, whether she was able to do so now, and at what distance P She
.answered, that she would sometime do it ; that to the spirit space was nothing.
Sometime after this, as we were going to bed,-my child.rl)n and servants being
already asleep,-we beard a knocking, as if in the air, over our heads. Th.,re
were six knocks, at intervals of half a minute. It was a hollow, yet clear
sound, soft but distinct. We were certain there was no one near us, nor
over us, from whom it could proceed; and our house stands by itself. On the
following evening, when she was asleep, when we had mentioned the knocking
to nobody whatever, she asked me whether she should soon knock to us again ;
which, as she said it was hurtful to her, I declined."
And again he tells us, "In my own house, I can bear witness not only to
the sounds of throwing, knocking, &c. ; but a small table was flung into a
room without any visible means; the l>ewter plates in the kitchen were
hurled about, in the hearing of the whole house,-circumstanceslaughable to
others, and which would be so to me, had I not witnessed them in my sound
mind; b~t which becomo doubly significant, when I compare them to many
accounts I have beard of the lik'l nature, where there was no somnambule in
question."
Here we have phenomena precisely like those with which the records of
witchcraft, and the accounts of haunted houses, are filled.
Speaking of a spirit who frequently ~arne to her, • Kerner says, " His
appearance was always preceded by knockmgs; however suddenly a person
fiew to the place to try and detect whence the noise proceeded, they could see
nothing. If they went outside, the 1..-nocJ..ing was immediately heard inside,
and fJice fJersu. However securely they closed the kitchen-door, nay, if they
tied it with cords, it was found open in the morning ; and though they
frequently rushed to the spot on hearing it open or shut, they never could
find anybody. Sounds as of breaking wood, of pewter plates being knocked
together, and the crackling of a fire in the oven, were also commonly heard;
but the cause of them could not be discovered. A sound resembling that of a
triangle was also frequently heard : and not only Mrs. Hauffe, but others of
her family, often saw a spectral female form. The noises in the bouse became
at length so remarkable, that her father declared he could stay in i' no
longer; and they were not only audible to everybody in it, but; to the
passengers in the street, who stopped to listen to them, as they passed."
The Rev. Mr. Hermann wrote several questions for a spirit who visited Mra.
Hautfe to answer. From the time these were shown to the spirit, Mr.
Hermann " found himself awakened at a particular hour every night, and
felt immediately an earnest disposition to prayer. There was always, at the
same time, a knocking in his room, sometimu on the floor, and eometimea on
the walla, which his wife heard aa well aa himaelf; but the7aaw nothinr."
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Several experiments were made to test the reality of the ~eereas's spiritvision. Kerner relates that "An aC',quaintance of?tlrs. Hauffe's who sometimes visited her, one day informed us that a friend of hers was dead. This
person bad promised her that he would appear to her after death, and W&
consequently hourlv expected to learn that she had seen his ghost ; but days,
weeks and months passed without any such event happening. Then the
acquaintance owned, that, not believing in the reality of these apparitions, he
had said it for an experiment; the person was not dead. Another experiment was made a& follows: Mrs. Hauft'e was frequently visited by the spectre
of a deceased person, of whom she had never seen or heard any thing
whatev~;r. A friend bade her learn of this ghost the period of his birth, which
neithllr she nor I kneov. This was done; but when our friend made inquiry
of his relations whether the time mentioned was correct, they said, 'No.'
This our friend wrote to us; and I read the letter to Mrs. Hauft'e, advancingit as a strong argument against the reality of the apparitions. She answered,
unmoved, that she would inquire again. She did so, and the anbwer was the
same. I wrote again to my friend, saying so, and begging him to ascertain
more particularly the period of the birth in question ; and, on doing this, he
found that the relations had been in error ; the time had been correctly
named."
He adds, "I could relate many other equally remarkable facts, but that I
should be encroaching too much on the privacy of the parties concerned.'•
He details twenty-two facts that occurred at Wein~berg in evidence of the
presence and operations of spirits. Concerning these he says, "Of the
greatest number, I was myself a witness; and what I took upon tho credit of
others, 1 most curiously investigated, and anxiously sought, if by any poBBibility a natural explanation of them could be found; but in vain." These
facts are further corroborated by councillors, professors, and other official
persons.
Mrs. Hauft'e's statement concerning the spirits who appeared to her is
interesting. Her words are," I see many with whom I come mto no approximation, and others who come to me, with whom I converso, and who remain near me
for months : I see them at various times by day and night, whether I 11m alone
or in company. I am perfectly awake at. the time, and am not sens1ble of any
circumstance or sensation that calls them up. I see them alike, whether I am
strong or weak, plethoric, or in a state of inanition, glad or sorrowful, amused
or otherwise; and I cannot dismiss them. Not that they are always with roe;
but they come at their own pleasure, like mortal visitors, and equally whether
I am in a spiritual or corporeal state at the time. When I am in my calmest
and most healthy sleep, they awaken me : I know not how; but I feel that
I am awakened by them, and that I should have slept on had they not come
to my bedside. I observe frequentl)· that, when a ghost ''isits me by night,
those who sleep in the same room with me are, by their dreams, made aware
of its presence: they speak afterwards of the apparition they saw in their
dream, although I have not breathed B syllable on the subject to them.
Whilst the ghosts are with me, I see and hear every thing around me as usual,
and can think of other subjects; and though I can avert my eyes from them,
it is difficult for me to do it : I feel in a sort of magnetic rappo1·t with them.
They appear to me like a thin cloud, that one could see through ; which, bowever, I cannot do. I never observed that they threw any shadow. I see
them more clearly by sun or moonlight than in the dark; but whether I could
see them in absolute darkness, I do not know. If any object comes between
me and them they are bidden from me. I cannot see them with closed eyes.
nor when I tum my face from them.
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"Here then,'' says Mr. Shorter, in his review of these occurrences, "nearly
fortv years 111('0, in the life of this poor, untaught peasant woman, we have
brought together tb0841 modes of spirit manifestations which call forth so
much denial when their occurrence at the present day is affirmed; manifestations in dream, vision, voice, touch, writing, drawing, presentiment, prediction, apparitions, second eight, clairvoyance, crystal-seeing, movements
of objects, rappings, trance-speaking, thought-reading, and the spirit-language."
According to Kerner, Eschonmayer, Schubert, Gorrea, and others, who
observed Madame Haulfe long and carefully, she seemed to be more in the
spiritual world than in the physicaL "She was, •' says Kerner, "more than
half a spirit, and belonged to a world of spirits : she belonged to a world after
death, and was more than half dead. In her sleep only was she truly awtlke.
Nay, so loose was the connection between soul and body that, like Swedenborg, she often went out of the body, and could contempl11te it separf\tely."
Like many other clairvoyants, she could, in her somnambulic state, read
any thing laid on the pit of her stomach, and enclosed between other sheets
of blank paper. Her perception of different sensations from plants, precious
stones, and other minerals, was repeatedly tried by placing them in her hand,
when ehe would always ascribe the same property to the same thing. She
waa at times lifted into the air, as has been the case with l'lfr. Home, Miss
Lord, and other modern mediums, as well as with many saints and devotees
of all countries and times.
Science in its progress is daily supplying, in connection with these and
kindred facts, many new analogies. " However incomprehensible," says.
Friedrich von Meyer, "a world of spirits may be to the natural reason, the
progre88 of our knowlege of the physical world, and of the extraordinary nature·
of man, is every day rendering it more comprehensible."
Kerner, who died in 1859, full of years and honours, was a writer of noordinary force and culture. In the spirit with which be handles his Rl'sailants, he often reminds us of that matchle88 master of controversial weapons,
Leasing.
In his "Leavea from Prevorst,'' published subsequently to the seere88's
death, Kerner, after relating some striking cases of spirit-agency, of recent
occurrence, through others than the seeress, says that any person wishing to
convince him•elf of one of them, "has only to make the little journey from
Btutt,rart to Oberstenfeld."
"But," adds Kerner, with a fine irony, "it is much more convenient to sit
at your writing-table by the fireside, and decide on such things without seeing them."
•
His picture of the claae of critics who pronounce jud1n11ent on facts in this
way is one for all time. Some of these philosophers, indeed nC>t a few, may
be found in our own rountry, mounted on reviewers' stools, 11nd sending forth
their oracular criticisms, we&kly or monthly, on matters they know notLing
about, in anv practical or experimental sense.
"None of those gentlemen," writes Kerner, "who call themselves. the
friends of truth, set so much value npon it, as to move a single foot over the
Resenbach : no one takes the least trouble to prove these things at the time,
and on the spot. For many years the extrsordinary manife6tations of the·
Beere88 of Prevorst were made public; but none of the gentlemen who now,
all at once, pretend that they would have liked so very much to have seen
her, and who sit and write whole blne books about her, ever took a moment's
trouble, whilst she lived, to see, to hear, and to teat her.
"At their writing-tables they continued sitting, but professed to have seen,
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heard, and proved everything,-much more than the quiet, earnest, and deeplr
thinking psychologist, Eschenmeyer, who did take the trouble to examine and
prove every thing at the timo and on the spc.t, for the truth's sake, shunning
no journey, when necessary, in the severest cold of winter. Only by such a
method can such things be probed to the truth: the learned way of knowing
&nd speculating by the pounce-box proves nothing. '
" These gentlemen who construat their heaven and their hell according to their
41wn wislks, and push the love and grace of God before them in any direction
that is convenient to them, rather than give themselves up to belie,·e what.
from their pride and sensual indulgences, is moat unpleasant and repugnant
to them, Llbor hard, by all the arts of intellectual acuteness and of dialectics,
to persuade themselves, though it be but for the brief moment of this life,
that the future inevitably awaiting them, will correspond with the wishea
&nd feelings which exist in this body.
"Probably it is very difficnlt for the pride of man to believe that he shall
one day, come into a condition where the nothingness of his inner being
ahllll iBBue to the light; when the mask shall fall, under which he haa
4!ndeavoured here to conceal himself, and to parade himself complacently in
the public eye. It is difficult, too, for the so-called intellectual• to belie111 in
spirits that do not show themsel11es spiritual. According to them, evC'ry man
.after his death should at once arrive at the intellectual knowledge and
4!minence of a Hegel But now come spirits, trifling and foolish, and spirits
like those who came to the Seeress of Prevorst; who longed after Scripture
texts and hymns; at the name of Jesus became clearer, and 888erted that
only in the name of Jesus can rest and joy be found. In such spirits it is
impos.;ible for the learned and intellectual to believe; and such apparitions
.are to them only the product of a sick fancy.
"And spirits now come, who «re much poorer and more destitute than
apirits in this life eve'!" showed themseh·es, so that to our critics such a spiritworld must appear unworthy of God; and if they could convince themselves
that such a spirit-world did exist, they would doubt the wi!!dom of the
Creator: since spirits, they think, should either not show themsehes at aU.
or in a ruanner to do honour to their 1\laker. This signifies nothing, however,
for God and Nature will have the mastery! t
" Let us suppose, for a moment, that those creatures on our earth, which
.constitute a transition cl888, and find themselves, as it were, in an intermediate
state, us seals, bats, megatherians, were so formed that they could only be
seen by men of a peculiar condition of nerves, and by others not at all, the
latter would protest that no such creatures existed, or could possibly exist.
They would exclaim excitedly, • A creature half-mouse, half-bird, a creature
half-calf, half-fish, would be unworthy of the l.'reator, who never brings forth
helpless, crippled, half-existences. Such things, 'they would say,' are the
mere births of a sick fancy; and were they really existent, which, however,
it would he the height of folly to believe, would make one doubt the wisdom
of the Creator.' That is precisely what the critics say of what they call low
&nd undih'11ified spirits.
• Witness the silly remarks of the London " Saturday Review" of Dec. 17, t862, which
says, "If this is the spirit·world, and if this is spiritual intelligence, and if all tlu>t :/irlu
.ea11 d4 i• fq wislt alJquf ;,. dark 1"t>qm.s, and pinc4 p~qpfe's l~rs u11dn·llu ta~le, a,. II•,
• Ho,t, nuttl Homt,' till t4taect~rtiion, aiUi ki.tsfolks in tlu dark, a!Uipaint/Ja/)y Pitlwnl,
4lld 1vrltt zuc!J stnlilfftntal tta,!Jy-fJa•Dy a.t Mr. Coltiii41J "'/its owlfrillll tMir Jidat&•M,
it is mucic kiter fq IN a rtsp~ctahl~ pig- au n<<~Pt an11ilcilatiqn tloa10 It> he cwrud ..,;14
.~r~elc an im1ffortality as /leis." Kerner anticipates and answers the sneers of witlinca like
this.
t Bacon sayo, " The voice of oature wiU coDSeDt, whether the voice of man do or DOC.•
o; 9;.ized by
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" But these creaturell, now mentioned, do exist at thia very time, my
beloved ! spite of thy belief and thy critical judgment; and thou shall not,
therefore, doubt the wisdom of their CrPator, but Ehalt f11ll down, and,
with all humility, shalt worship and ssy, 'What I here in the dust, with theeye of a mole, regard as so great a disharmony, will hereafter, when the
1eales, fall from my mole's-eye, appear as harmony.'
" And so it is also with those wretched spirits ! Beloved ! they are there !
Howe'l"er thou mayest, in thy notions of the Creator, consider them se>
unworthy; however in thy intellectual wealth mayest struggle against them
in thy sp1rit,-there they are, contrary to all the systems of such learned,
acute, and intellectual men ! There they are in truth as rt>al as tl>ehelpless caterpillars, out of which slowly the butterflies shall unfold
There they are, and you cannot hinder them; cannot
themselves.
do otherwise than disbelieve in them, and, disbelieving, fight against
them with all your dialectic arts, ready-writings, wit and acutrness, /Nt
tDhieh, in fact, doea not at all annihilate t/lia ~pirit world; but it goes
on its way, troubling itself not in the least about all your intellectual
skirmishing.
"On this point an able writer bas ssid already, ' Suppose a critic to write
an article that turned out and was decided by the public to be a poor afFair,
are we to consider it unworthy of the Creator to have made such a "11·retched
.tick P" And suppose this critic to have suddenly departed into the other
world, without having got any more sense, are we to doubt the wi~dom of
the Creator, if the man should manifest himself here as a very paltry II' host
indeed P' It may, however, be answered, by some wise one, that everything
sh~uld in this world either not exist, or exist as a credit to its Maker. This
indeed, would be very praiseworthy and agreeable; but the cou1teous reader
knows very well that the image of God in this world often reduces himself
to the most hideous and foolish cnricature of a man; but does any body on
that account doubt of the wisdom of the Creator P l"ta : Itt us took into til#
mirror, a>1d I am afraid toe ahall .find our~tlve~ very much u•llike the original
image of God."
Kerner then gives a series of weJl.attested cases of the apparitions of such
distorted and de1,>Taded spirits, and adds, "It is an incontestible truth which
Jacob Bohme ably demonstrates, and which the Seeress ofPrevor•t confirms;
namely, that 'The body being now broken up and dying, the soul retains
her likeneBS as the spirit of her will. Now is it away from the body;
fc.r in dying there is a separation. Now tbe likeness t.ppears in and amid
the thiDA'S which the soul had here imbibed, which she had infected herself
with, which she allowed to build themselves up in hf:r, since she has the
ssme well-spring in her.
That which she loved here, which was her
treasure, and into which the spirit of her will entered, is now expre86ed in
her. and becomes her spiritual image, not as a reminiscence, but as an actual
condition.' ''
,
Let Ill! hope that the day is near when a more re\"ercnt attention will be
lent to facts which are the key to much that confounds our scrutiny in our
studies of human nature.
· Johann Jung-Stilling, born in Westphalia, in Germany, 1740, was, like
Kerner, a devoted Spiritualist. His "Theory of Pneumatolo/l'y," translated
into English by Samuel Jackson, was re-published in New Ymk, in 1!!61,
with an introduction from the \lBn of our re,·ered friend, the late George Bush,
whom it ,.·as our fortune to mtroduce to some of the phenomena of somnambulism, whi<·h we v.·ere investigating at the time. Stilling appears to
have been well versed in the facts which the manifestations of 1848 brought
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prominently before public attention. The phenomena of rapping and
knocking he frequently notices, RB modes of spirits announcing themselve..
He WRB convinced of the exist.ence of the spiritual body.
"There
is a natural and there is a spiritual body," says St. Paul; i• xow, not u
to BE.
Stilling was unconsciously a "medium." He announc.ed, more than ten
weeks before the occurrence, the tragic fllte of Lavater, who was shot by a
.soldier in Zurich, in 1799. Stilling wrote seasonably to Bees, and begged
him to communicate the prediction to Lavater. The. warning seems to have
been unheeded. Stilling's presentiments of evil were sometimes very strong,
.and as unerring as they were strong. In his "Pneumatology," he bas
·collected o. great number of authentic narratives of apparitions and other
phenomena indicative of spiritual powers. The "many-sided" Goethe waa
l:ltilling's fellow-student at Strasburg, and became strongly attached to him.
"I urged him," says Goethe, "to write his life; and he promised to do so."
The promise was fulfilled.
Stilling was well acquainted with the phenomena of animal magnetism.
His experiments convinced him, as our own long since cominced us, that the
.soul does not require the outward organs of sense in order to be able to see,
hear, smell, taste, and feel, in a much more perfect state. • ".Animal magnetism," he says, "proves that we have an inward man, a soul, which ia
<Constituted of the divine spark, the immortal spirit, poseeesin~ reason and
will, and of a luminous body, which is inseparable from it. Light, electric,
magnetic, galvanic matter, and ether, appear to be all cine and the same substance, under dift'erent modifications. 'fhe light, or ether, is the element
which connects soul and body and the spiritual and material world
together.
" The ideas we form of the creation, and all the science and knowledge
resulting from them, depend entirely upon our organization. God views
every thing as it is in itself. For, if He viewed things in space, and as no
space can be conceived as really existing unless limited, the VIews which God
takes would therefore also be limiwd, which is impoesible; consequently no
space exists out of us in nature, but our ideaa of it arise solely from our
<>rganization. If God viewed obJects in succession and rotation, he would
exist in time, and thus again be hmited. Now, as this is impossible, time i1
therefore also a mode of thinking peculiar to finite capacities, and not any
thing true or real."
From these principles, Stilling arrives at the opinion that, since time and
8Jiace are only modes of thinking suited to our present state, it is impoasible
that rational inferences, though mathematically just, can serve to guide ua
into the truths of the invisible world, when their premises are founded on
modes of thinking adapted to the visible world, but excluding operations
from the invisible.
Perhaps this theory may explain why natural sciancemakes such blunders
in its attempts to deal with the recent phenomena.
<10

• "The vision that can see through brick walls~ says Professor William DentOD (1868),
"and distinguish objects miles away;does not belong to the body: it mrut belong to the
spirit. Hundreds of times have I bad the evidence that the spirit can smell, hear, and see,
and bas powers of locomotion. As the fin in the unhatched fish indicates the water in which
he may one day swim, as the wing of the untledged bini denotes the air in which it may one
day fly, so these powers in man indicate that mighty tealm which the spirit ia fitted etcnWiy
&oenjoy.•
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CHAPTER VII.
SOMNAMBULISM, CLAIRVOYANCE, ANIMAL MAGNETISM.
"Shut your eyes, and you will see.''-')'11116wt.
" Whereas the atheists impute the origin of these things to men's mistaking both their
olreams and waking fancies for real visions and sensations, they do hereby plainly contradict
one main fundamental principle of their own philosophy, that sense i,; the only ground of
<ertainty and the criterion of all truth."- CIUi'IIJ()r/4.

IN the face of the opposing protestations of a negative materialism, there ia
-one great fact established by the positive testimony of the past and of our
own age; this, namely, that there are and have been such individuals as seers,
somnambulists, mediums, exhibiting powers which wholly transcend those of
our moral senses, and . who must derive such powers either from spiritual
faculties of their own, superseding the physical and normal, or from communications with spiritual forces and intclligenct>s external to themselves.
The manifestations upon which our convictions of this fact are bal!ed are of
daily occurrence, and such as may be tested by all who will take a little
trouble and exen:ise a little patience.
More than thirty years ago, by a series of experiments which extended
-over a period of two yesrs, we satisfied ourselves of the facti of animal
magnetism, or mesmerism, including tho higher phenomena oflucid somnambulism. Our opportunities of investigation were of daily occurrence, and
such as to make imposture impracticable. We made many observations of
high psychological significance, as we believe confirming most of the accounts
of eimilar experiences by Puysegur, De Leuze, Dupotet, Chauncy Hare
Townshend, and others.
Tne interest of these observations has been, to a great extent, merged in
the more comprehensive generalizations of modem Spiritualism, including
the phenomena of animal magnetism, as well as .of witchcraft and sorcery,
and thus showing them all to be expressions of one great spiritual or
JlBychical fact.
Moreover, many of the most surprising phenomena of animal magnetism,
though ridiculed and denied for a long time by the scientific world, are now
admitted by the leading physiologists of the day. Science is just beginning
to change ita attitude of angry contempt for tho less unbecoming position of
inquiry and attention. One has ouly to read the medical and physiological
writings of Dr. Carpenter, his admissions on the subject of somnAmbulism, of
brain action without consciousness, and other unexplained mysteries, to be
satisfied on this point; for Dr. Carpenter now represents the most advanced
school of England in his department of physiology, and few equally high
.oontemporary authorities can be named.
It is true that some of the n::ore surprising facta of clH.irvoyance are still
kept at a distance, on probation, even by Dr. Carpenter ; but they are no
longer treated with that disdainful vituperation or easy indifft'rence which
the magnates of science observed towards them up to the year 18.56.
The phenomena of lucid somnambulism are a constant offence and ·stumbling-block to the modern materialistic school, of which Moleschott,
Vogt, Feuerbach, and Buchner are activo repr686ntatives. With the asperity
4>f parti8&II8hip, these able writers deny all evidences of a psychical nature ·
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in man, and seem to take it as a personal affront if we credit them with immortal souls.
"It may appear singular," says Dr. Buchner, "that at all times those individuals were the most zealous for a personal continuance after death, whose
souls were scarcely worthy of such a careful preservation."
This modest philosopher would seem to look upon the Augustine&, Origens,
Pascals, Johnsons, and Goethes of the human race as small specimens, compared with Dr. Buchner !
Ludwig Feuerbach (born 1804) has the following remark :-"No one who
has eyes to see can fail to remark, that the belief in the immortality of thesoul has long been effaced from ordinary life, and that it only exists in the
subjective imagination of individuals, still very numerous."
That the belief in immortality has been largely effaced from the ordinary
life of many educated persons, is, we fear, but too true; but this is owing, in
a great degree, to the circumstance, that the class of facts which modern
Spiritualism has re-verified has been excluded, by false theories and an
imperious ignorance, from scientific consideration. Belief in immortality was
more general in ancient times than now, if we except the rapidly increasingbody of Spiritualists. Even so good a catholic as Frederick Schlegel admits
this. "Amon~ those nations of primitive antiquity," he ssys, "the doctrin&
of the immortality of the soul was not a mere probable hypothesis : it was a
lively certainty, like the feeling of one's own being."
Anton Mesmer (1734-1815) bears much the ssme relation to animal
magnetism that Miss Kate Fox does to modern Spiritualism. The fact of th&
influence of one human being by another, under certain conditions, through
passes of the hand, or by the simple exercise of the will, was known and
practised long before Mesmer introduced the subject anew to public attention.
Recent discoveries at Pompeii show that it was a mode of relief known
there centuries ago. Plautus, in "Amphitryo," makes one of his characters
ask, " How if I stroke him slowly with the hand, so that he sleeps P" These
magnetic means of cure were not only practised, but dire.1tions for them were
inscribed on sacred tables and pillars, and illustrated by pictures on the temple
walls, so as to be intelligible to all. Apuleius furnishes similar evidences of
the ordinary practice by the Romans of magnetic manipulations, to induce
somnambulism and clairYoyance. In Livy alone, there are more than fifty
instap&s.in which he refers to the literal fulfilment of dreams, oracles,
prognostics by seers, &c.
It was Mesmer's theory, that the universe is submer~ed in an eminently
subtle lluid, which he thought should be named awmal-magnetic fiuid.
because it can be compared to the fiuid of the magnet; that this fiuid
impregnates all bodies, and transmits to them the impression of motion; that
it insinuates itself into, and circulates through, all the fibres of the nervous
system; and that it mav be accumulated, when the magnetizer wills it, in
buckets, tubs, &c., and especially in the organs of the magnetizer who
transmits it to the magnetized. This hypothetical fluid will remind theclassical reader of the "chain uniting all beinga " of Hesiod, and the " soul
of the world " of Plato.
With Mesmer's OJ?erations began the modern interest in animal magnetism,
whatever its antiqwty may be. In 1778, be arrived in Paris, and for five or
six years made a great noise by his experiments. The king appointed a
commission, consisting of five members of the Royal Academy, and four
members of the Faculty of Medicine, to report upon Mesmer's exhibition.
Franklin was a member of the commission; but he was at the time unwellp
and unable to attend its sittings.
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The commission, in their elaborate Report, allow that in 1rhat they
witnessed, there was something that seemed the working of a mysterious
agent.. They reduced Me~mer's exhibitions to four classes: first, those which
could be explained on physiological grounds; second, thoFe which were
eonharr to the Jaws of magnetism; thhd, those where the imal!ination of the
mesmetized person was the source of the pht·nomena: and fourth, facts w·hich
led thl'm to admit a special agent. One member of the ct.mmi~•ion, the
eminent Laul'ent de Jussieu, became a convert to Me6111er's views, and
testified to "se,·eral well-verified facts, independent of the imttginatitJn."
In the )'ear 1826, the French Academy of Medicine apvointed a second
commission. 'fhey lab•mred diligently for five years, and presented a report
(June, 1831) through Dr. Husenn. It is signed by nine members of the
eommis~ion, t-:vo only. Messrs. Double and Magendie, ha,·ing declined to
lll!llist at the investigations. The commission admit nearly all the hnportant
facts of animal magnetism.
" It is demonstrated to us," they det·lare, " that magnetic sleep baa been
produced in cin·umstnnces where the magnetized perstJns luwe not been able
tO see or gain any knowledge of the mettns employed to detetmine it." The
ma~netizer being in a eeparatc apnt1ment, and the eubject wholly unaware of'
hi11 intention, the slt:ep was induced through the mere operation tJf the magnetizer's will. We ha,·e ourselves repeatedly tested thi11 }'henomtnon here
admitted by the commission.
The Report speaks of a terrible operation (the removal of the right breast)
which was J>erformed by M. Cloquet upon Madame Plantin. During the
twelve minutes that the operation lll8ted, tho iD\·alid, pre"iously magnetized,
"continued to converse calmly with the OFerator, giYing not the Blightes~
evid11nce of sensation."
1'ho Jato Dr. Valentine llott, of New Yt•rk, who was present at this
operation, added his pertSODitl testhnony in our presence to the truth of the
foregoing titatement.
In reJ!IIrd to <.Jairvoyance, the commi~ion report several facts. Among
others, they speak of a law 11tudent, 1\1. Villagrand, whose eydids were kept
closed by the different membet·s of the commissioc; but who, ne\·erthelees,
recognized cards entire))· new, and read f1·om a book open before him. In
abort. the interior life, the perception of the state of the IJody, the prevision
of crises, the instinctive prCI!Cription of remedies, are forcibly atteated in the
Report..
"'!'he magnetized person," it san, "can not only be acte.l upon, but he
can, without his knowledge, be thrown into and aroused from a complete
aomnambulic condition, whtn the operator is out of his sight, at a certain.
distance ft·om him, and separated IJy doors. • • • The }'henomenon of
elairvoyancl' takes pluce even with the finger11 pressed tightly o,·er the eyelids.
The pt·evitiinns of two somnambulists, relative to their heulth, were realized
with remarkable accuracy."
'l'he Academy was rather astonished at the Report, and for a long time
refuled tJ discuss it. But the expenments continued to multiply. Insensibility to pnin, during tertible OJI€:1'ations, w11s one of the phenuu:ena that was
regarded as most wondet-fnl. Ptstols wtre di•charg"ed close to the heads of the
aomnambulists without making them start; without e,·en inten·upting the
lleDteoce they had commenced.
Fucts like these could not long be ignored, nor could the Report of the
eleven commi•siunl'rs bo silently ctJn•igned to oblivion. The Acudemy then
clecided to discus~ it; and the result was, that they refused to }>rint the
Beport, veting only fur the autograph copy, which, aa CoWlt Gasparin telll
o; 9;_;zed by
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retnllins shu~ up in the archh·es of the Academy of Medicine! "To deny
these phenomena," he says, " one must also deny naturnl Pomnambulism,
assuredly not le~s extraordinary than magnetic somnambulism. Inasmuch
as the exidteoce of natural somnambulists cannot be denied (and who will
denv it r), liLtle will be gaine<l by con~tin!l" mesmerism "
M. Geor!!,'et thus tJXpresses himself: "My somnambulis~s are so insensible
to sound, that the very loudest noiMeS, produced un ..xpe.,tedly to them, do
not cause them the slightest emotion. Yet lh•·y will always hear the
magnetizer." A phenomenon we have oun~elves frequently experienced ia
somnambulists ; as we also have the following, describt:d by M. Hostan:
"The outward life cease$; the somnambulist lives within him~elf. completely
isolated from the exterior world ; this isolation is especially complete for the
two sense• of sight and hearing. • • . The e~·es of the 1111tjority of
somnambulists are so in•ensible to light, that the lash~>s ha,·e been bumed.
without their testifying the least impression; if the lids are raised. and the
fingers passed rapidly in fr.:~nt of the eye, the immobility remains complete.••
And yet they are conscious of the objects which surround them; they avoid
with the greatest address obstacles in their path."
The French commissioners mention some experiments in which rare powers
of detectin~ disease were manife~ted by sr.mnambulists. Intt>rnal symptoms,
inappreciable to the eye, were de•cribed by them, and the correctness of
th~ description afterwards verified by a post-mortem examination of the
'bodies.
M. de Pn)·segur says of a peasant whom he had magnetised. "I have
compellerl him to move quickly ahout on his seat, as if dancing to a tune
which, singing mentally myself, I made him repeat aloud. . . • I have
no occasion to speak to him ; I think in his presence ; he understands and
answers me.''
"Having performed," says Dr. Bertrand, "on my first somnambulist the
process by which I usually awakened her. exercising at the same time a firm
will to the contrary, she was seized with strqng convulsive muvementa.
'What is the matter with you P' said I. • Indeed,' she replied, '\'Oil tell me
to awake, and yet you do not will that I shall uwake.'" Dr. Bertrand says
that he has thrown into the somnambulic state a person a hundred leaguea
from him.
M. Fil&l;sier relates that a young somnambulist df'scribed at Paris, minute
by minute, the various acts, the attitudes, and e\·en the secret thoughts of
her mother, who \\'as at Arcis-sur-Auhe. "Every possible precaution," he
adds, "was tnken to ascertain the truth reg11rding thi~ vision into space.
The inquiry was conducted by a family of intelligence and strict integrity,
in connection with some conscientious physicians. 1'he lucidness of Mlle.
Clarice was in all cases justified by the event.'•
Dr. Edwin J.ee, in his "Report upon the Phenom.ma of Clairvoyance"
(London, 1843), mentions the case of the predil'tion of the death of the
king of Wiirtemberg by two different somnambulists: the one having foretold
the event four yea1s beforehand ; the other, in the ~pliug of the same year,
mentioned the exact day, in the month of October, as aL;o the diseue
(apoplexy).
"'l'he exnct. coinridence," says Dr. Lee, "of the event with the predictions
is not doubted nt ~tuttgardt; and, a fortnight ago, Dr. Klein, '"ho is now in
Enghmd, accompunyin~t the Crown Prince of Wiirtcmberg, having been
introduced to me, I took the opportunity of Asking him about the circumstance, whit·h ho acknowledged was as has been stated, saving, moreover,
that his father was physician to the king, who, on the mnmlng of tba day
on which the attack occurred, was in very good health and spirits."
WI,
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She1ley, the poet, appears to have been partially somnambulio on several
He was also sensitive to mesmeric influence. Williams, who was
drowned with Shelley, sa\'B in a note in his diary shortly before the event,
" After tea, \Hilked with Shelley on the terrace. . • • Observing him sensibly
oaffected, I demanded of him if he was in pain; but he only answered by
~~tying, • There it is again ! there ! '
He recovered after some time,
and declared that he saw, as plainly as he then saw me, a naked child
(Byron's Allegra, who had recently died) rise from the sea, and clasp its
hands as if in joy, smiling at him. This was a trance that it required some
reesoning and philosophy to wake him from entirely, so forcibly had the
visions operated on his mind."
Almost every family has its tradition of some event like the following :The Paciftc Hotel, in St. Louis, was destroyed by fire in February, 18611; and
twenty-one lives were lost on the occasion. On the night of the fire, a little
brother of Mr. Henry Rochester, living at home with his parents near Avon,
in the State of New York, awoke some time after midnight with Fcreaming
~and tears, &flying that the hotel in St. Louis was on fire, and that his brother
Htmry was burning to death. So intense were his alarm and horror, that it
Willi with considerable difficulty he could be quieted.
On the following day,
oat noon, the parents receh·ed a telegram from St. Louis, confirming the little
'boy's dream in every particular.
"'ell-authmticated instances of spontaneous clairvoyance like this could be
-collected from the new~papers of the lll.l!t ten years till the records would fill
volumes. Not many years since " New Orlean11 merchant, being in Paris,
wok'l up from sleep one night, having heard, as he thought, the voice of his son
uttering the words, "Father, I'm dying." So much impressed was he by thia,
that he got out of bed, lighted a candle, and made a record of the occurrence,
stating the exact hour by the clock, in his note-book. When he arrived in
New Orleans, a few weeks afterwards, the first friend he met told him of his
ann's death, and added, "His last words were, 'Father, I'm dying.'"
The morchant took out his nnte-book, pointed to the record, and afterwards
learned that his son had died at the precise hour named, after making
the pro1-er allowance for difference of longitude between Paris and New
Orleans.
Bacon recognises a natural divinatiC'n proceeding from the internal power
-of the ~oul. "The mind," he tells us, " abstracted or collected in itself, and
not diffused in the organs of the body, has, from the natural power of its own
essence, some foreknowledge of future things ; and this appears chiefly in
Bleep, ecstR•ies, and the ne~~r approach of death."
" The phenomena of clair,·o)·ance, prevision, and second sight," says De
Boi•mont, " depend on a sudllen illumination of the cerebral organ, which
.calbo into acth·ity sensations that ha,·e hitherto lain dormant."
Ruther do they depend, v;e should say, on an intromission from latent
epiritunl forces, called into action by some abnormal conditions afl'ecting the
ulntion~ of the physical to the spiritual body.
De Boi~mont, whose work on ·• Bullucipations" (Paris, 1862) ha11 a high
rC).utntion in I~ranre, admits that some cases of prevision "appear to spring
from an enlarged faeulty of perception, a supernatural intuition."
To Clur imtRnces of clairvo)·ance in dreams, we add the following perfectly
Wl'll-authenticRted case, related (1868) by the Rev. Dr. Horace Bushnell.
"As I sot by the fire," he says, "one stormy November night, in a hotel:parlour, in the Napa Vulley of Cnlifomia, there Clime in a mo~t venerable
ar.d benignant-locking pe~son, with his wife. The stranger was Captain
Yount, a man who came over into California, as a trapper, more than forty
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years ago. Here he has lived, apart from the great world and ita questions.
acquiring an immense landed estate, and becoming a kind of acknowledged
patriarch in the country. His tall, manly person, and his gracious, paternal
look, as totally unsophisticated in the expression as if he had ne\·er heard
of a philosophic doubt or question in his life, marked him as the truopatriarch,
"The conversation turned, I know not how, on spiritism and the modern
necromancy ; and he discovered a degree of inclination to belie,·e in the
reported mysteries. His wife, a much younger person, and apparently a
Christian, intimated that probably he Wll8 predisposed to this kind of faith by
a very peculiar experience of his own, and evidently desired that he might be
drawn out by some intelligent discussion of his queries.
"At my request, be gave me his story. About six or seven years previo1111,
in a mid winter's night, he had a dream, in which ho faw wh11t appeared tobe a comp11ny of emigrants, arrested hy the snows of the mount11ins, and
perishing rapidly by colU and hunger. He noted the ver)' cnst of the scenery,
marked by a huge perpendicular frcnt of white-rock f•liff; he saw the men
cutting off what appeared to be tree-tops ri~ing out of deep gulfs of snow; he
distinguished the very features of the persona, and the look of their particular
distress.
"He woke, profoundly impressed with the distinctness and opparent reality
of his dream. At length he fell asleep, and dre~~med exactly the &Hme dream
again. In the morning he could not expel it from his mind. Falling in,
shortly, with an old hunter comrade, he told him the story, and wns only the
more deeply impres~ed by his recognizing, without hesitation, the scenery of"
the dream. This comrade had rome over the SielTa by the Carson-Valley
Pass, and declared that a spot in the pass answered exactly to his description.
By this the unsophisticated patriarch was decided. He immediately collecteda company of men, with mules and blankets and r 11 nece~BIIr)' provisions.
The neighbours were laughing, meantime, at his credulity. 'No matter,'
said he : ' I am able to do this, and I will; for I verily believe that the fact
is according to my dream.' The men were sent into the mountains, onct
hundred and fifty miles distant, directly to the Ca~on· V~tlley PafS. And
there they found the company in exactly the condition of the dream, and
brought in the remnant alive."
Dr. Bushnell adds, that a gentleman yresont said to him, "You need hav&
no doubt of this ; for we Californians al know the facts and the names of the
families brought in, who now look upon our venerable faiend as a sort of"
sa dour.'' These names he gave, together with the residence of t>ach; and
Dr. Bushnell avers that he found the Californians everywhere readv to 11econd
the old man's testim >ny. "Nothing could be more natural than for the
good-hearted patriarch himself to add that the bri~hte•t thing in bia lifo,
ond that which gave him the greatest joy, was 1us simple fuith in that;
dream."
Instances similar to the foregoing could be multiplied indefinitely. We
have heard of the case of the brother of an ancestor of our own, whose ship
was struck hy lightning, the consequence of which was that he and his crew
were compelled to escape from the wreck in the long-boat, where they were
exposed for many days, at an inclement season, in the middle of the Atlantic.
'l'he captain of a vessel sailing from the same port dreamed of seeing them,
and was so vividly impressed hy the vision, that he determined on 11ltering
his cO\me, aud going back in search of the boat. This he did, against the
expostulations of. his mates. On the morning of the third day he fell in with
the boat, and rescued the occupants of it.
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The phenomena of clairvoyance in the somnambulism induced by
were first noticed, in modem times, in the vear 1784, bv the
Marquis de Puysegur, a disciple of Mesmer. That these phenomena afford
-com·lusive evidence of spiritu11l faculties latent in mfln, and developed under
-certain cirnumstances even in this life, is a conviction at which moit peraons,
who hRve gi\•en much thou~ht to the su't\ject, have finally arrived. We see
no OSMpe from the conviction. The added m11rvels of Spiritualism Rre hardly
needed to give it force ; but let them be none the leas welcomA on that account.
We need not multiply instllnces of clairvoyance, clairaudience, &c. 'l'he
fact is established, if anv fact Olin be by human testimony. It needs but a
single eltperiment with Mr. Charles H. Foster, in pellet-reading, to shatter
the most elaborate structure of Sadducean materialism from turret to fonndation stone. If the fat•ultiea nf sight and hearing, in their highest manifeatations, are not dependent on their proper physical organs, who can rationally
argue that they are likely to bu destroyed by the dissolution of the physical
bodv itself?
Mr. R B. Brittan, one of the earliest to accept the facts of phenomenal
·Spiritnalism, remarks, "The individuality of man does not helongto his body;
but inheres in a supra-mortal and indestructible constitution. .•. Withm
this corporeal frame there is another body of more ethereal elements. . . •
If there were no inwRrd furm or spiritunl constitution, the molecular eliminations would periodically destroy the identity of man."
" Our soul," says Jonbert, "iR ever fully alive. It is so in the sick; in
those who have f11inh•d; in the dying; iti~ still more alive after death."
"The snul," aa.~·s Zschokke. himself a clairvoyant, "has the faculty directly,
.and without infere<~ce, both of perceiving occurrtnces at a distance, an4 of
being sensible of future events. The Rncients, who knew as mur·h as we do
of the propertieto of the humRn soul, observed this inexplicable power of
perception and foresight, especiallv in cases of ner,·ous weakness, nod in the
dving."
•
·The .Jews before Christ. and the Fathers after, believed that depBrted
apiritslurked nbnut images, spokn in oracles, controlled omens, and in various
ways cncourngl'd men to worship them.
If human tl>stimony is to be taken as of any arcount, compared with the
mere speculntions of closet professora, putting forth deci~ions on matters the;r
refuRe to inv('stigate practically, this question of spiritual phenomena 18
decided. "Why, then," asks Cicero, "doubt the certainty of this Brgnment,
if rea•on consent, if fncts, people, nations, Greeks, barbarians, our 1\ncestors,
.and the universal faith ? If chief philosopheno, poets, the wisest of men,
founders of republics. bnilclers of cities? Or, dis~arding the united eon:rent of
the humnn kind, Rhall we "'Rit for brutes to spcmk ?"
"Si divinatio est, dii sunt,'' if there is divinatio11, there mu1t lie go!U (or spirits),
wns a rommon AAying of the ancient Romans. One authentic instance of
~lairvo~·ance satiRfied them of the great fact of spiritnBl existence.
"That we should rather evolve from our present corporeRl elements the body
that is tq be ours, than to be~n existence de 11ovo, says Townshend ; "thl\t,
in other words "'e should really posse>& a fundamental life, or body, incapable
of pRSSing aw~ty with the grol!ller covering that envelops it; that, at daa.th,
we should retRin something physically from our a.ctUl\1 eondition,-see108
pointed out to us by all the Rna.logies of nature.
"Ever.vwhere we behold that one state includes the embryo of the next, not
metaphysically but materially; and entering on a new scene of existence is not
·•" mnch a ch1m.~e a~ a cnntinnation of what went before. The very rudiments of organs, intended in a higher stage of animal life to be useful, are
me~meris'"
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found, useleaely, at it were, appearing in tho lower oliUI868 of animated creatures; or, stranger still, lying in embryo in the same creature in oue ..tate,
onl.v to be developed in another. The wings that form the buttertiy lie folded
in the worm.
"We should then, a priori, expect to find the principle that individnalizee
man, and is the true mediuru of hie instruction, attached to him from the beginning, and that the germs of future capacities, physical not leas than intellectll&l, should be discoverable in his constitution.
"The dissolution of this coarser covering is, by us, called death; that is,
we seem unto men to die: but with our inner body we never part; ancl, cuneequently, by that we still retain our hold upon individual exi.tem·e. AaLeibnitz bas remarked, 'There is no such thing as death, if that wol'd be
understood with rigorous and metaphysical accuracy. The soul never quits.
completely the body with which it 18 united, nor does it p888 from one body
into another with which it had no connection befvro : a metamorphoaiil takes
place ; but there iii no metempsychosis.' •
" Man iii shown by the facts of mesmerism to be capable of increased sensitive power. To what end, if hereafter t.his increase of power Lecome not
permanent P Would wings be fvlded in the worm if they were not one day
to .enable it to :fly P We cannot think so poorly of creative power, or of
thrifty nature. . • . Wretched, indeed, must be the view of roan which
confines him to thiil bank and shoal of time; which does not regard hlm.and all his glorious endowments, as intended for a aeriu of eriatenua."
It will be seen, as we proceed, that the ~piritual hypothesis is not the only
one which human ingenuity has invented for the ph11nomena of clairvoyance
and of Spiritualiilm. Mr. H. G. Atkinson, who was afsociated with Mia.
Martineau some years since in the authorship of an atheistic Look, in which
Rome of the phenomena of mesmerism were accepted and attributed, as they
were by Dr. Elliotson, to exclusively material causeR, p;ofesses to be not at
all incom·enienced by the added wonders of :-;pirituali~ro. He admits them
all, but is too uncompromising a Comtean to allow that they point to any
thing outside of this barrier of :flesh and blood.
Seers and spirits may protest as much as they please; nay. the IRttermay show themselves in their habits as they lived,-Mr. Atkinson iii
inexorable.
"I think it can now be shown," be says, referring to the ~iritual
phenomena, "that there iii not any tJery uaential diBtinction hettt•ten tlu•
1ztraordinary facta and tile ordinary onu of ef1"1/·dag life ! "
Shut out from the spiritual hypothesis by his whole past philosophy, 1\(r.
Atkinson consoles himself, after the manner of the antediluVIan philoeopber,
who, according to the profane, W:\8 shut out from the ark by Noah, and
who revenged himself on the patriarch by telling him that " it WRB no
sort of consequence; for he believed it was not going to be much of a showerafter all."
A fact of importance, in connection with the history of animal maanetism,.
has been rOCflntly brought to light by the French Spiritualists. ThiM fitct
is no other th11n thnt the magnetists of France anticipated by at least half a
century, the knowledge, since made the world's property by tbe eTents at;
Hydesville; a fact which is proved by the publication of the correspondenceof the two celebrated French magnetic philosophers, Messrs. Billot and.
Deleuze, in two volumes, in 1836. This correspondence commenced in
"MlftlffU11"/Miti, a change of form or shape; traDsformatloa. Mrl#IIIJ~7tlwli1, the pasQ( the soul from one body to aaother.
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1829 ; and in it we find M. Billot as.~erting that there are none of these
marvellous things that ho baa not witnessed during the last thirty yeara. •
This catTies his knowledge of epirit nal phenomena back as far as 1789, the
period of the cnmmencement of the French Revolution ; into the period, in
fact, of Lavater, Jung-Stilling, Kerner, Goethe, 8an Martin, &c. These
phenomena, not only known to, but avowed by those distingui~hed men,
were, it now appoar~. equally well known to MM. Billot anti Deleuze, who
ae scientific m•m, had not, howe,·er, dared to reveal them. The srcts of the
Ilfiti..ted and the Illuminati were well acqWiinted with these phenomena in
tha seventeenth and eil(ht.f't>nth centurie~; and the only difft-rence to note is,
that then they were f~tmiliar only to a few who kept a knowledge of them
to a certain extent secret, and that now they are familiar to the public at

~t therA is another circumstance e~pecially noteworthy in this discovery

of Spirituali"m among>~t the magnetists, which is, that the 1·l~t>S of scientific
men among them has beJn as a body stoutly opposed to the admis>ion of
Spirituali~m ns a fact.
In England, we know with what pl'rtinadty Dr.
Elliot son and othPrs re•istro for man,r years the conviction that spiritual
phenomena underlie those of Magnetism ; or, in other words, mesmerism.
So in Fntm·e, Dnpotet, Morin, and the rest of them fought hard against this
conviction ; and an much so, that 1\1. Morin, the successor of B11ron Dnpotet,
has constantly resisted the invitations of the Spiritualists to witneBS spiritual
phAnomena.
Here hnwevrr, we have the curious fact of two of the most celebrated
ma~o,rnetic philosophers of France, avowing afttlr a concealment of the fact
through a career of half a <'entury, that thE-y all the time, whilst pro~~ecuting
their ma~enetic inquiries. had become fully aware of other and still more
wonderful phenomf!na supervening and arising ont of those inquiries which
they prosecuted with no such expectations. These arose like apparitions
upon them, startling and astottishing them, like the genius which stood before
.Aladdin when he rubbed hiR lamp, meaning only to poli•h it, and with no
idea further from his mind than that his friction was the inVO<'IItion of a spirit.
So l\11\l. Uillot and Deleuze, experimenting only in magnetism. and expecting
none but strictly natuml though abstruse results, found that they were
pressing un those secret and mysteriouA springs and laws of life which awake
the attention of the inhabitants of the invisible, and cause them to manifest
their pTPsence.
It is still more remarkable that these two great magnefists-who had
published. each, work 11fter work, and who!lll names were famous in that
llcience-did not work in company, ur with a knowletlge of each other's
proceetlingto. Thoy had each their own a'·owed theory. differing greatly one
from the other: and the"" they had propounded and defended with zeal and
pAnistency, till they had acqnired a certain charar.ter of antaA'onism. All
this time, however, their writ.ings bore to the ordinary reatler no traces of any
thing but the legitimate facts and doctrines of ma~netism. But, to these
great antagonist magnates nf science, there was something in their language
which awoke a more than ordinary sensation in each other; and, opening a
oorrePpondence. the)' began to approach 011ch other. pniting forth the delicate
feelers of an inten•e curi.. ~ity, j:rounded on a convirtion that each pilsseBSed
aecret knowledge that he had not yet laid open to the light, and that thia
knowledge was, in reality, the property of both. They had each a conscious• For thi• abstnct of the COJTe"J>>ndence. we are largely indebted to a t"'per by William
Howitt i}uly t868 1• We can mention no man who has been more earnest, 1Ddefatigablo, and
COura&eowo in his advocacy of the truths of Spiritualism than Mr. Howitt.
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ness that, whilst they had been going along 110parate and even hostile paths,
they hacl been tread in!~' the very same enchanted ground, and were twine in a
life which they had hitherto hidtlon from each other and from mamkind.
On the 24th of l\Iarch, 1829, M. Daleuze wrote toM. Billot, complaining
that certain ma~etisera made their experiments out of mere curiosity. To
this implied censure Hillot rPplied, on the 9th of April, that modem magnetisers had many humilia~ions to suffer from the jealoll8ies of their con.fr~r";
but he now abandoned his cause to Gild, who had done so-eat thin~ for him.
"Yes!" B>Lid he, ad,·ancing more bol<lly, "I have seen, I haYe understood aU
that it is permittetl to man to see and know!" Still going further in hia
enthusiasm, and stimulated bv the conYiction that Deleuze himself had
arrived at discc.veries like hie own, he says," Permit mo to obser,·e that all
that you write seems to me to betray une arriere pense• (an after thought).
Your theory is only a solemn ruse to avoid scanWiliaing the uprit& fort• who
will have nothing of the positive."
The ice was now broken, anti the two great magnetiste proceed to make a
clean breast of it to e:,ch other. l\1. Billot, nevertheleBS, is by far tho more
open, and is ready to throw off the cautious disguise that they both had worn
for so many ~·ear•. It turns uut, in the end, that they ha,·o seen nearly all
the phenomena of modem Spiritunlism.-appariLious, elevations of the person
into the air, the fact of material substances being brought by spirits, obseasiolll
and possPssions hy spirits, and nPlnly all the wonders which the ancient
philo•ophers and the priests of different churches have declared as truths;
and all this, be it remembered, long- before tbe knoc:kingsat Hydes•·illt>openecl
up the gre..t drama. of renewed ~pirit-intercourae in our time. But it will be
interesting to trace this remarkaLlo corre$pondence a little further in ita
natural course.
On the 2/th Febrnary, 1830, 1\L Rillot writes toM. Delenze, assuring him
that he stated to him the whole truth re~artling the extmordinary phenomena
manifested through his clairvo~·'lnte. Mademoiselle Mathieu, and that he
will ne•·er de•·iate from this in. his communication of his cxpnriences; and
ho proceed~ to reveal to him things which, he sa~·s, he will prohably regard u
reveries, and then adds, "You would not have comhntecl the theory
of spirits for the"e forty year., if. like me, you had had under your en"S and
your hand~ the masses of facta which have compelled me to adopt it." He then
gives some curious facts concerning a clairvoyante in a state of wakefulness.
I>eleuze, on the lath of .lllny, nmws that he has seen lnci<ls in that st11te.
"Dr. Chase," he sa~·s, "r<lportH l1aving seen the 88me ;" nnd then he mnkea
the candid confession, '"I haYo supprP88ed many thin~ in my works, hec'ause
it was not yet. the time to disclose them." Hillot, on the 16th of June, touchea
on certain particulars of somnambulism. which Deleuze in his writini!B had
affected to treat as inexplicable; but he insinuate~ that he is quite snti~fied
that they now nnderstnnd each other on these points. After referdng to
various pus•ages in Deleuze's writinl-'11, "between ua, l\lonsil'ur," continues
Billot, "what need of so much reserve? In spite of your reticences, I untlerlltand you."
In his reply, on the 24th of Rep! ember, Dcleuze trPIIts of mntter at great
length, and at first professes to think that the only thin!l' which proYea the
communication of spirits with us. are apparitions; but Rl!nin, thawing a little
more, he says, if his health permit, he will write an arti<·le in the "HPrmPII"
on psychical phenomena, in which l•e will free himself f•·om the resor•·o which
he too, hithPrLo imposed on himself, and of which M. Dillot bas divined the
real cause. "These facta," he RRYS, "are now so numerous and so well known,
thai ii ia time to apeak the truth."
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On the 24th of June, 1831, Mr. Billot wrote to M. Delenze, that in reading
his works, he had seen that certain Jlhenomena had been alreAdy familiar to
him before be himselfbnd entered on his career, and that there was nothing
()f the marvellous of which be had not been a "·itnees duri11g the thirty or
forty ~·eurs of his mAgnetic experience. "If you have not made mention of
these things," he added, "you h~t,·e lost your reason for keeping silence." To
this lf. Ddeuze, on the 9th of Jul~· . replied that he bad designedly avoided
the statement of marvellous fu<'fs, considering it not alwRys necessary to show
these to the incredulous, as being indeed not the most likely way to convince
them.
Billot then went on much further with his cautious correspondent, who,
though be did not re,·enl much, was furced to confe~s that his friend had
penetmted into his secret, and that he knew a great deal. "The tim!l," said
M . Billot, "is come when I ought to hnve no further concealment from you.
I repeat that I have seen and kt•own ull thut is permitted to man to see and
know. I have been witness of an ecstac~·. not such as Dr. Bertrand imagines,
but I have seen mAgnetic daif\·oyants with stigmata. I have seen obsessions
and po~sefsions, which ba,•e been dissipated by a single word : I ha,·e 11e"n
many other things, which others have seen also, but which the spirit of this
age bas not permitted thl'm to1·eveal. I am an e1p•·it. fort; and that which
the pricsts have not been able to <:lo now for many yearA, magnetism has
accomplished. The tl'uth6 ~f t·el(qion l1nt·e fum demonstrated by it."
He then proceeds to relnte some of thesE< re,·elations, which very much
reseml.lo the teachings of the anl'ient philosophers, mingled with those of
Christiunity,-doctrines which prepared the way for the inculcations of
Spiritnuli ~m. Superior intelligencPs, he sny•, presented themseh·e.•; presided
at siunrrs, and manifPsted themseh•es by the delicious odours which they diffused around them. Tho ambrosia of the mythologists, the odour of ~tuictity
of the Church were discoYcred to be r·ealitics. Evil and un<:lenn spirits abo
presenied thf'mseh-cs; but the cluirvo~·ants immediately recogni"ed them
(July 23, 1831). These and other statements, :M. Billot says, whkh be
extracted from the journnls of the sermccs, could never have seen the light of
day, hnd he not del'med it for the interest of the great science to confide them
to the bosom of prudent and discreet friendship; and, on the 9!h September,
he annonnt'es that he is about to proceed to more substantial proofs of the
apparition of spirits-euch as, he Bll~·a, it will be impossible to deny or to
diminish : for thue spi1·its tt•tt·e toii.Qt'ble; you both satp a11d totJched them.
PerhapM, be adds, 111. Deleuze may thinlc these things a little too marvellous
for belief; hut his doubt will no longer be pardonable wl1en he may touch
thorn himsf'lf, nnd touch them 11gnin. 'Vhat he sa~·s on September 30 must
com·in•·e the most sceptical: there is neither illusion nor vision. He and
his co-secretlll·ies have seen and felt, and he calls God to witness the truth
~fit.

On t1•e 6th of Ko'<'ember, 1831, D~>leuze writes, that he is j!'reatly grieved
that the Rtate of his health and his great ap;e will not permit him to make a
journey to see :M. Billot, as ho most anxiously desires; that the immortality of
the tout is prnt•td to him, a11d the !J081ibilit!l ~f communirating u:ith spirits; but
-that, pcrsormlly, he hils not seen facts equul to those rited by Billot. Neverthelu•s. pt'rsons worthy of all conficlence have made the like reports to him.
''I have this morning," he continn<'a, "seen a very distingui~hed physician,
1!'ho has n•lated to rnA somfl of your facts, without naming yon, and who gave
me mnnr others of alike cbamcter. Amongst others, his clairvoyants tlluml
mattt·ial oflji·rt1 to prumt fhtmltfrtl. I know not what to think of all thie,
though I am as certain of the sincerity of my medical friend, aa I am of
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yours. I cannot conceive how spiritual beings are able to carry material
objects."
M. Billot, on the 26th of June, 1832. wrote that in the dor.trine of
Spiritnalism the question is not of &pilliom but ofjuu: theao are the thinge
which lead to the truth ; but neither the magnetisers nor the m3.o"''letised can
reproduce these at will.
..
On another occasion, M. ~e remarks that "the clairvoyant seiBeS
rapports innumerable. He catches them with an extreme rapidity : he 1 une,
in a minute, through a series of ideas which, under ordinary circnmstnnt•ea,
would demand many hours. Time seems to disappear before him. He is
himself astonished at the variety and rapidity of these reflections. Ho is led
to attribnte them to the inspiration of another intelligenee. Anon, he
perceives in himself this new being. He considers himself in the clnirvoyant
sleep a different person from himself awake. He speaks of himself in the
third person, as some one whom he has known, on whom he comments, ,.·hom
he advises, and in whom he takes more or Jess interest, as if himself ill
somnambulism and himself awake were two different persons."
M. Deleuze finishes by urging ~1. Billot to publish his experiences. bat;
with his habitual caution counsels him to supreas the most astounding f>tcts.
Billot heroi01tlly determines to victimise himself for the truth, to brave the
sarcasms of the learned; "For," he obser,·es, "to talk of spirits in Fr.mce,
where the majority of the magnetists huld fast by their ac<·epted theory, of
merely material agencies, is to become an object of contemptuous pity."
He was al~o aware of another difficulty,- the uncertaint~· of sCl'uring
successful set.mcea; which, whilst the causes affecting them are hut partially
under!!tood, so often fail in the presence of the determinedly sceptical.
!Such was the correspondence of the two celebrated m~tgnetists, at a time
when Spiritualism in its present phase wns yet unheard of. The great fa•·ts
of spiritua! life thus bursting upon them in pursuance of their sl'ientific
experiments in ma~;netism, and in opposition to all their prejudices. ns well aa
most contrary to their expectations, must be regarded as one of thP mo•t
curious a11d most interesting evPnts in the annals of :;piritunlism. De11ides
the transport of material objects by invisible agent~. the spirits which
appeared to them were solid to the touch, as they have ~o of1en maue th•·maelves since. Living persons were elevated in the air in their setmcr8. Dr.
Schmidt, of Vienna, and Dr. Charpignon, of Orleans, also A"ive some striking
cases of delicious odours, or cadaverous eftluvia issuing from pure or impure
spirits which presented themselves: the most startling commnncations of filets
otherwise unknown were made; and they had cases of obso~sion and po~e:~>;ion
aa well as of successful exorcism.
After all the confessions of M. Deleuze, he afterwards was greatly tempted,
like Sir David Brewster, to recover favour with his scientific Hnd iucrcdnloua
contemporaries. Becoming one of the chiefs of magnetic initiation, he endeaToured to weaken or to neutralise the force of his avowals. A gentleman well
instructed in these mysteries, wrote to him thus: "You havel'ndca,·ore•l to fnrtify
your readers, in your journal, against the ~:vstem of the magnetistR oft he Nnrth,
who admit superhuman powers as intermediates in certain mag-netic phenomena.
I would take the liberty of observing to you that this is not at all a system
with them: but the Rimple enunciation of a fact, that a great number of their
aomnambulists, raised to a high de!l'ree of lucidity, have asserted that they
were illuminated and conducted by a ~piritnal guide."
The answer of Deleuze is worthy of attention: " The fartR which seem to
prove the communication of aouls separated from matter with thnse wl•o are
lti1l united to it, are innumerable, as I know. These are existent in aU
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nli,;iona, are believed by all nfttione, are recorded in all histories, may becollected in society; and the phenomena ufmagnetism present a great nnmber·
of them. Yes: a great numhor of somnambuli~ta have affirme<l thnt they
have conversed with spiritmtl intelligences; they have be:m inspired and
guided by them : and I will tell you why I have thought it best not to insist
on such titcts and proofs of spirit communication. It is because I have feared
that it migl.texcite the imagination, might trouble human reason, and lead todan~rerous consequences."
Del<'uze did not, when thus challenged, walk backwards out of his previous.
avowuls, like some on the other side of the water : he was only timid and
cautie>us, not untruthful. 'J'he fntnk bravery of 11. Billot, in regard to a
truth which he knew would btl unpopuhtr, is deserving of tho hi~Zhest J•raise.
'!'he auth<•r of these valuable papers hns given a number of other instnn!'SIJ.
amon~t~~t the magnetista who have arrived at the &1\me conclu~ions as M.M.
Billot. and Deleuze, in the s•me manner. They have found themselves in
contact with unmistakable spirits, when they have been expecting merely theoperations of magnetic lawll. Amongst these were M.. Bertrand, physini11n,
and mem!J..r of the Royal Society of 1'cif'nces. Baron Dupotet declared that
he bad redi>co,·ered in maj!netism the spiritology of the ancients, and that hehimself believed in the wodd of spirits.
" Let the otlt'atlt," he Hays, "reject the doctrine of spiritual appearances as
one of the j!."t·Rnd errors of tho past a~?~&; bnt tho profound inquirer of to-day
is compelled to belie,·e this b\· a serious examination of facts."
Dupotet us,erts the truth of all tho powers IISSUmed by antiquity and by
the chun·h. by all religions, indeed, such as working miracles and healing thelri<·k. "When,'' he says, "li~rhtning, or ot.her powerful agenta of nature. produce formidahle effects, nobody is astc •nishro; but let an unknown element
startle ua, lt:t this element appear to ohey thought, then reason rejertn it; and,
neve.-thele><s, it is a truth ; fur we hRve Reen and felt the effects (If this tPrriblepower." Terrible, however, only when nature is not understood as Spirituhlism
bas revealed it. ''If,'' adds Uupotet, "the knowledge of ancient magic is lost,
the fact11 remain on which to reconstrlll·t it." He exclaims, "No more doubt,
no more um·ertainty: magic is rediscovered."
He then gives a number of phenomena produced of a most extraordinary
kind, and h•u!l'hs at thnse bra,·e chumpions of acienco, who, far from dan11:or,
talk with a loud and firm tone, reR•on on just what they themselvPB know,
and pay no rtop;ard to the practical kno,.,·ledge of others; who, in ftP.ct, hug
their douhts. R~ we, with more re11son, hug our faith.
'l'heee avowals were made in 1840, long before the AmeriCRn phenomena ortho•e of Vienna were heard of. But as ~1•iritnalism bf'gan to show itself as a
distinct faith, the mftjority of mngnetists took the alarm. Those who, like
Messrs. Bertrand, D'Hunin, Pu~·st>gur, and ~eg"ltin, had stood on the very
threshold of ~piritualism, began to step back a step or two, and to shroud
themeeh·e.i in my~tery, and to shake their heads at the prospect of awful
oonst>quenres in pushing further ou snch 11 path.
"The mftgnetic forces cannot be expl:tined," eaid PuyPegnr. "We haveno organs," 111\id M. Morin, •• for dist•m·ering spiritual beings." " The real
causes of apJ•nritions, of objects displaced, of suspensions, and of a groat
portion of the manellous,'' said D'Huniu 11nd Bertrand," are inacn1tsble."
Seguin, who thought thRt magnetism would revolutionize the whole
science, Btarte, and etands still : he finds him~elf on the brink of a precipice.
lnaceeasiblt1 to danger. however, M.. Seguin would wish to pursue his researches;
bot wiedom t·ommsnds him to ~top on tho edge of an abyiB which, no man, he
alli.rma, can e\·er p111111 with impunity.

or
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Wh11t is the precipice which M. Seguin ·and his fellow magnetista see &t
their feet P :Simply the precipice of Spiritualism. The spiritual world opens
before them when they desire only to deal with this. In the words of Baron
Dupotet, "There is an agent in Fpace, whence we ourselves, our inspiration,
and our intelligence proceed ; 'and that agent is the spiritual world which surrounds us." A Rtep further, and the magnetists were aware that they must;
.cut the cable which held them to the rest of the scientific world, and ftoataway
into the ocean of spiritual cau~ation. They must consent to forfeit the name
of philosophers, and to suffer that of fanatics in the mouths of the material
•avan•.
We find in a late number of the " London Spiritual Magazine.'' a paper, by
Mr. R. H. Brown, c.n tho re!ations of clairvoyance to the fotcts of SpirituHlism.
We do but condense biR admirably clearaud logical statement in the remaru
on the sul~ject, which follow:"It is all dairvoyance !" Snch is the objection made by many who have
slightly investigated the spiritual phenomena. Thus it is that Spiritualism
bas come to the aid of clair\·oyance. Before the advent of Spiritualism, <'lairvoyance was denounced as tho great "humbug•• of the day. Nearly all the
ecientific men of the land shook their heads, and lamented the credulous,
wonder-loving ignorance of poor human nature. Now, as the wo1·ld moves,
and 11s the phenom11na of Spiritualism come up, theso same wise gentlemen
would use what they denounced as the "humbug" of yesterd11y as the truth
of to-day; that is, to help them to explain these more advanced facts.
"It is all c:lairvoyance !" But what is clairvoyance? ItA phenomena may
be briefly de8cribed as follows: Persons thrown into the somnamhulic trance
by animiu magnetism. thror.J!h the agency of an operator, or fallin~t into the
same st11te im·oluntarily, have been known to see without the aid< f the physical or external orgotns of VIsion, and without the a••i•tanre of li(lht. BookH are
read ll-• well in the darkness of night as in the fllllglare of noonday. Objects nnd
scenes at great distances, far he~·ond the reach of the external organs of vi~ion,
are seen and desc:ribed. The clear sight of the clairvoyant mind not onl~· penetrates throul!-"h the most opaque and dense su bstnnccs, but alsro sees the I houghte
that burl and blossom in the inmo8t recesses of the soul. '.rho past is illuminated, and its most hidden passages revealed ; and the futnre, hidden by an
impenetrable veil from the normal eye, prophAtically presents its )·et unrolled
panorama, and stamps upon the clairvoyant mind the impress of its coming
form. 'fhisls c·lairvoyaLce. Now let me nsk the candid investigator wllat ie
is tlurt •u• without tile pllysicaleyes, and without tile asai&fanr-. of l(qht I
It is evident t.'lat neither the optic nerves nor the cry~talline lens are employed by those who read a book, amid the darkneFs of midnight, unaided
by a sin).:le ray of light. 'l'be answer to this question is all-important; for
therein, hidden, lies the golden key which will unlock all the mysteries of Spiritualism. '\Vhtlt is normal si!{ht? What is it that see• ,..hen the natural or
-external eye, together with light. 11re the mediums of perception P H itl
-evident that the mere .fluid called light rannot see, neither ran the len11 or
humours of the e)·e, nor the optic ner,·e, nor a combination of these; for ligh~
and ''isual or.a:ans are only the medi:l by which perception ia conveyed ~o that
my~terinua something which lies hidden within.
In ordinary or normal sight, three things are employed : the objl'ct, the eye,
and the light. which ser,·es na the connecting link or medium of contact bet ween
the eye and thP. object. 'fhe eye. like a be>mtifultlnd delicatecaml'ra obscure,
paints with fidelity the pi<:tut·e of the extel'ior world upon the r ..tina. It i1
th1 immortal 1oul wllith ltand• bellind tll1 turtain, arul gau• on tlu •hiftitlf
JHitiOf"IIIIUI,
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Let the soul be absent, and sight ceaFes, though the organ be perfect; it
becomes but a common camera obocura,-the mere arrangement of parts for
the production of a picture. The picture i~ J>erfect, but there is no spectator.
When a person falls into a state of profound abstraction, tho e~·es, though
open, often cease to convey any idea of Bigl•t to the soul. 'fbiH is because the
attention of the spectator behind the curtain is turned in another direction:
he does not regard the panorama which mo,·es along the darkened curtsina of
the eye. Tho materiahsts reply to this, that si~ht is not tl>e result of the
attenth·e perception of the soul to the pi<'torial senBittions of the optic nerve.
They tell us that the soul has no separate and distinct existenca Hpart from
the bwy. Light, they claim, is but sensstion; and sen~ation is the result of
organization. When the organization cc11ses, sensation will cease; and 11·hen
1ensation cea.~es, the whole being ceases to he ; for organization and sensation,
eay they, compose the whole of man : there is no soul.
'l'bia method of argument is pl11usible. But the moment that sight ie.
proved to exist without tne me of either ligM, aenMtion, or any cf tile plt.yncal and
•aterial orga11a nf t1i&io11, the whole pyr11mid of their logic fulls to the ground.
'!'bus it is that clainoyance fumishe~ the most conclusive answer to the
materiali11ts, and presents the most ~alisfHrtory proof of the existence of the
eoul, separate from the body, residing within it, generally employing its
org~~ns for the reception of idens, but at times acting independtntly of them,
and <obtaining information without their aid. By clairvoyance, we have thU8.
ahown the truth of the first proposition upon which Epiritualism rests,-the
existence of a dual nature in man, a soul us well as a body.
To many minds, familiar with tl•e f11cts of Spiritualism, all argumenta in.
proof of the soul's immortality will seem as superfluous as it would be t4>
argue to a photographer that pictures can be made by the aid of light. T~
them the question is no longer an open one ; for to them the fact of spiritual
existence bas been proved, as fur as it can be to our limited human fucultiee.
Enough has been gh·en to sati>fy them that to give more might be to croea
10me of the purposes of this disciplinary mundane existence. And so they
wait aerenely for the dawn of the great morning.
41

Soon the whnle,

Like a parch~d scroll,
Sball before our amaz~d sight unroll ;
And, wilhout .,_ screen.
At one burst be seen

The presence wherein we have ever been."

CHAPTER VIII.
MISCELLANEOUS PHENOMENA.
"Oh, hearts that never cease to yearn 1
Oh, brimming tears that ne'er are dried I
Tbe dead, though they depart, rctwu,
M if they had not died I
"The living are the only dead;
The dead live-never more to die ;
And often when we mourn them fted,
1.'hey never were so ni&h !"

WBT.L authenticated accounts of apparition& of the departed may be found i~
lfr. Owen's "Footfalls on the loundary of Another Wodd," and in Mr.
Bowit~'• comprehensive "Hititory of the Supernatural."
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" The department of apparitions alone," mys Yr. Howitt, "is a moat
voluminow one, and that on evident·e that has reeisted all cffi,rb; to di•lodge
it. Among11t those of recent times is th11t which warned LOrd Lyttleton, in a
-dream, of the day and hour of his de~~th : the tr::th of whit·h bas been
assailed in vain. Equ~tlly well attested i• that whit·h appeared to Dr. Scott
in Broad-street, London, and sent him to discnver the title-deeds of a gentlemilD in Somersetshire, who would otherwise hRve lost his e-tate in a lRwsuit
with two t'~u.ins. That whi<·h dro\'e LRdy Penniman and her family out of
a house in Li.Ue at the commencement of the French Hevolution, is well
known and authenticated. 'l'hat which announced to 8ir <.:harlca Lee's
~aughter at Waltham in Essex, three mile• from <.:helmsford, her de11th thftt
day at tweh·e o'<,lock, and which took }'lace then, is rel1tted by a bishop of
Gbucester. That of Dorothy Dingle, related by the Uev. Mr. Ruddle, a
-clergyman of Launceston i n Cornwull, occuning in 1665, is well known.
Still mm·e celebrated is that of Lor·d '1'.' rune to Lady Beresford, to "'arn her
against a mort miserable maniage, nnd to predict the marriage of his (Lord
•ryr-one's) daughter with Lady Bmestord's >on, and ht>r own death at the age
<lf forty-seven. In proof of the reality of tbia ghoatly visit, the spirit took
hold of her ladyship' a wrist, whit·h \JC('ame marked indelibly, so that she
always wore a black ribbon over it. The apparition to Dr. Donne of his
living wife. when be was in P11t-ia, representing the death of his child, is
rel~tteu by Dr. Donne himself ; that of the fatherofthe Duke of Buckingham,
warning his son of his appr- aching fate, i~ well attested. Baxter telatee
several case& as communicatt>d to him at fi111t hand. But of all caaes, ancient
and modern, none are better authentit'ated tlum that of Captain Wheatcroft,
who fell at the storming of Lucknow in 18.57."
In thi~ lust case, the apparitiun presented itself to two different ladies, one
of them the wife of Ca~h•in Wheatcroft. Nurcould it be said that the recital
of one lady caused the apparition of the same figure to the other. Mra.
'Wheatcroft WBII at the time a~ Camhrid~-te. and Mrs. N-- in London; and
it was not until weeks after the o<.'currence that either knew what the other
had soon. Those who would exphun the whole on the principle of chance
coincidence, ha,·e a trt>ble e,·ent to take into account; the appariti011 to Mrs.
N--, that to Mrs. Wheatcroft, and the actual time of Captain Wheatcroft'•
~eath, each tallying exactly with the other.
Examples of apparitions at the momf"nt of death might be multiplied
without number. ln the ca&e of the Wynynrd apparition, whit'h tOI>k ]'lace
Octoher IS, 17115, at S,vdney, in the igl1111d uf Cape Breton, oft' Nova Scotia,
Sir John :Sherbrooke and General George 'V~·n~·ard, then young men, both
witnessed it at the same moment. "I have heard," said Sberbrooke, "of a
man being pule as death; but I nenr saw n living face assume the appearance of u. corpae, except Wynyu.rd's Rt that moment." Both remained
ailentl,v ~azing on the figure as it pa88ed slowly through the room, and
entered the bed-chamber, casting on youug Wynyard a look of melancholy .
affection. The oppreasion of its presence was no sooner remCJvt'Cl, than
W )'nyard, grasping his friend's arm, exch1imed, "Great God! my brother!"
They instantly vroceeded to the bedroom, searched, but found it untenanted.
The CIL~e "'"~ made known to their brother officers. With the utmost anxiety
they waited for letters from England. At length came a letter to :Sherbrocke,
begging him to break to Wynyard the news of the death of his favourite
br.>ther, who had expired on th"' 16th of October, and at the same hour at
which tht> frilmds saw the apparition.
Rec!'ntly, while in Eng 1and, Mr. Owen took Jl!l:ins to authenticate thie
nanative. "It will not, I think, be questioned," he writes, "thU thil
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evidence is ns direct and sawfaetory as can well be, short of a record left in
writing by one or other of the seers-which it does not appear is to be found.
A brother oftit·er, thr: first who entered the room after the apparition had
been seen, te•tifies in writing to the main facts. Sir John t;herbrooke
him~elf, when forty years had pa880d by, repeats to a brother officer his
unaltere<l cnm·iction that it wa• the spirit of his friend's brother that appeared
to them in the barracks at Sydnev, and that that friend was as fully convinced.
of the fact as himself."
•
Colond l'wift, lute keeper of the crown jewels in the Tower, London,
-communicates to "Notes and Queries" of St>plember 8, 1860, an account of
a singnlur app11rition witnea.,ed by himself and family in October, 1817, in
his rnom in that 11ncient fortress, famous for 80 many roy11l murders and
executions; and adds, that, soon afterwards, a sentinel on duty before the
door of the jewnl office was 80 frightened by an apparition, that he died.
The Cambridge Aaaociation for Spiritual Inquiry, familiarly called the
Ghost Club, have stated that their carefully conducted researches on the
auhjoot of apparitions have led them to regard such appearances as a settled
fact. A mc10bor of this association informed Mr. Owen that he had collected.
two thmo>and rn•e• of apparitions.
Dr. G:orth \Vilkin80n, in his "Life of Swedenborg," says truly, "The
lowe.<t expcrionce of all time is rife in spiritual intercourse alreudy; m11.11
believes it in his fears and hopes, even when his education is 11g11inst it;
almost C\'cry fHmily has itR legends ; and nothing but the wanting courage to
dh·ulge them keeps back this supernaturalism from forming a library of
il.t!elf." This was also the candid confe•sion of Kant.
In "Recollections, Political, &c., of the Last Half Century," by the Rev.
J. Hiehanlson (J..ondon, 1856), there is a circumstantial account of the
appearance uf Mr. John Palmer (an actor, who died suddenly on the stage at
Liw•rpool on tho 2nd of August. 1798), on the night of hi~ death, to a pr,raon
in Loudon, named Tucker. " The fact of his absence from London was
known to Tucker, but he was not aware about his arr~~ngement for his return.
On the niH"ht ju~t mentioned, Tucker had retired at an earlier hour than
usunl ; but the company in the drawing-room wns numerous, and the sound
of their merriment prevented him from fulling asleep. He was in a state of
morbid druwsincs~ produr.ed by wearincBS, but continually interrupted by
noi•e. As btl dt·scribed the ~cene, lte was sitting half-uprilo(ht in his bed,
when he >a w the figure of a man coming frCJm the paaaa!{e which led from the
door of the house to the hall. The figure paused in ita transit for a mommt
at the foot of the couch, and looked him lull in the face. There was nothing
I!Jleehal, or liko the inhabitant of the w01ld of spirits, in the countenance or
outline of the figure, which paBBed on, and apparently went up the staircnse.
Tucker felt no alllrm whatever : he recognised in the figure the features, gait,
drellB, and genenll appearanl·e of .lohu l'almer, who, he supposed, had
rctum"d from Lhc~ool, and, having the entreB of the house, had, as usual,
availed himself of h1s latch-key. . . . NPxt morning, in the course of
tome CHSlutl con,·cre&tion, he informed 1\lrs. Vernon that be had seen Mr.
Pahm·r J>nBS th•·ough the hall, and ex pre-sed a hope that his hip to Liverpool
had ag• .,f'd with his heullh. The lady stared at bim incredulously; said he
must ha,·e been dreaming, or drinking, or out of bis senses, as no Mr. Palmer
had joined the festhities in the drawing-room. His delusion, if delusion it
were. was mude a source o( mirth to the people who called in the course of
the dny. He, ho"·evcr, persisted in loi~ a>seJ-tion of lu\\·ing teen 1\fr. Palmer;
and on tl•e a• rival of the po't from Liverpool on the day after he had first
made it, laughter "\\'a& turned into mourning, and mo~t of the guests were
inclined to think there wu more in it than they were willing to confeaa.
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" It should be ad•led, that this 'Tucker' was a sor~ of hnll-p'lrter in Mn.
Vernon's house, and slept on a couch in the hall; and • those who eotet'lld
the house, and were about to go up stain, had to pass by the aforeeaid
couch.'
" It is very curious, ala.:~, that Palmer dropped down dead on the stage,
while performing the part of the • Stranger' in Kotzebue's "'ell-known play
oC that name, and tmmediatelv after uttering these memorahle words,
' Tllere is another and a bette•· u·o•·ld!' A benefit wns got up in Liverpool Cot'
his <:hildren, which produced .£400.''
The positive statements of hanntings are so nnmerous, that, to deny them,
or set them down as delusion, requires a scepticism akin to credulity. n
turns out. on a thorough re-examination by Mr. Shorter of tho celebr.tted
"Cock-lane ghost-story," for his belief in which Dr. Johnson has been so
repeatedly ridiculed, that tho phenomena vf that case were in accordance with
laws now familiar. The girl, a chilJ of thirteen, was simply a medium. l'o
learn how the raps were made, she was tried in nil sort.i of \\'.tys, nod with
tied-up hands and feet, from the suppnsition that she made the noises herself;·
but in vain. The noises went on, and thnt in different room~, and even
in different houses. Floors and wainsr.ots were pulled up; hut no trick was
discuvered, though the search was made under the supervision of Dr. Johnson,
Bi~hop Douglas, .Tames Penn, and Stephen Al.drich. "That ~uch a d~ceptioo, ..
11a~·s Howitt, " should be carried on by a f•\mily on whic:h it only brought
persecution, the pillory, and ruin, was too absurd for tho belief of any except
the so-called incredulous.''
Beaumont, in his "GleMings of Antiq•tities," published in t i24, mentioTUJ
the rappill.fl phenomena, and says, "There is a house in London, in which.
Cor three years last past, have boon heard, and still are henrd, alm• ·st continual
knockiogs against the wainscot o.-erhcad. and sometimes a noise like telling
money, and of men sawing, to t.he g-reat di,turbnnco of the inh:~hitants; •md
often lights have been seen, like flashes of lightning; and the pe~ · >n who
rents this house has told me that when 11he has removed eighteen miles from
London, the knockings have followed her."
Gltmville says that there were knockin~, and that a hand wns •een at old
Gast's House in Little Burton in 1677. The knockings were on a bed's head,
and the hand was seen holding a hammer. which made tho 11trokes. Our
times do not have the exclusive experience e\'en of knocking&. Di•hop Heber
11\ys that the e.-ideoces of such things, which Glanville gi\'es, are more easily
ridiculed than disproved.
The cases on record of direct 1pirit-writing, when no medium was near
enough to co-operate in any known way, are very numerous. • A work by
Baron L. De Guldenstubbe, a Swedish nobleman, resident in Paris, entitled
"La Rea.lite des Esprits," uml published a fllw yean since, contains numerous
fac-8imile8 of writings made on paper by some indsible and intolligont force.
Tho names of ten distinguished persons who witnessed tho phenomenon are
given. The Daroo is a gentleman well known to personal friend,; of our own;
and his character gives all possible weight to his testimony.
"The absurd fear of demons, ·• he 8ays, "h~ incapacitated our orthodox
priests and theologians from combating the materialists and the Saddnceeswith
elfectual experimental weapons. This demonophobia has unfortunately Jl'rown
to be a veritable demonolatry. The priests having fear of demons. and, con~equeotly, no~ wishing to occupy themselves with these spirituul phenomena,
• At the house of Mr. Daniel Farrar in Bost?n, some year: since, we were preS<nt at aoae
curious experiments of this sort. The late Char.es Colchester 11as lhe mcdi~m.
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have unwittingly formed a pact with the devil, by virtue of which the reign
of incredulity and materialism, that reign of the demon 114' """""-• continue~
to IUb.iat in all its eclat. • • •
"The two fundamental ideas of Spiritualism-namely, that of the
immortality of the soul, and that ofthe realit.r of the invieible world which
reveala and manifests itself in ditrerent ways m our terrestrial world-are bu~
the neceaaary corollary of the idea of God or the Abeolute, and .tu f/,•4.
We may even aeanme that the idea of the immortality of the soul, and of ita
relatione to the supernatural world, ie more intimate and primitive than tha~
of God, Creator and Supreme Author of the universe. . • •
"The Bible does not formally teach the idea of the immortality of the soul,
graven by the Eternal himae1£ on the heart of man, but it auppoeee it everywhere. (Job xix. 26, 27; Nnm. xxiii. 10; Iaa. xxvi. 19.) ••. The practice of
necromancy, according to Samuel (1 Bam. xxviii. 3-26), and according to
Deuteronomy (xiii. and xviii.), neceeaarilr presupposes the doctrine of the
immortality of the soul; and eo with the vuiona and apparitions, of which the
Bible ia full."
Dr. Henry Moore gives a remarkable story touching the atire made by a
demon in the family of one Gilbert Campbel, by profeaeion a weaver, in the
old pariah of Glenluce in Galloway, Scotland, in November, 166i. Among
other phenomena in this caae, we read that "presently there appeared a naked
hand and arm from the elbow down, beating upon the floor till the houae did
ahak
.••
Ce~~rprising occurrences, which took place in 1806 at Slawenaick
Cutle, Sileeia, are thoroughly well authenticated. Councillor Hahn, in the
lerVice of Princ;e Hohenlohe, had gone to Sltowenaick, and with an old friend,
a military officer named Kem, had taken up hie abode in the castle. " Hahn,
during hie collegiate life, had been much gtven to philosophy ; had liatened to
Fichte, and earnestly atudied the writings of Kant. The result of hie retlec- .
tiona, at this time, was a pure materialiem." He had been reading aloud to
hie friend the works of Schiller, when the reading was interrupted by a small
shower of lime which fell around them: this was followed by larger pieces;
but they searched in vain to discover any part of the walla or ceilin~ from
which it could have fallen. The next evening, instead of the lime falling, as
before, it was thrown, and several pieces struck Hahn ; at the same time they
heard manr blows, sometimes below and sometimes over their heads, like the
sound of d1stant guns. On the following evening, a noise was added, which
:resembled the faint and diatant beating of a drum. On going to bed, with a
~ht burning, they heard what seemed like a person walliing about the room
'Wlth slippers on, and a atick, with which he atruck the floor as he moved step
b.r step. The friends continued to lautrh and )eat at the oddn- of theEe
cnrcnmatancea, till they fell asleep ; n81ther bemg in the least inclined to
attribute them to any supernatural cause. " But, on the following evening,
the atrair became more inexplicable : various articles in the room were thrown
about,-knivea, forks, bruahea, caps, slippers, padlocks, funnel, auutrera, soap,
-eYery thing, in abort, that was movable; whilat lights darted from comer
to corner, and every thing was in confusion. At the same time the lime fell,
and the blows continued. Upon this, the two friends called up the servani,
XDittle, the caatle-watch, and whoever else was at hand, to be witneeaea of
&heae mysterious operations. F~~ntly, before their eyes, the knives and
nutrere rose from the table and fell, after some minutes, to the ground." So
oonatant and varied were the annoyances, that they resolved on removing to
the room• above. But this did not mend the matter: "the thumping contiaued u before ; and not onlyao, but articles lew about the room which they
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were quite 11111'8 they had left below." Kern aaw a figure in the mirror
interposing, apparently, between the glau and himself; the eyee of the figure
moving, and looking into his.
It is unneceaaary to recount the means employed to trace out these
mysteries. Hahn and Kern, assisted by two Bavarian officere,-Captain
Corn~>t and Lieutenant Magerle, and all the aid they could aeaemble,-were
wholly unsuccessful in obtaining the alighteet clue. And Hahn, from whose
narratin this account is taken, declares, " I have described theee eventa
exactly as I saw them; from beginning to end, I observed them with the
most entire self-po88888ion. I had no fear, nor the slightest tendency to it;
yet the whole thing remains to me perfectly inexplicable."
Those who have read Mrs. Poole's "Englishwoman in £gypt," will
recollect her curious account of the hauntinga and apparitiona in the house of
her brother, Mr. Lane, at Cairo. The account is fully confirmed by Mr.
Bayle St. John. He relates having seen a ghostly Sheik enter the bonae at
noon, where he himself lived; having had the doors immediately closed, and
the visitor actively hunted up, but to no purpose. He relates aleo, that, ill
Alexandria, cases of throwing of atones from the roofa are of no unfrequent
occurrence, where no one can discover the perpetrators.
M. Joseph Bizouard, in a work published in Paris, under the title of "Dee
Rapports de l'Hommo avec le Demon," relates some details, given by Gorree,
of strange events at :Miinchshofe, situated a league from Voitsberg, and three
leagues from Gratz. They occurred in the house of a ·Herr Obergemeiner,
and were observed and recorded by Dr. J. H. Aachauer, hie father-in-law, a
very learned physician and professor of mathematics at Gratz. They com·
menced in October, 1818, by the flinging of stones against the windows on
the ground-floor, in the afternoon and evening. The noise generally ceaeecl
when they went to bed. As nobody could discover the cause, towards the
end of the month, Obergemeiner, without saying any thing to his famil;r,
engaged about thirty-six of the peasants of the environs, and placed them m
cordon all round the house well armed, and with orders to allow no one to go
in or out of the house. He then took into the house with him Koppbauer and
eome others, aeaembled all his people to see that none were missing, and
thoroughly examined every apartment, from the attics to the cellar. It wu
about half-paet four o'clock in the afternoon.
The peasants formed their circle, and saw that no one was concealed within
it, nor was able to pop in or out ; notwithstanding, the throwing ofstonee
commenced against the windows of the kitchen. Koppbauer, placed at one
of them, endeavoured to ascertain their direction. Whilst Obergemeiner wu
in the kitchen with the others, a great atone was launched against the window
where he stood, and broke many of the panes. It was previously thought
that the stones were thrown from the interior ; and it was in effect from that
direction that they now continued to come till half-paet eix in the evening,
when the whole ceased. Every place in the house where a man could
po118ibly conceal himself was visited; and the guard without continued ita
poaition.
At eight o'clock in the morning, the etona.throwing re-commenced before
more than sixty persons; and they were convinced that, iSBuing from
beneath the henchea of the kitchen, they etruck the windows in a manner
inexplicable. Pieces of lime-stone, weighinjr from a quarter of a pound to
five poonde, were seen flying in all directiona against the windows ; and
immediately afterWIU'ds all the utensils, spoons, p()ts, plates, full and empty,
were launched from the midst of the epectatora against the windowe and the
d'lOra with a velocity inconceivable. Some broke the glau, lome remained
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..ticking in the broken panea ; and others, only appearing to touch the glau,
fell into the interior. The epeetaton, when struck by the atones, felt only a
alight blow. Whilat utenaila were being carried from the kitchen, they wen
forced from the hands of those who bore them, or they were knocked over on
the table on which they were placed. The crucifix alone W88 respected : the
lights burning before it were forcibly flung down. .At the end of two hoUI'It,
.all the glass in the kitchen and all the fragile objects were broken, even thoee
which they had carried away. A plate full of salad carried up to the fi.rR
11oor, in the act of being carried down again, b;r a ae"ant, w88 snatched from
her hands and flung into the vestibule. The d1eorder eeaaed at eleven o'clock.
We omit many particulars which took place at this tinre.
M. .Aachauer, having heard this strange news from his son-in-law, deairecl
1o know when any thing further took place ; and, being sent for, 88 he entered
he saw his daughter, with the man named Koppbauer, picking up the fragments of a pot, which had been thrown on the floor just as he entered. Then.
,a1J. at once, a great ladle W88 launched from the shelf on which it lay, and,
with incredible velocity, ~at the head of Kappbauer, who, instead of a
·.tl8vere contusion, only perce1ved a very light touch. M. .Aaehauer saw not.hins
further till the next day ; when, i88Uing from the kitchen on account of the
.tiiJloke, eome atone& were thrown againlt the window&. This physician
.examined the lightning-conductor, and everything else, with an electrometer ;
but neither he nor Obergemeiner, who had offered a reward of a thousand
francs to any one who could discover the cause, could detect anything. On
the second day, about four o'clock in the afternoon, .Aaehauer, troubled at
these strange occurrence&, waa standing at the end of the kitchen, having
-()pposite to him a shelf on which stood a ~e metal eoup-tpreen, when he
saw the tureen suddenly dart towards him m a nearly horizontal position,
.and with surprising velocity, and paas 10 near his head that the wind of it
raised his hair ; and the tureen then fell to the earth with a great noise.
Curiosity caused pt10ple to halten from all/arts, who were &truck dumb
with aatoniahment at these phenomena, an others of a similar nature.
Towards five o'clock came a stranger, who pretended that a man mult be
.concealed in the chimney, This ridiculoue explanation excited the anger of
M . Aaehauer; and he led him towards the door, whence nothing could b e from the chimney, and, pointin$: to a copper dish upon a shelf, he said,
" What would you say, monsieur, if that dieh should, without any one touching it, be thrown to the other side of the kitchen P" Seareely were the words
uttered, when the dish, 88 if it had heard them, flew aeroas. The ltranger
.tood confounded.
We omit many particulars, because they are of the same kind. .A. pail of
water, weighing fifteen pounde, which had been aet on the floor, fell from the
ceiling without any one being able to conceive how it got there; for there
was nothing to hang it upon. .As they were seated round the fire, a pot,
which none of them could touch, w88 suddenly turned over, and en~ptied
itself little by little, contrary to the law of auch a fall. Then came egg-shella
flying from every corner, nobody being there to throw them, and no one
~ing able to imagine whence they came.
.After the departure of M•
.A:aehauer, the wheell of a mill, about six minutes' walk from the house, stood
&till from time to time ; the miller W88 thrown out of his bed, the bed turned
OYer, the lights were extinguilhed, and varioue objects were thrown to the
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this, nothing more i1 said to have hap~ed ; at alluente, lL OberjttlDleiner, who did not love to apeak of these thinga, made no report of any.
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and the district of Ober-GreiiFenneek eent ita report to the circle of Graar.
•· Although it is said that we eDit no longer in the times of ignorance, whea
phenomena which could not be comprehended were attributed to demona, .tc.,
tt ia remarkable that, at an epoch in which eiTililation and the progress of the
natural sciences have put them to tight, we yet - extraordinary things
which the IIWIIIU cannot explain." The report accords with the recital of'
M. Aaehauer, and a mention ie made in it of an inquiry by order of the
magistrates, conducted by M. Gayer, with hie electric apparatus ; and the
report conclude~ by reeommendina: a further inquiry, "as a natural eolutioa
oan alone combat the hypocrisy of eome and the superstition of others."
We do not ask the reader to imagine the conclUilon to which the government came on thie matter, for he never could divine it. It wu "that a man
ooneealed in the tunnel of the chimney was probably the cause " I These
professors of natural science were, however, charged to proceed to a further
mquiry; but they considered it beneath their dignity, and refused. Afterward~.
an agent of the police vieited the house ; and Gorres says,. that, amonget the
nrious cauaee that he imagined, the most amusing was that M. Aaehauer had
only astonished the people by a serie1 of scientific tricb. GOrres, however.
stating that hie account ie literally found in a letter of M. Aaehauer to a friend.
dated Jan. 21, 1821, and in details communicated to himeelf at a later period.
&~~urea us that M. Aaehauer was not only a man of the profoundest science,
but of the profoundest regard to truth, and one who feared no ridicule iu
stating it, however strange it might be. On thie occasion, he ueerted that
no master of legerdemain was capable of producing the thinga which he saw.
Neither was the force employed a mere 101enti11c or physical force: it was a
force free and reaeoning ; and theae tdfeota were the aport of a spirit or spirits,
immaterial or invisible.
The late Thomaa Starr King was intuitively a Spiritualist. " What mont
arrogant and presumptuous folly can there be," he saya, "than that which •
person exhibtta, who makea Ai• ezperimu of nature the measure of the
pouibilitie~ of nature P Yet this ie what all of us do who object to the
doctrine of the eoul's immortality, that we cannot conceive MID it ie releaaed
from ita fteshy bondage, nor what are the methode of ita dieembodied life. I i
we should bear any man eoberly affirm that he did not belieYe that an'!
proeeaa could go on in thie universe, or any thi~ be true, which balDed ru.
powers of comprehension, we should probably think that the application to
him of Paul's apostrophe to the Corinthian doubter involved no dangerolllo
lack of charity. It has pleated God to endow ua with five aen-, through
which we hold conversation with the created realm. We do not know that
five other media of communication might not be opened that would make the
physical univerae eeem as difFerent and aa much higher tlum it now does, aa u
we were transported into another aphere. Who baa told ua that there cannot
be any other avenue~ between the eoul and matter than the touch, the taate,
the ear, and the eye P Who baa told ua that all which ezilt1 t'ight ~~~ ew
ie reported by the limited apparatus furnished to our nervea P • • •
"It haa been truly said by another, that we should 'eaaily believe in a lit&
to come, if tM1 pre•mt lij1 were the wonderful thing to us which it ought to be.•
Here is the point. Not that there are startling difficulties in the way of
conceiving a future exietence, but that we lose the fine aenae and the nice
relish of the mystery and miracle that invest us here. There are a thousand
acientific facta that would eeem as marvellous to a cultivated mind, if they
had not been demonstrated and published in veracious treatises, as the continued exietence of the body. What would Plato have said. could he have
aeen a man, without using any flame in the experiment, cause fire to burst oat
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a lump of ice P Suppoee that Newton had never heard of a loadstone,
wha.t would he ha.ve thought, could he have seen an iron weight, in defiance
-of the law of gravitation which he ha.d just demonstrated, apring from the
4oor to the wall P Before aeeing the fact lor the first time, would not the proposition have seemed u surprising to him, and u cllilicult to be believed, u
the return of a dead man to life before his eyee, or the appearance of a apirit P
.And after he had seen it, how could he explain it P How can any man
aplain tLe phenomenon now.
" Ia the statement that there is an end~ apirit within us, entirely dietinct from the corporeal organisation, and which the ceuation of the heart
liberatea to a higher mode of existence, any more atartling than the statement
that a drop of water, which may tremble and gliaten on the tip of the finger,
-ingly the moat feeble thing in nature, from which the tiniest flower
cently nuraea ita strength while it hangs upon ita leaf, which a sunbeam may
dissipate, contains within ita tiny globe t>lectric energy enough to cha.rge
-eight hundred thousand Leyden jars, energy enough to aplit a cathedral u
though it were a toy? And 10 that, of every cup of water we drink, each atom
u a thunder storm P
" Ia the idea of spiritual communication and intercourse, by methode far
transcending od."l:-nt powera of eight, speech, and hflllring, beaet with
more intrinlic · ultiea than the idea of convening by a wire with a man
in St. Louie, aa quickly aa with a man by your aide, or of malW.g a thought
girdle the globe m a twinkling P And when we aay that the spiritual world
may be all around ua though our eenaea take no impre~~~~ion of it, what i• there
to embarrau the intellect in accepting it, when we know that, within the veature of the air which we cannot grup, there is the realm of light, the immense
ocean of electricity, and the constant current• of magnetism, all of them
playing the moat wonderful parts in the economy of the world, each of them
lar more powerful than the ocean, 'the earth, and the rocka,-neither of them
at all comP.rehenaible by our minds, while the existence of two of them is not
apprehenuble by any eenee."
"Sweep away the illusion of Time," aaya Carlyle, " compreaa the three
1100re yeera into three minutee," and wha.t are we ouraelvea but ghosts P Are
we not q~irit•, that are shaped into a body, into an appearance P Thia is no
metaphor: it is a simple ICJentific fact. We start out of N othingneaa, take
~re, and are A pparitiona : round ua, u round the veriest apectre, is Eter- .
mty ; and to Eternity minutes are u yean and teona. • • •
"0 Heaven ! it is mr.sterioua, it' is awful to consider tha.t we not only carry,
•ch a future Ghost w1thin him, but are, in very deed, Ghoeta ! These limbt,
whence ha.d we them ; thia stormy Force ; thia life-blood with ita burning
Puaion P They are dust and shadow ; a Sha.dow-eyetem gathered round-our
')b; wherein, through aome momenta or yean the Divine Essence ia to be revealed in the Fleeh. That warrior on his etrong war-horae, fire tlaahea through
hie eyea; force dwella in his arm and heart: but warrior and war-horae are
a vision ; a revealed Force, nothing more. Stately they tread the earth, u if
it were a firm aubetance : fool! the Earth ie but a 1I1m; it cracke in
twain, and warrior and war-horae aink beyond plummet's eounding. Plum•
met' a P Fantae~ hereelf will not follow them. · A little while ago they were
aot ; a little while and they are not, their very aehea are not.
" So it has been from the beginning; eo it will be to the end. Generation
.t\er generation takea to itself the Form of a Body; and forth i•uing from
Cimmerian Night, on Heaven'e miaaion J.PPJUBI. What Force and Fire ia in
each he expends : one grinding in the mill of industry : one, hunter-like,
dimbing t.he ~ddy Al;dne heishtl of Science; one madly duhed to piecee oa
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the rocb of Strife, in war with his fellow : and then the BeaTen-sent •
recalled; his earthly Vesture falls away, and soon, even to Sense becomes r.
...anished Shadow. Thus, like wild-fiaming, wild-thundering train of Heaven'r.
Artillery, does this mysterious MANJtiND thunder and 11.ame, in long-drawn,
quick-succeeding grandeur, through the unknown Deep. . . • Earth's
mountains are levelled, and her sees filled up, in our passage : Can the Earth,
which is but dead and a vision, resist Spirits which have reality and are alive P
On the hardest adamant some foot-print of ua is stamped in; the last Rear or
the host will read trace~~ of t.he earliest Van. But whence P-0 Heaven, whither i'
Sense knows not ; Faith knows not; only that it is through Mystery to
Mystery, from God, and to God."
Carlyle reveals to us the spiritual side of man whilst in this world and
lettered to his clog of fteah. The great facts of Spiritualism reveal man to us.
aa he is when he emerges into "a purer ether, a diviner air," with his indi'ridnaliam unimpaired, and all that he has gained of good, through his afl'ec·
tions and his understanding in this life, left whole aa the vantage-ground or
future progreBB.

CHAPTER IX.
THEORIES IN REGARD TO THE PHENOMENA.
"It i• only since the middle of the eighteenth century that Spiritualism began to cease too
be the prevalent faith of Christendom : and parallel with this decline has been the denial of all
revelabon and the spread of atheistical philosophy. God, however, has not left himself without
a witness; and in our day, when Sadduceeism most abounds, evidences of a spiritual world·
have been multitudinous."-Thomas Sllorl~r.

WB have seen what the first theories were in explanation of the phenomena.
of 1848. It was soon found that these theories were insufficient. Like Faraday's notion of an unconscious exercise of muscular force, they did not oover
the new facts as they came up and multiplied.
So long as the manifestations were confined to raps and table tir-pings, it
was surmised that they might proceed in some mysterious way from animal
electricity, put in operation by the unoonscioua will of the medium or of other·
persons present.
The late Dr. E. C. Rogers, a gentleman personally well known to ua at thetime the Rochester phenomena began to excite public attention, was the author
of a work bearing the fvllowing title : " Philosophy of Mysterious Agents,
Human and Mundane, or the Dynamic Laws and Relations of Man." His
theory is that the whole body of phenomena, physical and mental, are referable to cerebral or mental action, through the medium of "a physical force
associated with the human organism ; and under peculiar oonditions th._
physical force is made to emanate from that organism with a most terribl&
energy, and without any necessary conjunction with either spiritual or psychological agency." This agent may be the od, or odic .foree, of Reichenbach.
It ia not under the g~>neral control of the will, but is the mere agent of Ill.
:unoonscious organs, playing its part automatically, as the brain is affected.
The material agent ia thus put in operation by the peculiar changes that
take plaoe in the cerebral organs. That every thought, emotion, or ~
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is accompanied with a change of the motion of the brain, is aeaumed aa one of
the undisputed faete in rhysiology. It is the prerogative of every man'•
mind or spirit to contro the motions, and consequently, the changes of hie
brain, within prescribed limits. But, in certain conditions of the latter, such
u mesmeric trance, catalepsy, aleep, cerebral inJiammation, passiveness of
mind and will, and many others, the man's own personalitr. is suspended in
ita prerogative action. The predominant influence upon It, then, becomes
material or sensuous ; and here, according to Dr. Rogers, the reflex action of
another's brain will readily take effect. Another's wish or request will act
like a law; and a fictitious personality may be induced in the brain, and
represented independently of the conscious person11lity, reason, and will of
the individual. It therefore follows that the specific action of one person's
brain may be unconscioualy /ropagated to another's brain, and there be
exactly represented in a secon cerebral action. This may propagate itself to
the automatic centres in the spinal axis, and thus the involuntary play of the
muacle1 may produce the rappings, movements of furniture, and the other
phenomena.
In view of the many evidences of unconscious cerebral action, Dr. Rogera
regards it as precipitate to attribute to the influence of disembodied spirits
that which may lie within the sphere of the human organisation and of
mundane agencies. He then proceeds to show how the human organism may
be iniuenced by drugs, so as to alter its conditions; and argues that,
inasmuch as the agent, the substance on which it acts, and the new condition,
are purely physical, the results must be physical also. It follows, therefore,
that visions, somnambulism, ecstasy, which are pathematically produced, and
also produced by the influence of drugs upon the organism, are the results of
the material conditions of that organism, and do not require the spiritual
hypothesis for their explanation.
Dr. Rogers's conclusion is, that the whole body of phenomena of
Spiritualism, including the past and the present, "offer to the philosopher
a new view of man and his relations to the sphere in which he lives,
by neglecting which the deepest mysteries of the human being are left
unsolved."
This ingenious writer died before the more advanced phenomena recorded
in this volume were made known to the world. Had he lived to become
acquainted with them, he might have found that, whatever there may be of
truth in his theory, is not inconsistent with the fact of the agency and
appearance of disembodied spirits.
ProfOBBor A. Mahan, Mr. Charles Bray, Dr. Samson, of Columbia College,
and others who have adopted the a pneumatic or no-IJ'irit view in regard to
the phenomena, have done little more than either to put in new and expanded
tOrm the arguments of Dr. Rogers, or to substitute for his notion of an odic
force the simple hypothesis of nervous action. None of these opponents of
the spiritual theory deny the fapts. ProfeBBOr Mahan says, "We shall admit
the facts claimed by Spiritualista. We admit the facts for the all-adequate
reason that, after careful inquiry, we have been led to conclude that they are
le81. We think tAat no candid inquirer wllo eartjully infle~tigattl can eonu t11
ony otller eonelUIJi!ln."

The facts being admitted, Professor Mahan finds in Reichenbach's odic
force the mysterious agent by which they are manifested. But it is somewhat;
remarkable "tllat Reichonbach himself, the original hypothetist of this odic
force, modestly disclaims for it all such power as these writers attribute to it.
He avowedly regarda it merely as the means bf. which spiritWil intelligence
manifests itself; as the channel through which It sends its forces. That it is
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in itlelf an intelligent, personal prinoi{'le, able to take the shape of the human
body, and to conduct itself like an individual in the fleeh, makes no part of hie
hypothesi• ; and this notion certainly demanda as great an effort of Cl'8dulit,
u any theory of direct spiritual action.
Preeident Sam10n is of opinion that all the manifestations, supposed to be
apiritual, are really natural, the working of an agent intermediate between
mind and matter, for which agent he can give no better name than the
nervous flnid.
He te11a us that, when, in 18f8, Arago witneeeed the attraction and
repulsion of heavy bodies at the presence of Angelique Cottin, a nervoua
factory-girl, who, having begun suddenly to exhibit this wonderful derangement, waa carried up to Paris, to appear before the Academy, that great
phil010pber, being asked his opinion about it, remarked, " That is yet to be
aettled. It seems to have no identity with electricity; and yet, when one
touches her in the paroxysms, there is a shock, like that given by the diecharge of the Leyden jar. It seems to have no identity with magnetism
proper, for it has no re-action on the needle; and yet the north pole of a m~e\
has tbe moat powerful re-action on her, producing shocks and trembling.
Thia is not effected through the in1luence of her imagination, as the magnet
has the aame influence, whether brought eecretly near her, or otherwise.• It
• flftll force.
At all events, whatever it be, time and research will determine, with a sufficient number of cases. One thing, however, aeems to be certain : the phenomena of this cue show, very plainly, that whatever the fOfttl
is which acts 10 powerfully from the organism of this young girl, it does not act
alone. It 11tands in mysterious relation to some mundane force, which acte
and reacts with it. This is witneeaed in the re-action which external things
have upon her peraon, often attracting her with great power. It is a curioua
inquiry, and may open to us new reeourcee in the nature of man and of the
world, of which we have little dreamed."
In two bulky volumes, published in 1856, Count Atrenor de Gasparin takea
a view of the question not dissimilar to that of Preetdent Samson, whom he
quotes and commends. The Count is a leading Protestant writer of the
evangelical school, and is well known to Americana. He avows his belief in
the reality of the early phenomena, gives an extended narrative of facta
elicited by himself at a series of sittings, in 1853, and shows the fallacy ot
Faraday's attempted explanation. He replies, at length, to the suggested
fear that to admit the facta will give ground for superstition and credence
in fall& miraclea. He shows the marked line between just confidence in
undeniable facta and the perversions of imagination, by reference to Ammianua
:Marcellinus, the old Roman historian, who refers to ta~/6-revelations the
perfect counterpart of tho88 of 18f8. The people of Rome were expecting
that Tluodoru1 would become the emperor; and, of course, when the taMM
were consulted, they gave the letters of that name; whereas it proved that
Theodoliu& became the emperor. He quotee, also, Tertullian'e mention, in
these words: "M9IIIIB divinare coneueverunt: " Tu/61 ar1 -~
to dif!ine.

He quotes a cue examined by Chamillard, doctor of the Sorbonne, in the
88venteenth century, in which the same result was reached as that reported by
the French Academy's commission to report on Mesmer's experimente, which
prior result was thus 88Dtentiously recorded : ":Multa flcta, pauca vera, i
dalmone nulla :" .lltmy thing• fotitiot.~~,• /N tru~, from a dmton rtOM. Cominc
• This is no proof, however, that her imagination may not have operated in the ca1e : far
her clairvoyaDCe may have enabled her to detect the instances in whicb &he mqnet NCWI/JIIIJ'oucht near ber.
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to the co!llideratiou of the natural cau.ee of the phenomena, Guparin ucribea
them to the uceea of nervous su&eeptibility. All that is real in such aB are
regarded aB supernatural is to be found, he thinks, in an undue and diseued
action of the nervous organism. He quotes from Arago what that philosopher
ea1s on the subject of Mesmer's experiments : "Etrecta, analogous or inverse,
DUght evidently be ocC&Bioned by a fluid subtle, invisible, imponderable; by a.
sort of nervous ll.uid, or of magnetic fluid, if this be preferred, which may
circulate in our organa." He also quotes from Cuvier, who was of O,Pinion
that the effects of mesmerism are clearly due " to some sort of commumca.tion
-established between the nervous systems" of the subject and the operator.
His concluaion is aubatantially like that of the Report of the French Commission on Mesmerism; namely, that the reported phenomena of the so-called
epiritual manifeatationa are to be referred partly to errors of testimony, ariaing
from the natural apirit of man to exaggerate the character and number of the
facta; partly to the hallucination of an excited imagination, which suggeata
an exaggerated idea of the cause as supernatural ; and chiefly to the real
aetion of tAl,,._ .fluid, by which phenomena analogous to those in electricity and magnetism are wrought.
The new and irreconcilable facta that have come up aince Gaaparin arrived
at theae concluaione, make his theory wholly unsatisfactory at this time. It
will not do to attribute to hallucination the reaults of the calm scrutiny of
hundreds, na;r, thousands, of competent observers, free from all undue excitementor bias, mveatigating the phenomena with the perfect composure which
continued familiarity must always give, and actuated by no sectarian or antillectarian preconceptions. There are a multitude of witneesea now to the extraordinary, as well a1 to the ordinary, facta of Spiritualism; and some other
hypothesis must be resorted to than that of "erron in testimony." When
neh men as De Morgan, Wallace, Varley, Denton, Owen, Wilkinson, Shorter,
Howitt, Leighton, Coleman, Gunning, Gray, Mountford, Aahburner, Bell,
Farrar, Livermore, Brittan, and hundreds of others in all the various profeaaione, testify to a certain clasl of phenomena, the pooh-pooh argument, in
reply, haB lost ita power, and falls flat, except on the ears of the uninformed.
To admit all the marvellous facta of Spiritualism, and still to reject the
spiritual hypotheaia in accounting for them, seems to require, at the first
thought. a greater stretch of credulity than the wildest spiritual belief. But
:Mr. J. W. Jackson, of England, an experienced mesmerist, a man of science,
and a full belieYer in spiritual realities, admits the moat startling of the recwt
phenomena; but, like Sir David Brewster, will not "give in'' to the theory of
spiritual agency in their production. He aBBumes that mesmerism, minu.
epirite, explaine all. He treats modern Spiritualism ae Comte treats all religioua creede, aim ply aB a new illustration of the 8anle tendency of mind which
induced the human race, in earlier agee, to attribute great natural phenomena
IUch aB thunder, eclipeea, volcanoes, &:c., to the intervention of apiritual beings,
deities.
~e IIJliritual hypotheaia," he says, "is the product of a law of the human
mind, in virtue of which it is impelled to supplement knowledge by superstition; and so, when there is no BBBignable cau.ee for a phenomenon, it ia at once
relegated to the realm of miracle."-" Originating in a mental neceaaity fo~
.assigning some canae, real or imaginary, for every clearly recognized etrect,
the apiritual hypotheaia is an inevitability with minde at the theologio atage,
whenever a phenomenon tranaeenda the range of recognised scientific knowledge."-" In earlier agea, the apiritual hypotheais, or, in other words, a theo!7
of the miraculous, ampl71U!icecl u an explanation of all otherwise inexpli·
cable phenameDa."
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In reply to t.b.eee viewa, Mr. Andrew Leighton remarka, " I doubt not every
competent and patient investigator will find that, after the mOlt careful diecrimination of facts, after diacounting all that is clearly mundane, and all that
is Mt clearly, but only pouibly, mundane, there will remain a residuum,
which, if we are to attempt the reeolution of the facta at all, will neee.Mt#U
the aupramundane hypothesis, and thua render it, so far from being 'inadmialible,' really the only rationally admielible one, Iince it will be found to be
the only hypotheaia adequate to cover all the facte."
The rival hypothesis he eete down ae this : " That the brain hae in it active
potentialities unknown to conaciouaoeaa,-not only unknown, but opposed to
oonsciouaneaa ; to which potentialities, aa a last reeource, moat be referred the
othf\rwise inexplicable and indomitable Cacts."
"Notwithstanding," adds Mr. Leighton, "what baa been said aa to the
rationalitr, and indeed neceaaity, of th'J spiritual hypothesis, it is not meant
that this 18 to be held, eze~pt aa an hypothesis, ready to be yielded up immediately that another capable of more perfectly explaining the facts, in accorclance with all other truths of acience, can be produced. Until the acientifio
mind, p.zr ezcellene1, shall produce that, it had better euppreaa ita acorn and ita
supercilious condeacenaions."
With reapect to the ftut• of Spiritualiam, Mr. Jackaon makes ae large admielions aa any Spiritualist could desire ; yet his explanation is substantially
the same aa that of other upholders of the anti-spiritual hypothesis.
"Spiritual manifestations," he says," are divided into mental and physical
and the spiritual hypotheaia pre-supposes that, under each, there are phenomena to whoee production Nature 18 inadequate.
Let us now teet this in
reference to the first class, where it may be freely admitted that you not only
have intelligence, but eupereensuous intelligence ; that is, you obtain information beyond the ordinary cognition of the medium, and sometimes beyond
the knowledge or experience of auy one preeent at the circle, and this, too,
in reference to things past, diatant, or future. It is in this way, indeed,· that
:you have obtained a ver:y large moiety of your converts. and thoee, too, often
of a rather superior order of intellect ; and yet there is nothing here but a
manifestation of that clairvoyant power with which the mesmerist haa been
long familiar.
".After more than twenty years' experience, in which I have employed lucid#
of nrious agee and of both sexes, I could not fix the limita of this extraordinary faculty, and say, Here the natural power of the medium terminates, and
there spiritual aid muat have supervened. This probably reveals to you the
key by which I propose to unlock the mysteries of the circle. "The latter,
when rightly constituted, is a most powerful mesmeric battery, of whoee nervovital current the medium is the duly suaceptible recipient. Now, in the prelent very imperfect state of our knowledge, it ie quite impoaaible to predi!'.ate
the maximum of result obtainable under such conditions, and unle&S we can
do so, the assumption of spiritual aid, in any particular case, is perfectly gratuitous; quite permissible aa a soothing succeedaneum to undiaciplined minds,
but altogether inadmissible "' a scientific hypothesis. The aamo remark
applies to spontaneous exaltation, whether of a literar:y, artiatio. or even prophetic character, on the part of a medium. Such unusual displays of mental
power are simply manifestations of ecstatic lucidi~y, taking that particular
form; and, in the preeent state of our knowledge, it is quite impoelible to
u.y what are the unaided limits of a gifted human mind in this di1'81:tion."
On the subject of levitation, elongation of body, and other phenomena, Mr•
.Jackaon says, " But when we find lightneaa of body frequently recorded ae an
accompaniment of &Citatic illumination, not only in Ohristian, bu~ allo BrahDigi.ized by
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minical and Buddhistic legends, the idea is at once euggeated that it may bethe result, in certain temperaments, of unusually e:ulted nervous function.
Such facta suggest the institution of further experiments, rather than the hasty
formation of a spiritual hypotheeia; for they eeem to indicate that nervo-vital power has in it an element antagonistic to the action of gravitation ; and
lightnesa of body mar be only an extreme manifestation of this force, th&
accompaniment of a cneia, or the effect of coneentaneous action in a well-constituted and harmonious circle of human organisms."
.Aa to the movements of ponderable articles, these are referred, by Mr. Jackson, to "the intervention of life-power under conditions not yet known to
acience."
Upon this Mr. Leighton remarks," Wo hold that the intelligence and will
impli~,!be physical manifestations are not those of the pal'si'·e media in
who.M ~nee they occur, but are demonstrably those of beings distinct from
the meJDbers of the mundane company. Sometimes, as Mr. Jackson knows,
ther are said to be actually visible to one or more of the company, though
inv1sible to the rest. The moral argument of the integrity of the eeera-not
to be got over by mere psychological imputations-has therefore to be met,
besides the evidence of seers and non-seers alike, when the physical manifestations alone are considered. That 'there is really nothing more miraculous
in the apparently spontaneous ascent of a table to the ceiling than in the corresponding ascent of a needle under the influence of a magnet,' is quite as
firmly asaerted by the Spiritualist as by the Non-spiritualist. Why should
Mr. Jacksot: imply, and so constantly iterate, tho implication to the contraryP
His notion of the intervention of a vague 'life-power'-an unconscious
effiux of the company, accomplishing all the intelligent voluntary motioua
imposed upon the table or other paaaive piece of furniture, sometimes according to the desire of those present, sometimes !lpain•t their wishes, and in
defiance of their every effort to prevent them-approaches far more nearly
the • miraculous' than tho hypothesis he ao persistently attempts to identify
therewith.
"Repeating the sophism already exposed in other relations, Mr. Jackson
says, 'As we are ignorant of the power of a life-circle, it is impoasible to
assign limits to ita effects ; and until these are reached, spiritual intervention
is a needlesa acceasory.' Was it the life-power of tlu eircle, which on one
occasion concentrated itself in my presence, seized a alate-pencil, and wrote
out a sentence which wae certainly not in the mind of any who were visibly
present P Was it the same power which manipulated the keys of an
accordion, and played, with artistic ability and feeling never aurpassed, the
tune of ' Home, Sweet Home,' in opposition to the expreased wishes of
several present, who asked for other tunes P Talk of the miraculous in
Spiritualism ! Can anything be more miraculous or gratuitous than the
conceptions of this votary of acienco in his endeavours to escape the only
hypothesis which, without straining, naturally and completelr covers all the
facta P To aasume that the mesmeric power of the circle, 1n any form or
degree, is capable of accounting for such facts, appeal'll to ua aa gratuitous,
not to say ridiculous, as to apply Faraday' a unconscious muscular hypothesis ·
in explanation of the movement of physical objects upon which there was no
muscular impact, or upon which the muscular impact was strenuously exerted
the opposite way.''
The remarks of the "London Spiritual Magazine" (Ma.y, 1868), in relation
to Mr. Jackson's theory, deserve to be quoted in tbia conneotion. We here
subjoin them :".Hr. Jackson, the author of • Ecetaticl of Geni-111,' and of varioaa leotureot
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~n mesmerism, baa long, like other magnetista, found a great diiliculty in
accepting the phenomena called apiritllAl aa actually proceeding from epirita.
Some years ~o, a friend of ours, on reading Mr. Jackson's mesmeric publicationa, told him that he I&W e:uctly where he wu-that he waa on the
ataircaae 168ding to the chambers of Spiritualism, but had not reached the
roome for which the staircase waa built. Mr. Jackson ie on the staircaae etill.
&nd, to all appearance. likely to remain there. In an address delivered some
time ago to the Glaagow Spiritualiate, he aaaured them that he fully admitted
the reality of the phenomena which they attributed to spiritual influence, but
that he wu quite satisfied himself that spirits had nothing whatever to do
with them. In this aaaurance we are persuaded that Mr. Jackson is perfectly
aincere ; and, still more, that he cannot possibly come to any other concluaion. It . is the :reault of the pre-occupation of his brain with lucid
magnetic theories, from which he can no more escape than the bird that ia
once enclosed in the net of the fowler. That he will ever persuade a single
Spiritualist, however, to adopt his convictions, we cannot encourage him to
hope. Louis Biicbree, in his 'Natur und Geist' and 'Kraft und Stoff,' and
Carns Sterne, in his 'Naturgeachichte,' have gone over the whole of his
ground moat elaborately and ably, but with the discouraging result of convincing nobody who had come to the examination of these phenomena with
8 mind free from profeaaional theories.
" Many mt~n, eminent for their habits of metaphysical research ; many
men of profound science-have tested the character of these phenomena, and
have been compelled to adopt the spiritual theory aa the only one capable of
explaining them. Profeeeor Hare, of America, entered on this inqmry with
.aa strong a persuasion aa any man baa ever entertained, that he should rout
the spiritual theory altogether. As a man of practical science, a profound
.electrician, and an avowed disbeliever in revelation, he entered on the inquiry
with the utmost care, and pursued it with the utmost pertinacity for two
years ; but he came out of it a firm believer in the spiritual agency, concurred
in the manifestations, and proclaimed himself a thoro~h Christian. Judge
Edmonda. M a lawyer, went through the same laboriouamquiry with the same
result. Profeeeor Mapes and Dr. Gray, of America, are also examples of
philosophers aa accomplished and aa practical aa those who are likely to follow
1n the same track. If philosophers, aa Mr. Jackson affirms, be the only men
Qpable of unravelling the mystery of these phenonema, here we have a
number of them; and their decision is adverse to his position.
" Mr. Jackson in a atately and e:e catludra style aaaurea ua that, in his
~pinion,jhyaicallawa will explain the whole of the phenomena. That auch
laws, an others yet little known, are at work in these matters, every one
lmowa : but it aeema to ua to require very little acquaintance with these
things, to perceive that the laws which operate in them are conjointly
resident in apirita incarnate and spirits de-camated. Mr. Jackaon refers to
the great fact, that the intelligences involved in these phenomena haTe
uniformly aeaerted that tlJey are individual and actual spirits, and not mere
la'WI and forces; have aaaerted this in every country and to ev!ll')' clau of
pt10ple : and he thinke he baa an answer to this rather strong fact. In all
agee and countries, he eaya, communications, professing to proceed from
apirite, have reflected the creeds and opinions of those to whom they came.
Pagans, Greek and Roman philosophers, Buddhiat1, Brahmista, Chinfollowers of Fohi and Lootae, Christian, Catholic, and Protestant, all have
received communications in accordance witlJ their own beliefs. Nay:
mythologio gods have •t>peared to mythologists; the Virgin Marr and
<l&t.holio taints, to Catholice. Hr. Jackson'• CODCluioD, therefore, is, that
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all th- eommunications and apparitions are the objective reaulta of th&
nbjective powers and spirita of those who indulge in these occult practices
and epecula:tions.
" The fact ie eorrect and historical ; but the explanation, in our opinion,
comes from a very diiferent quarter. It is the reault of a fixed law,-' lik&
draws to like.' Beyond this, we know enough now to understand that
!lpirits carry with them into the other world the views, opinions, habita,
creeds, prejudices, and self-wille which had taken poeeeeeion of them here.
The immense host of epirita, ' gone before,' are alweys anxious to perpetuate
their peculiar faiths and opinions amongst their eucceuon on earth, and spare
no patns or disguises to effect this. To the old Greeks and Romans they
came in the shape of their gods ; they delivered oracles to them ae their gods ;
to the Roman Catholice they e&me ae the Holr. Mother, and ae eainta and
eainteues. To those who think themselves philosophicel, they etill come u
Socrates, Bacon, Shakespeare, Franklin, and the like, though with very little
evidence of the intellect or genius of those ~t soule. As the Romans
believed that, at the battle of Cannm, theJr soldiers and those of th&
Carthaginiana etill continued the conflict in the air after ther, were slain ; and
ae the hosts of Attila, in the battle of the Huns, were lftld to do the eame,
-we believe and have no doubt, that every species of de~ spirit, and that
in hoeta and countleu battalions, are still zealously infuamg the1r own views,
and the 'Views of their partieanahipe, into the minds of their eucceuon on
earth, and endeavouring to rule here ati11, and thue stir up the YOret pauiona
ud practices of this afBicted world.
" Now, though the forces operating in these phenomena, profes5 themael'Vee
to belong to different churches and religions, diiferent creedll and philosophies,
they all agree in one point ; namely, that they are individual spirita, and not
mere forces, or laws physical or spiritual. Their evidence regarding this fact
ie clear, uniform, and persistent; ud for this universal and un'Varyiug expreeaion there must be a cause, ud that cause caunot be a lie. Why should mere
laws, physical or spiritual, be lies P How C&1l they be lies, if they are lawa
ud forces impreued upon the living coemoe by ita Creator P Mr. Jackson,
on reflection, must percei'Ve the dilemma into which hie theory has led him.
And let him for a moment auppoee that these powers, whatever they be, had
u uniformly, as clearly ud persistently declared themselves to be merel7
lawa and forces ; suppose, in fact, that they bad declared themselves on the
aide of the pbiloeopber,-doee be not see with what an Io Pman of triumph
they would have been received P with what a clamour the philosopher would
have denounced all attempta to declare them not laws and forces, but ~irita P
"Mr. Jackson is of opinion that scientific men are the only ones qualiiled to
judge of these phenomena, and to bring to light what they really are. No
idea can be more delusive. That scientific men are the beet judges of their
own naturallawa and proceeeee, we readily admit; but in these phenomena
there are laws in operation which they are totally ignorant of, and which
they cannot po~~~ibly test by any apparatue or materials in their laboratories.
Beyond and besides thie, they are, from their prejudices and adopted theories,
totally disqualified for a clear and effective examination of thie question.
Their minds have become atereotyped in particular theories, to which th&
phenomena of Spiritualism run counter. lfr. Jackson himself ie a living
proof of such men being totally disqualified for the free and penetratingexamination of such a subject. He believes in all the phenomena, but denies
the conclusions drawn by the common sense of many millions of men, and
can bring himself to believe that intelligences which can eome, and reason
acutely, and make themaelTes eeen, heard, and feU avowedly a1 individual
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lpirita, are _,., law• •fllforHI emanating from, or uiating in, the penou
who perceive them.
"And what is really aetounding is, that Mr. Jackaon, whilst uttering 10
.decided an opinion, shows that he haa totally misunderstood the nature of
the phenomena on which he diacouraea. He puta into the aame category the
• flowers, fruit, birds,' &c. ' which form the atock wonders of the circle.' He
imagines them to iaaue from the vital forces of the circle itaelf, and to
disappear and diaaolve again rapidly.
This may apply to the banda
which appear at the Davenport &ianell, and to the flowers which were
brought by the apparition wife of Mr.
Livermore, of New
York; but the flowers, fruits, &c., which are produced at the &etmeu
of Mr. Guppy, and the birda which have appeared at theae &eaneu, are real
.earthly flowf)ra and birds, which are brought through walls and doora of
()losed rooms, and remain. One of the birda remains in a cage to this day.
Some of the fruita are kept by those who received them. They were not
produced by any physical power of the circle. They came whence no one
knew ; and they could not, therefore, come in conaequence of any internal
power e:r.ercised by the party assembled. They must be brou~bt by beings,
reaaonin~ beings out of the flesh ; and no philosopher can poBBlbly propound
a more lllDlple or palpable theory than the universal one, that they are brough'
by spirits who affirm themselves to be spirits.
"Again the iron collar, which we now hear is made to paaa over the head
~f a youth in America, though seven inches Ieee in interior circumference
than the head, is not a collar evolved magically from the minds or the latent
forces of the persons of the circle, but is an actual collar, made without an1
hinge or opening by the blacksmith. The philoeopher who shall e:r.plain this
phenomenon, must know a greet deal more about matter than the most
profound physiologist who ever lived; and, in our single opinion, it can
never be e:r.plained, e:r.cept on the hypothesis that matter, under the infiuenoe
of spirit, is lD a condition totally different from ita condition when operated
upon solely by natural laws, however subtle and potent.
"We are so far from entertaining 1tlr. Jackson's idea that acientiflc men
are the best qualified to examine these singular phenomena, that we feel
aure that so aoon aa they are compelled, like himself, to admit the reality of
the facts, their scientific prejudices will lead them vehemently to endeavour to
treat them aa the results of material laws, aa he himself doee. This will
aasuredly become the philosophical phase of the question, whenever the denial
of the fact is at an end. We cannot hope, that, on having made this step of
advance, the philoeophera will have got much nearer the truth, because they
will, from habit, persist in seeking for the solution of the mystery in a
direction in which 1t is not to be found. The plain senaeofmankind willstill
march on far ahead of them."
Another critic asks, "·Baa not Mr. Jackson resuscitated the theories of
Democritus and Epicurna, peopling the universe with EU..x.., or imagery the
objective world baa mirrored forth into e~ P ~picurna tells ue that out
brain imagery ia conatantly Hitting about, distinguisbable from the reflected
forms of an objective reality, by ita greater subtileness and evanescent character. He aays, 'The imagery of the seneee, and of our phantasy, llll"ll realitiee
('.&ap-y.,~ 4M)'09), and cannot be denied.'"
We-do not see a difficulty in admitting both the pneumatic and apnllum&QC
110lution of these m&J?.ifestatiom. It is not unlikely that many of the minor
phenomena, attributed with sincerity by many partially developed mediuma
';o epirita, may be produced by the unconscious exercise of epiritual powen
.atent in the individual; while other phenomena are of 10 extraolliinary &
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eharacter that the more rational e:r:planation may be found in the theory of
the application of an e:cternal spiritual intelligence or force.
The narrativea of apparitions of living persons are very numerous, and the
facts collected in this volume are not inconsistent with the possibility of such
phenomena. The Germans have a familiar word to designate persons of whom
they are related ; calling them ®ppelgang,-, or double-goer•. J nng Stilling
aays " Examples have come to my knowledge in which sick persons, overcome
with an unspeakable longing to see some absent friend, have fallen into a
tJWoon, and during that swoon have appeared to the distant object of their
aft'ection."
In his" Footfalls on the Boundary of another World," Robert Dale Owen .
pvetJ a number of narratives which he personRlly took pains to authenticate
m relation to this subject. We select the following :"In Hay, 1840, Dr. D--, a noted physician of Wllllhington, was residing
with his wife and his daughter, Sarah, near Piney Point in Virginia. One
afternoon the two ladies were walking out in a copse-wood not far from their
residence, when, at a distance on the road, coming towards them, they saw a
gentleman. ' Sally,' said Mrs. D--, ' there comes your father to meet us.'
• I think not,' the daughter replied: 'that cannot be papa; it is not 80 tall
aa he.'
"As be neared them, the daughter's opinion was confirmed. They pereeivcd that it was not Dr. D--, but a Mr. Thompson, a gentleman with
whom they were well acquainted, and who was at that time, though they then
knew it not, a patient of Dr. D--'s. They observed also, as he came nearer,
that he was dressed in a bluo frock-coat, black satin waistcoat, and black
pantaloons and hat. Also, on comparing notes afterwards, both ladies, it
appeared, had noticed that his linen was particularly fine, and that his whole
apparel seemed to have been very carefully adjusted.
" He came up 80 close that they were on th11 very point of addreBBing him,
but at that moment he stepped aside, as if to let them p&BB ; and then, wm
while the eyu of bot/• the ladi11 were upon him, he suddenly and entirely disappeared.
" The astonishment of Mrs. D-- and her daughter may be imagined.
They could ecarcely believe the evidence of their own eyes. They lingered,
for a time, on the spot, as if expecting to see him re-appear ; then, with that
lltrange feeling which comes over us when we have just witnessed something
unexampled and incredible, they hastened home.
" They afterwards ascertained through Dr. D--, that hie patient Hr.
Thompson, being seriously indisposed, was confined to his bed : and that lu
had not quitted hi1 room, nor indeed hi1 bed, throughout the entire day.
"It may properly be added, that, though Mr. Thompson was familiarly
known to the ladies, and much respected by them as an estimable man, there
were no reasons existing why they should take any more interest in him, or he
in them, than in the case of any other friend or acquaintance. He died just
llix weeks from the dar of the appearance.
"The above narrative is of unquestionable authenticity. It was communicated in Washington in June, 1869, by Mrs. D-- herself, and the manuIICript being mbmitted to her for revision, was assented to as accurate.''
Our friend, Hr. Benjamin Coleman supplies the following remarks on thia
aubject : " Among the most intelligent inquirers with whom I conversed a$
Brighton, was a lady ohitle. She told me that she was one of thcae present
at the Davenport 1ianee, held at the residence of Sir Hesketh Fleetwood. She
was seated in the dark 1ianu by the side of a JenUeman, whose previou
~ceptieism, he confeued to her, was fast disappearmg in the face of tho facta
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they were witneeaing, when a light 'Wall anddenly .truck, and both of them
diltinotly eaw the form of Ira Davenport glide cloee put them. Thia incident
nry much diaturbed the confidence of Lady L - , and entirely satisfied the
1108ptic that imposition 'Wall practised ; and he left the room a confirmed unbeliever. I told Lady L - , that, on hia return to London, Mr. Ferguaoa•
apoke to me of this very fact, u one of the moat ourioua that had yet occurred
at any of the 1iancu. He 'Wall holding, he eaid, the box of matches, u he
uaually does, when the box wu snatched from hiahand, and a light wu struck
by the invisible operator; aud, during the momentary ignition of the match,
he plainly eaw a form, apparently of a human figure. He eaid nothing at the
moment, but whispering the fact to Mr. Fay, k confirmed it ; and afterward&
aeveral of those present admitted that they, too, had seen it. Mr. Ferguaon,
however, wu not aware that any one present auppoaed it to be the actual
person of Ira Davenport, u no observation to that eft'ect wea made; and, u
Ira Davenport waa seen instantly afterward•, when the light wu reatored,
fast bound to his chair, it wu simply impoBBible that the suspicions of Lady
L - and her friend could have been well founded. But admitting that twt>
competent witneBIMIII did actually see the form of Ira Davenport on that
occuion, it ia corroborative of a very important and interesting fact, and
distinct phue of these puzzling mysteries of spiritual appearances ; namely,

til# dNplierstion of indit~idlllll form.

"Hr. Ferguson, who did not on that occeaion recognize the resemblance to.
Ira Davenport, nevertheleu has, u he solemnly uaerta, seen at other tim~
when alone with them, the entire duplicated form of Ira Davenport, and a
part of Mr. Fay ; and in my first conversation with the Davenport Brothers,
they told me, among other curious facta of their extraordinary history, that
persona had eaid they had met one or the other of them in placea where they
had not been. On one occasion their father went to a neighbouring shop to.
order some fruit, when he waa told by the ehopkeeper that hia son Ira had
juat been there, and had already ordered the fruit. It wu, however, satiafactorily proved that Ira had not left the houae, and that the man must han
aeen hia • wraith ' or 'double.'
"I may u well anticipate the question that will no doubt ariae in the
minda of many: 'That suppoeintr the spirit of a living person can uaume a
natural form and become an active intelligent agent, producing mechanical
eft'ecta, may not that account for much of what we are accustomed to attribute
to the preeence of the spirits of departed persons ? '
"I answer, 'y, !' but not all. Wu have too much nidence of spiritual
individual identity, and too many instences of direct intel~nce, perfectly
independent of surrounding witneBIMIII, to admit the poBBibility of our own
spirits acting on all or.caeiona the double, and deceiving our aensee.
"Again it may be asked, ' Do you think that any of the phenomena which
we are accustomed to attribute to spirits of the dead may be produced by the
spirits of the living P' and again, I answer, ' Yea! ' After cloee observation
and calm reflection upon the whole range of theee Davenport manifiiBtationa,
I am inclined to believe that the rope-tying and untying, the handling and
carrying about of musical instruments, &c., are partly eft'ected by their
• doubles,' and it may be that theee are in part &BBisted by other spirits. The
unerring certainty with which the eame phenomena are produced in the
presence of the Davenports day after day tends to confirm the opinion tha\
their own 'spirits,' or 'doubles,' produce many of the mechanical eft'ecta
• The Rev. J. B. ~·erguson, o( Tennessee, a gentleman who bas given a good deal o(
atteDtion to the spiritual phenomena, and whor.e testimony it believed to be above suspiciOD.
He waa with the Davenports Cor a time in EnpaDd.
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which we witness. On one occasion when they were bound in the UBU&l
manner within the cabinet, and the test of filling their hands with fiour was
applied, a group of four hands was seen ; and 01u of them I plainly saw wu
eDfJWed with four.
"And another idea occurs to me: as it is certain that four instruments are
played upon at one time, requiring the agency of eix or eight hands, it may
be that the medium'e hand are not only duplicated, but that they are triplicated and multiplied according to the necesSities of the caee, and the existing
conditione and strength of the medium-power. We know that there ie upon
record ample evidence of apparitional appearances of persone still livmg,
sometimes eeen at the point of death, sometimes dl\ys before, and held to be
death warninge; and at other times of persone in health, and remaining so
for an indefinite period, and again there are instances of persone seeing
themselves. •
" From theee, and many other sources, much corroborative evidence may
be obtained to establish the fact that the spirit-forme of living persone have
been seen at various times and places, and the theory, which I now venture to
suggest, is, that many manifestations which Spiritualists are accustomed to
attribute to the spirits of the departed are, in trtfth, effected by their own doubles.
"This idea can in no degree destroy our cherished belief in the power of
departed spirits to communicate with us. On the contrary, it tends to confirm
it; for if spirits in the fiesh can assume a tangible form and actually produce
certain mechanical effects, why may not spirits out of ihe fiesh be able to do
all this and much more ? Let it be once recognized thst spirit is a living
entity when separated from the fieshlr body, having a dynamic power over
matter, and the great difficulty wh1ch enehrouds the materialistic mind
vanishes. I am not wedded to a dogma on this or any other subject. I am
only concerned to uphold, in opposition to the arrogant &.."Bumptions of
ignorant sceptics, that the phenomena of which we speak are not to be
attributed to delusion, to legerdemain or to any recognized natural cauee."
If in the human organism there are powers which enable a man to see
without eyes, and to do the work of the corporeal senees without th& aid of
those senses, then we may infer that it is through the exercise of a faculty,
independent not only of the particular organ of sense, but of the whole
physical body. Hr. Jackson admits that, "in virtue of our being spirits, we
posseaa the powers manifested by spirits," and that, " there is not the least
necessity for going outside of ourselves for these things." Why, then, should
the mere dropping of our material husk at death disable us from producing, as
disembodied spirits, the B&Dle effects we could produce, through our purely
spiritual faculties, while we were in the fiesh P
Undoubtedlr., many phenomena referred by inexperienced obeervers to the
agency of spir1ts do not require a supramundane solution. Whether in or
out of the corporeal form, the human spirit may have certain powers; and its
phenomenal manifestations, whether it be in its embodied or dieembodied
state (and when we speak of body we mean only the viaihle earthly body), may
have many pointe of similarity. It may sometimes be difficult to trace the
origin of facts occurring along that mysterious border-land, where the visible
and invisible seem to blend.
The advocates of the no-spirit theory have much to say of "unconecious
cerebration" and the controlling agency of the will; but may not this be only
• Kerner relates a case in which Mrs. HaufTe, who was ill in bed at the time. suddenly
p:l"<'eh·ed the appearance of herself seated in a chair. As Kerner himself saw nothing, the
vision will Qf cour..c be set down by the incredulous as purely subjective.
H
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another name for that spiritual contact of our soula with the spiritual world,
from which, according to Swedenborg, we get so many of our impression& P
The puerile character of many of the communications for which a spiritual
origin is claimed ; the reckless &88umption of the names of great men and
women by pretended spirits; the author of some imbecile dog~erel, cl=:~
to be Shakespeare ; the designer of some atrocious picture, stgning ·
Michael Angelo ; and the utterer of some stupid commonplace asking us
to believe he is Lord Bacon-of course make the spiritual pretensions of the
communicants ridiculous in the estimation of most persons of taste. But
when it is realised that spirits are not a kind of minor gods; that they carry
with them the characters they formed in this, or, it may be, in anterior lives;
that there are among them the frivolous, the l"ain, the mendacious, and the
malignant, with all their imperfections on their heads, just as they left this
world,-the fact that a worthless communication may yet be spiritual in ita
origin does not seem so difficult of belief.
These indications that the next life is a state similar in kind to this present
life, and only a step higher in an ascending series of existences ; one into
which we carry our human nature, and in which progress is but gradual,are contrary to the general theological conceptions of the next stage of being,
and are distasteful to the feelin~ of many, whose notions of the hereafter, of
the "saved" and the "elect, ' are of a state of vassive beatitude. But
perhaps the views of modern Spiritualism on th1s subject derive some
support from analogy, harmonising as they do with those facts of physical
progress taught by geology and by the study of organic forms from primeval
times.
Since we have an eternity before us, in which to grow in knowledge and
in virtue, why should we expect to mount at once, without any merit or
effort of our own, to the summit of all possible bliss and wisdom P
Spiritualism, rightly understood, might teach us that the true kingdom of
heaven is not without man, either in this present or in any other home, where
his spirit may successively dwell in those" many mansions," the scenes of
the divine bounty and power; but, as Christ tells us, withit~, in the will, the
affections, and the mind.
Dr~hn Ash!>urner, the translator of Reichenbach's "Dynamics of Magnetism, and who was one of the first men in England to investigate and
accept the phenomena of 1848, in his latest work. entitled "Notes and Studies
in the Philosophy of Animal Magnetism and Spiritualism," argues that every
law in the natural or ?,hysical world depends on the "grand trunk force of
universal gravitation,' which being divisible into centripetal and centrifugal,
in other words, attractive and repulsive forces, is, as the active principle,
traceable through all the changes which take place throughout the realm of
nature. In the author's words, "All change is necessarily dependent on the~e
forces ; no chemical compositions or decompositions can take pl11ce without
them ; they regulate the Freat orbs in space, as well as the form of tho
minutest of the primitive crystalline globules, of which every cryetal in existence is built up." "In vegetable existence, it determines a law of evolution
when it decrees the folding up of embryonic forces in those minute
spherules or germ-cells which develop cegeta/Jle crystals ; " and,
"proceeding with these laws, we observe the law of evolution regulatin~ more
complicated germ-cells in animal existence, but still obedient to magnetic lawa
of polarity;" for "human beings, as well as all other 1wimals, vegetablee,
and minerals, within the magnetic sphere of this magnetic earth, must necessarily partake of the magnetic inlluences emanating from the grand trunk
force of universal gravitation." 1'he author ehowa that all the phenomena of
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"the so-called forces of heat, light, and electricity, are dependent on attraction
and repulsion ; and that theee simple antagonistic forces are the sole principles
by which every change, atomic or otherwise, is effected under .Almighty
guidance, throughout the universe.
'l'he author is a stanch opponent of the materialistic notion that brain thinle~,
.and consequently an assertor of the absolute inertia of matter, which the
Creator has made subject to the attractive and repulsive principles involved in
that which is called gravitation or magnetism. Force, therefore, is the life and
soul of matter, which, controlled and regulated by it, manifests the phenomena
which are continuously taking place in the form, size, weight, and colour of
·objects, from the least unto the greatest.
The condition of sleep and the cause of pain are attributed to the state of
the magnetic currents in the animal economy : " Sleep is the result of an
.attractive force, analogous to the attraction of gravitation; and wakefulness
results from a repulsion, analogous to the centrifugal agency constituting a
part of the phenomena attondant on the great trunk force." The facts
.adduced in evidence of the truth of this position are highly illustrative; and the
author contends that cases recorded by many surgeons justify the conclusion
that the molecules of the brain being subjected to a central attractive force, is
the cause of sleep; as the brain, when exposed, is seen to become smaller in
that state; and that a repellent action among its particles precedes the wakeful
·COndition. The cause of pain is summed up in the following: "The whole
body, being a congeries of magnetic molecules, must neceasarily be subject to
the laws regulating polarities. Any change in the relatione of the v.oles of
living animal molecules must be productive of a change in the sensibilities of
the part. Whether the change be the cause of pleasure or of pain, must
.depend upon the faculties of the individual. Endowed with a nervous system,
the animal is susceptible of sensations, without which, the idea of pleasure or
pain becomes absurd. The inference then remains, that pain is the result of
·an extreme disturbance of the polarities of a part."
Dr. Ashburner accepts the spiritual hypothesis to the fullest extent, and
thinks that any other is wholly unsatisfactory in view of all the facts and
phenomena which he has tested.
Another theory, not undeserving mention, is that put forth in a work published in London, 1863, and bearingthefollowinlf extraordinary title: "Mary
Jane; or, SJiliritualism Chemically Explained.' The author's hypotheslll,
.audacious as 1t may appear, is urged with a certain show of scientific learning.
He gives us the following summary of his conclusions:1. Man is a condensation of gases and elementary vapoura.
2. These vapoura are constantly exuding from the skin.
3. They charge (to use an electrical term) certain things; viz., The
sensitive plant,-and it droops. The human body (as in meamerism)-and it
becomes insensible to pain. A table,-and-4. When these vapoura(which Reichenbach calla odic) emanate from certain persone, who appear to have phosphorus in excess in the system, they
form a po1iticely living, thinking, acting body of material vapour, abu to mof/e a
·heavy table, and to carry on a C()t!Verlation, &c.
6. That the other persons sitting at the table affect the quality of the
manifestations, although the odic vapoura from them are not sufficiently strong
to move the table, or act intelli~ently alone.
6. That we do not see the od1c emanations from their fingers, has nothing
to do with the question; for we can neither see heat nor electricity,-and yet
we admit the existence of both from their effects.
7. Thus, if the medium knows nothing of music, and holds a guitar, the
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sounds given out "will be discordant, or such ae might be expected of a
person knowing nothing of music; but, if a good performer sits at the tableat the same time as the medium, the sounds will be harmonious. So, if a
medium understands nothing of drs wing, and paper and pencil be put under
the table, scribbles will be produced; but if an artist sits at the table, fiowers
or other artistic drawings will be produced; although, in neither case, could
the artist produce the slightest movement of the table, or manifestation whatever, without the medium.
8. That this odic bein~ thinks and feels exactly as the persons from whosebodr it emanates; that 1t possesses all the senses,~ing, hearing, smelling,
tasting, feeling, and thinking ; that it makes up for the want of the muscular
organs of speech, by either an electrical power of rapping, or by guiding the
medium's hand, or by direct writing with pen and pencil.
9. That its power of sight is electrical; for it can see under a domino, or
what is in the adjoining room,-in short, where the human eye cannot.
10. That its power of hearing is also electrical or superhuman.
11. '!'hat it is highly sensitive to odours, delighting in those of fiowers, and
expressing repugnance to some.
12. That it can rap in two, and probably more, places simultaneously.
13. That it can carry on different conversations with different individuaa
at the same time.
14. That its conversations with different persons will be responsive to theaffections, the sentiments, and the religious beliof of each person it is talking
with, although they are drawn from one common souree,-the odic vapour
concentrated at, or with which the table is charged,-and although those
religious creeds are entirely at variance. And if asked for the name of the
(presupposed) spirit, it will give the name either of the desired relative,
or of some h1gh authority (on religious matters) in the specific creed of the
person making the inquiry.
Hi. That, from various concurrent testimony, it appears fully proved that
this odic vapour poEsesees the power of taking the shape of hands, arms,
dress, &c., and even of an entire person, dressP.d; and, such fact being
certain, the statement that in America photographs of both dead and
living persons have been obtained, ceases to be preposterous ; but that thesouls of those persons produced, or had anything to do with those shapes,
does not appear to be any more proved, than that if a good Turk received a
message signed, "Mahomet," it would be accepted as a proof, either or
the truth of the message, or that the deceased Mahomet had anything to
do with it.
16. That, nevertheless, the high thought, philosophy, independence,
concisene~s, and deep reflection evinced by many of the answers and
sentiments expressed by the odic fluid, point to its connection with a general
thought-atmo1phere, as all-pervading as electricity, and which possibly is in
itself, or is in intimate connection with, the principles of causation of the
whole universe.
Such is the bold theory of this chemical investigator. That the emanations
of the human body "may form themselves, without our knowing any thing
about it, into a distinct personality, with the faculties of perception, memory,
reason and conscience,-a personality that may rap, write, draw, carry on
general conYersation, make witty and moral obsenations, and not only think,
but 'think deeply and profoundly,' and take to itself a name (as, in tb~
author's fanciful experience, it took the name of' Mary Jane'), and, in short,
in every way conduct itself like an educated and well-behaved member of
aociety,-is certainly an astounding instance of the prodigious capabilities of
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• odic vapour.' It is an hypothesis -w~~-:i£-1\ does not merely amuse, is
likely to startle men of science even more than-tho spiritual theory itself; and
their surprise is not likely to be diminished oO. ~~!,ll:llmg that the odie vapour
is convertible into intellect ; that the odic emanatfqns.Actually create life and
intelligence ; and that there is a universal thougltf...at'mos~ere, resulting,
we presume, from the phosphorescent and other chemical.•emftllations from
the collective brain of humanity, from which these val'etovd j;ersonages
get the information and ideas which at the time they may not•ii )hefuelves
poasess
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"Admitting the extravagant assumption of a being evolved
the.
~hemical emanations of our physical snbstances; nay, more, admitting eteJi.:
that these emanations are imbued with our special idiosyncrasies,-with o~
mental and moral qualities,-still, as a derivative being, it could have only
the knowledge, ideas, and qualities of those from whom it proceeded. That
·cannot come out of a man which is not in him. Hence, as our author very
·consistently says in the words we have quoted: 'This odic being thinks and
feels e:ractlv as the persons from whose bodies it emanates.' Of course, if the
hypothesis were true, it must do so. But then, unfortunately for the
hypothesis, this 'odic being' will not do as he ought to do. He will
eometimes think and feel differentlv from the persons from whose bodies he is
an out-birth. No fact in this inquiry is better known or more firmly
-established than that spirits exhibit powers, and maintain opinions suryassing1
different from, and sometimes even antagonistic to those of both medium and
-circle.
" In some instances mediums will give information altogether outside the
knowledge of themselves, or of any persons present, • and exhibit a mental
force transcending their own natural powers, as in others it will be equally
l>elow their natural capacity.
" We might pursue our argument from every phase of the manifestations :
from vision and prevision ; from dreams and apparitic.ns ; from impressions,
presentiments, and Wllmings ; from clairvoyance and trance ; from prediction,
possession, and personation; these all demonstrate the same conclusion,-that
the acting power is no way a part of ourselves, but is wholly discl'llted from
.ns, with independent thought, aft'ection and volition. The fact is, that our
.author confounds conditions and causes. Certain conditions are found
necessary to certain eft'ects; therifot'e, he reasons, they are the efficient cause
-of them. This is just such a mistake as it would boto attribute a telegram to
the wires, instead of to the operator at the end of them.''
William Howitt. of whom we may say, as Coleridge said of Baxter
(another Spiritualist), " I could almost as soon doubt the gospel verity
as his veracity," in a letter published in 1862, and commenting on the odic
theory of the Rev. Mr. Mahan and others, writes as follows:" They who ascribe the powers exercised by spiritual agency to odic force,
betray an equal ignorance of the real properties of that force, and of the
present BtatJU and facts of Spiritualism.• Search through Reichenbach's 08118Y
on this force, and you will find no trace of a reasoning power in it. He
.ascribes no such properties to it. He sare it throws a flame in the dark,
"visible to sensitive persons, such as the Spiritualists call mediums; that this
• Professor Hare te.tified to a mes.<age having been sent by a supposed spirit, from a
-cirele at Cape May, to one in Philadelphia, and an answer, giving assurance of actual
·communication, having been returned in hall an hour. The Rev. J, B. Ferguson, o(
Tennessee, testifies to havinc heard native Americans, who never knew a word of German,
·discourse for hours in that tongue in the presence of native Gennans, who pronounced their
addresses pure •pecimens of the power of their language. Fact• of the same 50rt without
\Jiumber could be Jiven.
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11.ame is thrown from magneta _o fpt J>?Wer, from crystals, from the light of"
the sun, &:c. That by p~siiB ~ade wtth magnets, or crystals, or by water
impregnated with th~! i!rlll'e.iays, certain sensations, agreeable or disagreeable,
as the power is applie<f;.a.~ induced, but not a trace of any reasor.ing in this
power, of any ~velalioii of facts, of any pictorial vision, of any faculty of
prognostit4ti9n. ·.It cannot tell you what will take place t~-morrow, much
lees at ~e· Amipodes, or in the spiritual world. But spirits do all this, and
more.; {£~Qf.e' not attract iron, or other physical substances, which, as far as.
iron ~;.its cognate, magnetism, does. But spirits lif'.; iron, or any other
. ·botj ~very great weight, and not in one direction only, but carry them
• .aboot from place to place. Spirits llil; heavy tableo : I have seen dining\ables, capable of accommodating more than a dozen people, lifted quite from
the ground. Spirits play on all musical instruments : they can carry about
hand-bells, and ring them in the air, a• I hafJe •een them. The music which
they produce is often exquisite. Spirits will draw or write directly upon
paper laid for them in the middle of the floor, or indirectly, through
the hands of people who never took a lesson, and never could draw.
I am one of them.
" These are things which are not only going on in England, and amongst
my own friends every day, but have been going on for these forty years; ten
years in America, and thirty before that in Germany. .But, in America, thewide diffusion and constant repetition of these phenomena have convinced
some millions of people, and some of them the first men of scientific and legal
ability in the country. Those persons have not believed on mere hearsay, or
mere hocus-pocus and delusion, but upon the familiar evidence of facts; and,
as I have observed, for thirty years before that, in Germany there existed a
considerable body of the most eminent philosophers, poets, and scientific men,
familiar with moat of these things. Amongst these no less a man than
Immanuel Kant; and also Giirres, Ennemoser, Eschenmayer, Werner,
Schubert, Jung Stilling, Kerner; and, pre-eminent amongst women, Mrs.
Hauff'e, the Seeress of Prevorst, who professed, not merely to have spiritual
communications, but to see and converse daily with spirits; and she gavecontinual proofs of it, as any one may see who reads her story.
"Now it is useless to tell us that the odic force, acting somehow
mysteriously on the brain, can produce these results. It cannot enable peopleto draw, and write, and play exquisite music, who have no such power or
knowledge in their brains ; for on the old principle ez nihilo nihil fit, no such
things being in, no such things can come out. It cannot come from other
brains, for there are often no other brains present. If it could do such things,
it would be ~pirit, endowed with volition, skill, and knowledge ; and there
would be an end of the dispute. The co:~dition, therefore, of those who
ascribe these powers to odic force, is that of one ascribing the telegraphie
message to the wire, and not to the man at the end of it. Odic force may be
the wire; for spiritual communications are, and ever have been, made through
and under certain laws, as all God's works always are : but it certainly is not
the intelligence at the end of it. • . .
" Whilst the odi•ts and automatiata speculate about an action on the brain,
we cut the matter short, and say, There stand the spirits themselves, seen,
heard, felt, and conversed with.
" More than six years ago I began to examine the phenomena of Spiritualism. I did not go to paid nor even to public mediums. I sat down at myown table with memben of my own family, or with friends, persons of high
character, and serious as myself in the inquiry. I saw tables moved, rocked
to and fro, and raised repeatedly into the air. • . • I heard the raps;
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aometimes a hundred at once, in every imaginable part of the table, in all
keys, and of various degrees of loudness. I examined the phenomena
thoroughly. . • . Silly, but playful, spirits came frequently. • . . I
heard accordions play wonderful music as they were held in one hand, often
by a person who could not play at all. I heard and saw hand-bella carried
about the room in the air; put first into one person's hand and then into
another's; taken away again by a strong pull, though you could not see the
hand touching them. I saw dining and drawing-room tables of great
weight, not only raised into the air, but when placed in a particular direction,
paraeveringly remove themselves, and place themselves quite differently. I
saw other tables answer questions as they stood in the air, by moving up and
down with a marvellous softness. I heard sometimes blows, apparently
enough to split the table, when no one could have struck them without
observation ; and I breathed perfumes the most delicate. I saw light stream
from the fin~ers of persona on the table, or while mesmerising some one. As
for communications professedly from spirits, they were of daily occurrence,
and often wonderful. Our previous theological opinions were resisted and
condemned, when I and my wife were alone. This, therefore, could be no
automatic action of our own brains, far less of the brains of others, for they
were not there. We held philosophical Unitarian opinions ; but, when thus
alone, the communications condemned them, and asserted the Dinnity and
Godhead of Our Saviour. When we put questions of a religious nature to
the spirits, they directed us to put all such questions to the Divine Spirit
alone. . . .
"Many persons that we know draw, paint, or write under spiritual agency,
and without any effort or action of their own minds whatever, some of them
having never learned to draw. Several of my family drew and wrote. I
wrote a whole volume without any action of my own mind, the process being
purely mechanical on my part. A series of drawiBgs in circles, filled up
witll patterns, every one different from tlle oilier, were given through my
hand, one each evening : the circles were struck off as correctly as Giotto or
a pair of compasses could have done them ; yet they were made simply with
a pencil. Artists who saw them were astonished, and, as is generally the
case in such matters, suggested that some new faculty was developed in me ;
when, lo ! the power was entirely taken away, as if to show that it did not
belong to me. The drawings, however, remam ; but I could not copy one of
them in the same way if my life depended on it. A member of my family
drew very extraordinary and beautiful things, often with written explanations, but exactly in the same mechanical, involuntAry manner. In fact,
most of these drawings are accompanied by explanations spiritually given,
showing that every line is full of meaning.
"I may add that I have never visited paid mediums ; but I have seen most
of the phenomena exhibited through Mr. Home, Mr. Squire, and others. I
Aave &un apirit-kand& moving about; I have felt them again and again. I hav11
1un writing done by apirita, by laying a pencil and paper in the middle of the
floor, and very good sense written too. I have heard things announced as
about to come to p888 ; and they have come to pass, though appearing very
improbable at the moment. I have seen persons very often, in clairvoyant
trances, entering into communication with the dead, of whom they have
known nothing, and giving those who had known thP-m the most living
description of them, as well as messages from them. . • .
"Now it is idle talking of odic force in tlle face of facts like these, which
are occnrring all over America, and in various parts of Europe, and which
accord with the attestations of men of the highest character in all ages and
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nations. In Greece, Plato, Socrates, Pythagoras, and numbers of others
Mllerted this spirit·action; in Rome, India, Egypt, Scandinavia., and
aboriginal America, as well as in Judea and amongst the most eminent
Fathers of the Church. The leading minds of every age but this have but
one voice on the subject.
"It is the last, vain clutching at shadows to avoid coming to the substance,
which makes those educated in the anti-spiritual theories of the past century,
seize so eagerly on the odic force as their forlorn hope. It will be tom by
advancing truth from their grasp. The cry that all is imagination is gone
already ; odic force is the present stage, and it must go too.
"And here I could give you a whole volume of the remarkable and even
startling revelations made by our own departed friends at our own evening
table; those friends coming at wholly unexpected times, and bringing
messages of the most vital importance,-carrying them on from period to
period, sometimes at intervals of years, into a perfect history. But these
things are too sacred for the public eye. All Spiritualists have them ; and
they are hoarded amongst the treasures which aTe the w~>alth of the alfectioliB,
and the links of assurance with the world of the hereafter.
"Now, I ask, what right have we or has any one, to reject the perpetual,
uniform, and voluntary assertions of the spirits ; to toll them that they lie,
and are not spirits, but merely od, or some such blind and incompetent force P
Nothing but the hardness and deadness of that anti-spiritual education,
which has been growing harder and more unspiritual ever since the Reformation, could lead men to such absurdity. Protestantism, to destroy faith in
Popish miracles, went, as is always the case, too far in its re-action, and, not
content with levelling the abuses, proceeded to annihilate faith in the supernatural altogether."
The Rev. Charles Beecher, in his able review of the apneumatic theories,
says, "That mind, separating itself partially from the body, even during this
life, ehould be able to energise at a distance, though mysterious, is not incredible. Cicero recognises it. Jamblichus builds on it. It is easy to conceive
a law by which it should be. But to say that brain can push a door open at
a distance, project odic spectra, visible and audible to distant observers,
perform on distant musical instruments ; and, in short, do whatever the
person would do, if physically present ; or that every particle of the body
1s a miniature of the whole; and that these, constantly exhaling, remain for
years, and coming in contact with sensitive brains, produce visions of the
person, and his precise sensuous and mental state at the time the particle waa
elaborated,-these, though stated as facts in a scientific treatise, are not only
unsustained by evidence, but shocking to the common mind:"
The theory of automatie mental actiotl, Mr. Beecher regards as equally
objectionable. It is an attempt to prove that intelligent manifestations can
be produced unintelligently ; thus overthrowing the foundation of all argument from design to a designer.
.Admit that. the phenomena are the work of spirit& at all, and the conclusion cannot be resisted that they are disembodied spirits.
For what do the facts conceded imply that the embodied spirit can do P It
can, by some means, appear at a distance from its own body, speak audibly,
hear answers, move bodies, perform on instruments, and do whatever it would
do through the body if that were present. It can obtain access to the contents
of other minds, reveal distant events, past, present, and future. But if so,
the further concession of a temporary going forth of soul from body cannot
long be withheld. Mrs. Hauft"e firmly declared that her soul left the body and
returned. Gilbert Tennent, to the day of his death, believed that during
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that long and death-like trance his Poul left the body. All clairvoyants
testify to the same. In this way Cicero accounts for prophetic dreiUDs: " In
-dreams, the soul hath a vigour free from sense, and disenthralled of every
care, the body lying death-like. And since she hath existed from all eternity,
.and been acquamted with innumerable minds, she beholdeth all things that
are in rerum natura:••
All the writings of antiquity are eloquent with this grand idea.
But once admit this of the soul before death, and how can it be denied
after P
A psychological theory, for which the writer does not claim entire originality,
out which he states with unexampled clearness, is that contained in a little
volume published by Triibner & Co., London (18611), and entitled " Chapters
on Man; with the Outlines of a Science of Comparative Psychology. Br,
C. Staniland Wake, Fellow of the Anthropological Society of London.'
Though the theory is not based to any extent on the recent surprising
phenomena of Spiritualism, the writer, by a course of scientific reasoning,
arrives at results not inconsistent with the great fact of spirit existence, and
which accord with the teachings of St. Paul, who, it is contended, distinguishes
between the soul, or psyche, and the spirit, or pneuma, of man.
According to Mr. Wake, the principle of being on which man's superior
mental development depends, is the spirit of reflection, or simply, as distinguished from the soul essence, or psyche, the spirit, or pneuma. " It is by
the addition of such a spiritual agent we csn alone llCcount for the superior
phenomena of the human mental life. Founded, as tho8e phenomena are,
m the simple sensational perceptions which the lower animals also possess, we
aee in them t.he pdual development of a perception so differant in its objects
as to be necessarily due to the activity of a superior principle of being. The
final result of this ~rception is the knowledge of the intuitions of truth,
which are the very hfe of the soul essence; a knowledge which requires the
operation of a spiritual principle existing beyond the soal, although intimately
connected with it. Having no such external principle of spiritual activity,
the lower animals csn never obtain any knowledge of the soul's intuitions,
or of those general trutha which are the expression of them in relation to
external nature.
"It is thus that the brute creatures are the mere instruments of the soul's
activity, operating through the bodily organism ; whilst man, having discovered
the intuitions which are thus active, realizes them, and makes them
instruments for his advancement in knowledge, and for the subjection of the
forces of nature to his own purposes.
" The relation between the soul and spiritual essences, or between the
psyche and pntuma, is clearly seen from the nature of the spiritual activity,
which leads, not to any change of mental operations, but mel'ely to the
improvement ofthought ob,jectifJify. The soul can of itself perceive only the
individual objects presented to the eye; but when joined to the spirit, it takes
cognizance, not only of the ever-varying phenomena of nature, but also of
the qualities of objects on which the changes in such phenomena depend, and
even creates those symbols which, u objoots of thought, ·give it so increaaed
a ran~ and activity. The spirit, having to do only with the object, and not
with the thought itself, may be cla•ed with the bodily eye, as nn instrument
of soul vision,-the one giving perception of the material forms of nature,
the other of ita spiritual forces; and in this relation, although having a much
~ Cicero: it will be seen, was inclined lo the doctrine or mctempoychosis, or successive
re-mcarnauou.
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enlarged objectivity, it may be identified with that faculty of reflection whichr
according to Locke, is a chief source of our ideas.
" As, however, the soul essence, or P'!lclu, is indebted to its union with
the spirit, or pnmma, for all ita actual knowledge, both of external nature and
of its own being, the spirit is entitled to claim a higher nature than that of
the soul essence to which it is joined; and it must be recognized as the true
principle of tpiritUIJllife, although not the actual source of being.
"That the spiritual life, like the soul activity, has its several phases or
stages of development, is evident from the phenomena observable in the
mental life of the child, of the woman, and of the man.
"The child, in its ceaseless inquiries, shows the first unfolding of the spiritual
perception ; but that perception be~g as yet imperfect in its operation, the
child is limited in its activity to the imitation which is the result of simple
thought.
" In the woman, we see the activity of the spiritual principle, in combination
with that of the soul essence, in an intuitive recognttion of modes of action,
without the actual perception of the qualities on which their value depends,
which is necessary to the ~eneralizationsof reason. We see here the activity
of the instinctive soul, vivified by contact with the spiritual principle, resulting
in that almost intuitive perception of simple relation, the possession of which
by woman is her peculiar distinction.
" In man, on the other hand, instinct giving place to reason as the
stimulating principle of action, the spiritual perception is employed in
supplying objects of thought for the activity of the mind; the final result
being the pure reasoning, which is the peculiar attribute of man. lngeni118, we
have the crowning glory of man's mental development; the intuitive
operation of the emotional soul essence being so perfectly combined with the
keen perception of the reflective spirit, that reason itself becomes intuitive,
and the mind operates by a process of Rpiritual instinct." . . •
As to the questions of moral responsibility and immortality, Mr. Wake
thinks it cannot be denied that the soul is the responsible, immortal portion
of man's being. As the emotional, thinking, and willing essence, it is the
real principle of being, and that which perfonns, through the physical
organism, those actions to which moral responsibility has relation. But the
soul is responsible for these actions only because it has a knowledge of their
nature as being good or evil. This knowledge depends, however, on th1
aetitJity of the 8piritual perception, on which the whole special intellectual
development of man is founded, and of which conscience itself, the test of
responsibility, is one of the fruits.
As the lower animals have n<>t the spirit, or pneuma, they can have no
knowledge of the nRture of actions as being in themselves good or evil; and,
therefore, they are not responsible creRtures. The question of brute immortality can receive a similar solution. As the soul, or psyche, is the principle
of being, it must be the &oul which i& imnwrtal. The lower animals, therefore,
have within themselves the principle of eternal existence. We cannot believe ·
that any substance, either material or spiritual, can be annihilated ; and,
therefore, the brute soul, after death, must continue to exist.
By immortality, however, is usually understood eternal eziatence in a stat#
of &epara te identity. This state does not depend on the possession of the soul
essence, or p&yclu, but on that of the higher spirit, or p11euma, the activity of
which can alone give the self-consciousness on which, apart from the bodily
organism, &eparate identity is itself dependent. The brute eoul, therefore,
according to Mr. Wake, must exist eternally, but not in a separate state.
When, however, it is asked, " In what state, then, does the anima110ul
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exist after death P'' the only answer which can be given is, tlud it must return
to tlu great aource of being frD11f which the 1oul jirat had it1 origin. .As matter
is one and eternal, although its grosser forms are ever changing, so it is with
the soul essence, whose phenomenal forfll8, numberless as those of matter, areequally changeful, but which in its substance ever continues one and
unchangeable. The noble privilege of man, however, is to be individualized
as a distinct and immortal spiritual existence.
The tendency of modem scientific thought is to correlate all the phenomena
of nature as the manifestations of one simple energy, of which the inorganic
and the organic are but more or less complex phases. . The professed
advocates of the doctrine of material development ultimately reduce all things
to an eternally existing and infinitely extended matter, of which force is thephenomenal activity.
"Such would appear to be the conclusion to which the hypothesis of Mr.
Darwin tends. Stated in the words of Professor Huxley, it is, ' Given theexistence of organic matter, its tendency to transmit properties, and its
tendency accordingly to vary ; and, lastly, given the conditions of existence·
by which organic matter is surrounded,-these put to~ether are the causes
of the present and the past conditions of organic nature.
" The existence of matter in an organized form is here assumed ; but from
Professor Huxley's SUJ?Position, that in fifty years' time, science will be able'to produce the conditions requisite to the origination of life,' we are justified
in considering that ' organization' is the accidmt, while the existence of matter
in its simple, inorganic form, is the only fundamental requirement. This is,
moreover, confirmed by the assertion of a late writer, Mr. David Page, themost recent advocate of the development hypothesis, that man, like theanimal, springs from inorganic elements.
"If we tum to the positive philoi!Opby, we see that it has the samematerial basis. Mr. Lewes, while affirming that there is no real distinction
between vital and psychical phenomena, the latter being thamselves ,·ital,
defines vitality as 'the abstract designation of certain special properties
manifested by matter onder certain special conditions.' We havehere the same fundamental idea as that on which the hypothesis of
Mr. Darwin reposes. Mr. Lewes adds, ' Life is known only in dependence on
substance: its activity is accelerated or retarded according to the conditions.
in which the elemental changes of the substance are facilitated or impeded>
and it vanishes with the disintegration of the substance.' "
This is the nee~ conclusion of materialism.
It is apparent that 1f this conclusion were established, it would furnish an
insuperable objection to the spiritual theory as to man's nature, enforced by
Mr. Wake. He, therefore, proceeds to examine the grounds on which the·
materialistic argument is based. No objection, he contends, can be made t()
the existence of apirit on the gronnd that it is not capable of direct proof.
" Positive science allows the existence of matter in so attenuated a condition,.
that it can be known only by the ell'ects of its motion, and on the ' disintef!T&tion of the snbstance' which attends the destruction of life: the substanceItself still remains, although it may take a form which cannot be recognised.
Tlu mere 'tiMI-perceptibility' of 1pirit is, therefore, no proof of it• non-nistmce.
But, further, supposing the animal organism possesses such a principle oi
being as this, its real life may continue, notwithstanding the disintegration
of the bodily substance, without its existence being perceived. It is extremely
probable that the ether can be rendered knowable to us, under the conditions.
of the present life, only by virtue of ita action on the matter of the earth's
atmosphere ; and if, therefore, this medium were removed, there would be no-
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possibility of our guessing its existence. In like manner, the disintegration of
the bodily organism may destroy the only meana by which the principle of
animal life r.an reveal itself to us in our present state, t~~:cept, it may be, untkr
.urtain 1pecial conditiMU.
" Notwithstanding the fact that there ia no prima faeie objection to the
spiritual view of life, the advocates of the material hypothesis may still
assert that materialism is quite sufficient to account for all the phenomena of
()rganic matter, without calling in the agency of any special principle of being.
" "When, however, we ask what beyond the mere fact of complexity, which
itself requires explanation, determines the passage of matter from the
inorganic to the vegetable, and from thence to the animal form of organisation,
the positive philosophy is silent. It does, indeed, declare that there is no
' essential distinction between organic and inorganic matter,' nor yet 'any
essential (noumenal) separation' between life and mind; but, at the same
time it admits that it has no other object of inqniry than that of laws.
Treating solely of the law• of phenomena, it does not concern itself with their
cause; and, so far, therefore, as positivism is concerned, any of those
phenomena may be due to the activity of an immaterial principle, the presence
of which may be the caUBe of the complexity of structure that furnishes the
epecial conditions necessary for such phenomena,· and which can perhaps
reveal itself only through matter."
'The Darwinian hypothesis requires consideration, according to Mr. Wake,
()ruy so far as it affects to derive man, equally with both the animal and
vegetable kingdoms, from a common and single progenitor. As to the former,
Professor Huxley says, "There cannot be the slightest doubt in the world
that the argument which applies to the improvement of the horse from an
earlier stock, or of ape from ape, applies to the improvement of man from some
simpler and lower stock than man."
The same argument may be used to explain the origin of the animal from
the vegetable organism. On examination, however, we find that the
eonclusion cannot be sustained. "When it is said that " the structural
~ft'erences which separate man from the apes are not (!T&ater than those
which separate some apes from others," we have, independently of the fact
that there is no evidence of the past or present existence of any such links
between man and the a:pe, as there are between ape and ape, a statement
which is not correct. Thts may, indeed, be proved by Professor Huxley's own
admission. He is constrained to admit " the width of the gulf in intellectual
and moral mattets which lies between man and the whole of the lower
-creation," although he explains it as the result of "variation in function"
rather than of variation in structure.
According to Professor Huxley, it is language which "constitutes and makes
man what he is ; " and this language depends on "the equality of action '' of
the two nerves which supply the muscles of the glottis; a chantte in the
Jltructure of which, although imperceptible, might have a result which would
be "practically infinite."
" But how can a change of structure, which has so marvellous a consequence, be a slight one P The fact ia, that its insignificance is merely
apparent ; for it ia associated with a general superiority and refinement of
uervous structure and sensibility, which give a higher form and tone to the
human organization, being the conditions on which the special action of the
nerves connected with the muscles of the glottis altogether dependa.
"It is, however, a fundamental error to ascribe man'1 superiority oYer the
-animal world to '~e.' The faculty of speech ia a most important
instrument for the education of man's mental faoultiea; but it ia ,.,.u, an
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instrument, and one without which man would still be vastly superior to the
creatures below him. How strange that man's civilization-and may we not
add, his responsibility and immortality ?-depend wholly on • the equality of
action of the two nerves which supply the muscles of the glottis' ! Surely,
the talking parrot must also have a capacity for civilization !
"The Darwinian hypothesis, which Mr. Herbert Spencer accepts as
reducible to the • general doctrine of evolution,' gives no satisfactory
explanation of the origin of the primitive cell ; and thus leaves unsolved the
chief problem presented by organic nature in its several phases.
" No ground is assignable, consistent with the hypothesis of evolution, why
the only wide gap in the series should be between the highest ape and matl.
The only explanation which can be given by those of its advocates wh()
admit the poBSession by man of ' special endowments'-' that nature can
produce a new type without our being able to see the marks of transition'is in reality fatal to the hypothesis itself, seeing that the exercise of such a
power bespeaks the operation in nature of some fresh principle of vitality.
"But, secondly, it is evident that the minute mOOifications of function and
structure, supposed, cannot result in the formation of something fundammtally
differmt from that which has been thus modified. It has been shown, that
it is not the posseBSion of speech which constitutes man's superiority over the
animal world, but tM faculty of 6piritual perception ; the exercise of
which underlies both human language and every other phase of culture lly
which man is distinguished. This is a power wholly diBSimilar from any the
animal world possesses; and no mOOification, therefore, of the animal organization could evolve it.
" Reference to 'a pian of ascensive development' will not meet the difficulty
when ' new and special endowments' are admitted ; for, according to the
principle laid down by Herbert Spencer, that 'function is antecedent to
structure,' those endowments can .exist only in response to a preceding functional tendency. This principle, moreover, directly contradicts the reasoning
of Professor Huxley, that a functional difference which is 'vastly unfathomable, and truly infinite in its consequences,' has arisen from a small structural
change. The modification of the organism must have been preceded by that
of the function ; and as the latter is itself dependent on something which the
lower animals do not po88e8H, it is absolutely impossible that either the function or the structural differences which it precedes can have been evoh·ed
simply out of an animal organization . ..•.
" There must be an antecedent functional tendency, or there can be n()
formation of organic material, much less of a specialised organism. The
very fact of the existence of organisms, so different in their vital phenomena,
as the animal and the plant, both of which are made up of the same chemical
elements, proves the existence of two different fundamental tendencie~, which
cannot be explained by any peculiarity of combination of those elements,
since the function is antecedent to all such combination, and directive of the
form it shall take. Supposing, then, specific organisw forms are accompanied
by peculiar arrangement of their chemical elements, which take the form of
' physiological uy,ib,' the tendency of the primitive organic matter to take
this arrangement, has to be accounted for; and it can be only by its
dependence on some still more ultimate fact.
'fhis ultimate fact Mr. Wake finds in spirit, deity. The phenomena of lifo
in man are quite distinct from those of either organic or mere animal vitality;
and, although intimately related to, and, it may be, necessarily connected
with them, the union is one of actual addition, as by superposition of a perfectly fresh and independent faculty.
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" The universe may be describftd as an infinitely extended and eternally
~xisting organism. The possesaion, however, by man of the principles of
animal and epirituallife requires the prior existence of •rHnetlling anaklgo118 it~
nature to tlum frrHn which tlu# principle• can haoe been derioed. There must,
in fact, according to the reasoning of the materiali.tic argument, be an
~ternally existing principle of being, from which the soul of the animal
organism can have had its origin ; and thus must it be to enable us to
account for the existence of the higher 8piritual principle which we see in
man.
"But, as in phenomenal nature, we see the three discrete degrees of life
co-existing in a certain relation,-the lower bein~ eSBential to the existence of
the higher, and the higher again giving a new direction to the activity of the
lower,-we are justified in affirming that a similar relation exists between the
several co· existing, eternal principles of being which thus reveal themselves.
These three degrees of Absolute Life cannot be independent of each other ;
and, therefore, that Eternal and Infinite Existence from which all phenomenal
nature has been evolved, must although manifesting his activity through a
material organiBin, yet be eBBentially a spiritual being, as possessing, not
only the principle of animal vitality, but also that of the spiritual life.
" As, however, nature is an evolution from the Divine OrganiBin,-man
being the final result of such evolution,-we must see in man and nature a
representation of God; who therefore, ia not the Unknowable Existence
which the hypothesis of evolution, as stated by Mr. Herbert Spencer,
requires. God cannot be unlike that which has sprung from himeelf,except only so far as he is infinite and perfect, while it is finite, and, as such,
imperfect.
" Moreover, knowing man and nature, we have a conception-incomplete,
because limited-of God himself ; and this conception must widen, and
therefore become more nearly perfl!ct with every increase of our knowledge.
Hand-in-hand, therefore, with the developement of science, there should be
an ever-increasing veneration for that Being, the laws of whose relative
existence science expreBBes."
And here, according to the system of Mr. Wake, we have the only ground
for reconciliation between science and religion.
The argument which we have thus presented, in an abridged form, is worthy
the reader's study : and it will, we hope, call attention to the book itself,
where some omitted links will be found supplied.

CHAPTER X.
<..'OGNATE FACTS AND PHENOMENA.
"All life is Thy life, 0 Infinite One, and only the religious eye penetrates to the realm of
True Beauty."-.7. G. Fiellte.

No one who has carefully examined the facts of modern Spiritualism, can fail
of being struck by the analolfY they bear to many of the miraculous incidents
recorded in the Bible. Nothing can be more certain than that the Bible
distinctly recognizes a cla88 of phenomena, rejected by modern scepticism as
contrary to the order of nature, but the possibility of which ia clearl7
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)ll'OVed in the attestations of thousands of intelligent contemporaries to similar
()C()urrences.
Instances of the exercise of the prophetic faculty, by somnambulists and
others, have been not unfrequent during the present century. The prophet
Hosea represents God as saying, "I have spoken by the prophets, I have multiplied visions."
What clearer rsoognition of some of the higher experiences of somnambulism and trance can we have than the following : " God speaketh once, yea,
twice, yet man perceiveth not ; in a dream, in a vision of the night, when de~op
sleep falleth upon men, in slumberings upon the bed, and sealeth their
instruction, that He may withdraw man from his purpose, and hide pride
from man."
Amcng the earliest spiritual manifestations of the Old Testament are the
spirit-voices. The Lord spake face to face with Adam and Eve (Gen. ii. 16,
and again, Gen. iii. 9-22) ; again, he spake with Cain, (Gen. iv. 6), and also
11pake and walked with Enoch.
What a life of spiritual exl'eriences was that of Abraham! In Gen. xviii.
is reltLted the memorable V18it of the three angels to him, and afterwards
their visit to Lot,-" Be not forgetful to entertain strangers, for thereby some
have entertained angels unawares." Angels of the Lord met Jacob on his
return from Padanaram (Gen. xxxii. 1) ; also at Peniel an angel met and
wrestled with Jacob: refusing to give his name, he wrestled all the night,
nntil he said, "Let me go, for the day breaketh." Moses was evidently in
-constant communication with the spirit-world.
An angel appeared to Hagar (Gen. xvi.) , and two to Lot (Gen. xix.). One
called to Hagar (Gen. xxxi.); and to .Abraham (Gen. xxii.) ; one spake to
.Jacob in a dream (Gen. xxxi.); one appearel to Moses (Exod. iii.); one went
before the camp of Israel (Exod. xiv.); one spake to all the children of Israel
(Judges ii.); one spake to Gideon (Judges vi.); and to the wife of Manoah
(Judges xiii.); one appeared to Elijah (1 Kings xix.); one stood by the
threshing-floor of Ornan (1 Chron. xxi.); one talked with Zachariah (Zach. i.) ;
one appeared to the two Maries at the sepulchre (Matt. xxviii.) ; one foretold
the birth of John the Baptist (Luke i.) ; one appeared to the Virgin Mary
(ibid.); to the shepherds (Luke ii.); one opened the door of Peter's .Prison
(Acts v.); two were seen by Jesus, Peter, James, and John (Luke ix.). It will
aot do for scriptural objectors to say these angels were a distinct order of
beings from man ; for those seen by the apostles were Moses and Elias, and
that seen by John (Rev. xxii.), though called by him an angel, avowed himself to be his fellow-servant. and "one of his brethren, the prophets.''
The instances of miraculous cures are numerous. Read Lev. xv. and xvi.,
Num. v., 1 Kings xiii., 1 Kings xvii., 2 Kings ii. 4; iv. 6 ; xix. 20; Josh. x.,
&c. Hundreds of such cases could be cited from the Old Testament, hundreds
from the New Testament. Christ said this power would continue, and that
these signs should always follow those that believe : " In my name shall they
cast out devils ; they shall speak with new tongues ; they shall take up serpents ; and if they drink any deadly thing, it shall not hurt them; they shall
lay hands on the sick, and they shall recover'' (Mark xvi. 17, 18).
The reported cures of Ilr. Newton, the Zouave Jacob, and many others at
the present day, are certainly not unworthy of investigation, if we are to
believe passages like the above.
Modern scepticism accounts those persons fatuous who say, "We have seen
writing that could never have been done by mortal hand;" or who say," Our
hands were moved to write involuntarily." And yet spirit-writing appeared
-on Belshazzar's palace-wall ; and Ezekiel (ii. 9) says, "And wh11n I looked,
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behold a band was aent unto me ; and lo, a roll of a book was therein, and h~
spread it before me, and it was written within and without. ••
There we h11.ve two distinct instances of spiritual manifestation, very similar
to thoee coming under our own notice in the present day. Spirit-hands and
spirit-writing were seen, without the seers being either mad, dreaming, or·
even entranced.
".All this," said David, "the Lord made me under.rtand in writing, by his
hand upon me, even all the marks of this pattern" (1 Cbron. :n:vii. 19). See.
also, 2 Chron. xxi. 12, where it is stated that "There came a writing to.
Jeboram from Elijah the Prophet;" and this must have been some years after
Elijah's death ; though some of the commentators quietly assume, in a marginal note, that the eaid writing was written before the prophet's death!
We have accounts of visions and trances, such as those of Balaam, the eon
of Beer, who heard the words of God, eaw the vision of the Almighty ; falling into a trance, having his eyes open,-a state accurately described, and
which is familiar to those acquainted with certain forms of somnambulism ;
of Isaiah, the son of Amos, which be eaw concerning Judah and JerUSillem;;
of Ezekiel, the priest, by the River Chebar, when the heavens were opened,
and he eaw visions of God ; of Daniel, in the palace of Shushan, and by the
great river Hiddekel; of Peter, at Joppa, who, when he had gone upon the
bonae-top to pray, fell into a trance, and eaw heaven opened; of Paul, who
was in a trance while praying in the temple at Jerusalem; of John, the
divine, in the isle that is called Patmos, and who was commanded by a voice·
from the heavens, "What thou eeest write in a book:" and who, at the conclusion of his Apocalypse, tells us, "And I John saw and heard these things."
That spirits can move material objects, or manifest themselves materially
to the touch of mortals, is clearly implied in such narratives as those of the
angel who delivered Peter out of prison ; of the angel who rolled away the
stone from the door of the sepulchre ; of the apostle Philip whom " the Spirit
of the Lord caught away'' and bore from Gaza to Azotus; and of Ezekiel's
experiences, almost literally like those of some of our contemporaries, as
mentioned in this volume: "So the Spirit lifted me up, and took me away.
• • • And he put forth tM form of an lland, and took me /Jy a lock of mine Aead,
and the Spirit lifted me up between the earth and the heaven."
Until within the last few years, who was more fit for a lunatic asylum than
the maa who would believe that a spirit could lift a table, " thus violating
the law of gravitation" P Yet axes of iron were made to swim, and men
were carried through the air, so often, indeed, that Obadiah was afraid lest
the Spirit should carrr. away Elijah, after be bad announced his presence to
the king (1 Kings XVJii.).
Of spintual apparitions, it may be sufficient to refer to that of Samuel
the prophet, who spoke to Saul, and foretold the impending fate of the king
and of his sons.
8eership, in the earlier period& of Hebrew history, was a distinctive and
honourable office. Thus we have lddo, the seer; Gad, the king's seer; Jeduthun, the king·s seer ; and many more, whose eayings were written down and
placed in the Jewish archives. We read of the time of Samuel, "He that is now
called a prophet, was before-time called a seer ; and that " The word of the
Lord was precious in those days, there was no open vision;'' or, as De Witte
translates 1t, " The word of the Lord was rare, in those days visions were not
frequent."
Besides these instances, so circumstantially related, and others of a like
kind with which the Scriptures abound, exemplifying various modes of spirit
inftux and operation, there is the long aeri011 of miracles, prophecies, and
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revelations, running through and indissolubly blended with the sacred
history; and the varied " spiritual gifts" concerning which St. Paul, writing
to the Church of Corinth, says, "I would not have you ignorant."
Nor does the Church, in succeeding times, appear to have been ignorant.
.Augustine asserts that miracles were so frequent and extraordinary in his
time (the fourth century), that accounts of them were read in the churches.
Some are said to ha'"e been done before many witnesses, and some in his own
presence.
Evodius, a bishop in Africa, and a friend of Augustine, corresponded with
the latter concerning spirit-manifestations. Of the reality of these, Evodius
was well persuaded from his own experience. He says, " I remember well
that Profuturus, Privatus, and Servitius, whom I had known in the monastery
here, appeared to me, and talked to me, after their decease ; and what they
told me, happened. Was it their souls which appeared to me, or tva& it •ome
other 1pirit1 who aS&umed tlleir forms ?" He also inquires, "If the soul on
quitting its (mortal) body does not retain a certain subtile body with which it
appears, and by means of which it is transported from one spot to another P"
Augustine, in reply, acknowledges that there is a great distinction to be made
between true and false visions, and that he could wish that he bad some sure
means of distinguishing them.
It is a common notion among Protestants, that all alleged supernatural
occurrences in the Catholic Church are either the delusions of ignorant
enthusiasts. or the inventions of priest-craft. 'l'here can be no greater
mistake. Whether the miracles are genuine or not, the Catholic Church
admits them only after a most thorough investigation. "I should not be a
good Catholic," said Cardinal Wiseman, "if I did not believe in spiritual
manifestations.''
The working of miracles is a condition absolutely necessary in the canonization of saints; and it is only after a most careful scrutiny of facts that the
Church allows canonization.
"In the scholastic ages," says Fleming, "the belief in retunt from the
dead, in apparitions and spirits, was universal." Mr. Morison, in his" Life
of St. Bernard," observes, "Mimcles, ghostly apparitions, divine and demoniac
interference with sublunary affairs, were matters which a man of the twelfth
century would leBB doubt of than of his own existence."
St. Theresa, of whose experiences we have already made mention, writes in
her account of her life, " Sometimes my whole body was canied wit/; my soul,
10 a1 to be raiudfrom the qround ; but this was seldom.
When I wished to
resist these raptures, there seemed to be somewhat of such mighty force under
my feet, which raised me up, that I knew not what to compare it to. All mv
resistance availed little."
•
A modern Spiritualist believes all this without difficulty.
Ernest Renan, in his "Life of Christ," m~tkes light of the phenomena of
the Bible, as well as of Spiritualism. He calls for " a miracle at Paris, for
instance, before experienced savana ;" one which would put an end to all
doubt. Elsewhere, too, he explains more exactly what would suit him as to a
miracle ; that it should be wrought under conditions as to time and place, in
a ball, and before a commission of physiologists, chemists, physicians, and
critics; and that, when it bad been done once, it should, on request, be
repeated.
Well does William Mountford, in his "Anti-Supernaturalism of the Age,''
reply to expectations like these : " Are earthquakes, as reports, accounted
incredible, as not occurring at a time and a place known beforehand, and submissive to the directions of men with clocks and spirit-levels, and with
I
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magnetic and other machines all ready for uae P And, indeed, a miracle
coming to order would ecarcely be a miracle. For, coming to order patiently,
punctually, and as a scientific certainty, it would, by that very fact, have
parted probably with aomething elll6Jltial to ita nature aa commonly under-

ato:r::~' belief in guardian angela was

common in the earliest historic times.
According to Plato, a peculiar tutelary demon is allotted to every man-an
~n, yet ever-present witneee of his thoughts and conduct. Both Greeks
and Romana had their genii. Plutarch says, " One Supreme Providence
gov~~r~~~ the world ; and genii participate with him in ita administration."
That each individual has his guardian angel, has always been a favourite
tenet of the Catholic ~'hnrch ; and ita prayer for children recognises the
belief.
Instances in which persona have spoken in a language which was unknown
to them in their normal state, are not unfreqnent in modern Spiritualism.
In Edward Irving's church, in England (1831), the utterances were sometimes in foreign languages as well as in " the unknown tongue."
Colquhoun, in his "Isis Revelata," remarks, "Many authors have noticed
this phenomenon of speaking a language unknown to the individual in his
ordinary state; and it will very frequently be found coupled with the
prophetic faculty, as arising out of the same or similar conditions."
Not only in Judea, but throughout the Orient, has the belief in spiritcommunion prevailed from the earliest times. Mahomet was what would be
called in our days a medium. He was subject to trances and ecstasies. He
was a thorough Spiritualist. When he followed the mortal remains of hie
son Ibrahim to the grave, he invoked the child's spirit to hold fast to the
foundations of the faith; the unity of God, &c. So Washington Irving says. •
According to Hue, the Catholic missionary, table-rapping and tableturning were in use in the thirteenth centi.try among the Mongols, in the
wilds of Tartary. The Chinese recognise spiritual intervention as a fact, and
it is an element in their religious systems. At the rites in honour of
Confucius, Hue tells us that the spirit of Confucius is addressed as present.
Dr. Macgowan, in the "North China Herald," tells us how writing is •
performed by the agency of spirits ; from which we may infer that a form of
Planchette ts no novelty among the Chinese. He says, "'l'he table is
sprinkled equally with bran, flour, dust, or other powder; and two mediums
stt down at opposite sides, with their bands on the table. A hemispherical
basket, eight inches in diameter, is now reversed, and laid down with ita
edges resting on the tips of one or two fingers of the two mediums. This
basket is to act as penholder ; and a reed, or style, is fastened to the rim, or
a chopstick thrust through the interstices, with the point touching the
powdered table.
"The ghost, meanwhile, has been duly invoked; and the spectators stand
round, waiting the result. This is not uniform. Sometimes the spirit
summoned is unable to write ; sometimes he is mischievously inclined, and
the pen-for it always moves-will make either a few seiii!eless flourishes on
the tables, or fashion sentences that are without meaning, or with a meaning
that only misleads. This, however. is comparatively rare. In general, the
words traced are arranged in the best form of composition, and they communicate intelligence wholly unknown to the operators. These operaton
ate said to be not only unconscious, but unwilling, participators in the feat."
• · ·rom Irvin~, we learn that Columbus, too, was a Spiritualist; believin& that a spirit•
•oice opoke to h1m, to comfort him in his trouhlea, in Hiapaniola.
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The I!&IIIe writer tells us that in Ningpo, in 1843, there will! scarcely .a
house in which tlri.s mode of getting messages from the spirits was not
pr&ctised. So it would seem that, some five years before the phenomena at
Hydesville, Planchette, or a substitute for it, will! common in China !•
Seneca compares the birth of man into this world to his birth from the
womb of Nature, into "another beginning, another state of things that
expects us."
"It will be just 118 natural for you," says one, claiming to be a spirit, "to
become suddenly conscious of the spirit-world, 118 it is for the infant to be
ushered into the material world without consciously experiencing any unusual
degree of excitement from the occurrence."
".A form which vanishes," says Gustave .A.imard, "is the creation of a new
form, a tr&nsformation of being. What we call death is a movement in
advance, a progressive evolution, an aggr&ndisement of life. Our plll!t furnishes us a double proof of this assertion ; for it is through a double death,
a double destruction of anterior forms, that we arrive at our present life.
•• Suppose that the ovule which is to one day be a man, had sensibility and
intelligence; would it not take for symptoms, premonitory of its eud, the
painful rendings of its ovulary organisation P Error ! Vain fears! The
ovule becomes a fret us ; that is to say passes from an inferior life to a superior;
for the fwtus hill! an organisation and a life distinct from those both of the
ovule and of the infant.
"Suppose now that the fwtus, also sensitive and intelligent, approaching
the end of its footal life, began to experience the sufferings of child-birth.
Would not it, too, believe that the convulsive clMpings of the uterus were
the very embrace of death and the utter annihilation of life P Error again!
Vain fears! For that which it took for its death-r&ttle of agony, and its last
adieu to existence, is the first wailing of a new-born child, its salutation to a
new and higher life.
" .And so the end of one life is the commencement of another life less imperfect. It is in this manner beyond a doubt, that by an endless series of
evclutions or of deaths, we shall realise more and more the divine destiny
which is revealed to us and promised by our aspirations, our infinite desires.
"Unle88 man is eternal in his substance, immortal in his personality, infinite in his destiny, even as he is in his desires, then there is neither Being of .
beings, nor Omnipotent GoodneBB, nor Infinite Love, nor Eternal Justice:
God does not exist."
we know with what suddenness the vrevalent fanatical notions in regard
to witchcraft pa811ed away from the civilised world. Mr. Lecky has described
it in some striking sentences. It was as if people had awakened all at once
from a dreadful night-mare. One day witchcraft seemed a fixed fact, and the
• In the New York "Round Table" of December 12th, 1868, we find the following
remarks upon the subject of P lanchette : " Mr. Kirby is said to have sold over two hundred
thousand planchettes, at a profit of fifty cents, cash, each. It need not surprise us that Mr.
Kirby thinks well of planchette. Now what does so knowing a young lady as Miss Field
think of it? In this neat little volume(' Planchette's Diary'), she tells her own experiences
and, as a conclusion of the whole, admits that she has no theory, is perplexed: and, finally'
' fro~ the sens.'\tions undergone while using pl~nch~tte, I am inclined to believe myself unde;
the •nlluence c( a wonderfully subtle magnetic tlu1d.' To find a name to call a th~ ~·
seems to Katisly most minds; but a name is nothing-' electricity,' 'magnetism,' odic
force,' 'vital cunent, • and so on and on, and we are as much in the dark as ever about
planchette, table-movings., hysteria, Spiritualism, demonism, witchcraft, possessi.)n of devils
&c . Are these anythil•g at all but 'derangement' of the normal fon:es of human nature, .,;
a strange and unhealthy action t or are they, in some subtle way, the action of spiritual
forces tnlt1ilil of ounelves t Science has not xet settled the question, IIDd we commelld it to
the atteation of our llCW ochool of positivists. '
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next
it was spurned and gone. Unquestionably, with what there waa in
it fanatical and false, much that was true was repudiated. It will be the
work of SpiritU&liam to point out and re-confirm the true. But the time is
not far back, when, to deny witchcraft, and the construction put on it by the
authority of the Old Testament, was regarded as a sort of atheism.
May it not be that our theological systems and creeds, widely but somewhat
paeeively accepted 8.11 they now may be, are destined to a winnowing not unlike that which witchcraft has undergone P May not some of our profeesional
religious teachers wake up some bright morning to find that their hearers have
verr generally outgrown a certain style of appeal to their lazy preferences,
the:tr self-indulgent hopes, their nervous fears, or their sordid calculations P
Should such a change come,-and the signs are threatening,-we may be
sure that SpiritU&liem, pure and undefiled, will be the unfailing conservator
of all that 18 good and true in hwnan beliefs on the subject of the relatioilS of
man to time and to eternity, to the universe and to its Author.

Til.& END.
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